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Deputy ~ PNsidCDI

Mr. S. V. Stepashin
Prime MinisteT
of the Russian Federation
House of the Government
103274 Krasnopresnenskaya nab .• 2
Moscow
Russian federation
29 July 1999

Y OUT Excellency,

RE: OAO CHERNOGORNEFT and its bankruptcy process
EBRD is the largest creditor of Chernogomeft with all outstanding loan of USD 35
min. USEXlM also has an eAposure of about USD 22 mIn to Chemogomeft. EBRD
and USEXIM between them repre:sent in excess of 60% of Chernogomeft's creditors
on the basis of the claims disclosed to EBRD during the bankruptcy process. In
accordance with the Federal Bankruptcy law more than 50% creditors should have the
most significant influence on the bankruptcy process.
EBRD is very concerned that the bankruptcy of the company is not being conducted
in a propeT and transparent manner. Since October 22. 1998 whcnthe bankruptcy
petition was filed, there have been many irregularities in procedure: and various legal
challenges to the process by entities affiliated to large oil interests aimed at
disenfnmchising EBRD and USEXIM as creditors and reducing their influenc.e in the
bankruptcy process and in the Creditors Committee. The most recent example was
teday's decision in Khanty-Mansi Arbitration Coun. which reduc-ed EBRD's<:lnim
from USD 35 mln to approximately, USD 26 min. Additionally. it is highly likely that
USEX.{M guaranteed debt will not be recognized for the voting on the creditors
meeting on 30dl of July 1999. in violation of the Federal Bankruptcy law and against
USEXIM's wishes as expressed 10 us with respect to its debt. These actions wen'!
done with the immediate aim of reducing EBRD's and USEXlM's combined voting
strength below the critical 50% level.
Previously, we had brought these matters to thc anenlion the Governor of KhantyMansii and today we brought these mooers to the attention of both the Federal
Bankruptcy Agency and the MiniStry for Fuel and Energy. Both the Ministry and the
Federul Agency informed us that this is a matter to be dealt with by the Prime
Minister becnuse Chemogornefl is a subsidiary of Sidanko. the future direction of
which will be decided by yourself.
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We would therdore:: urge that step be taken immediately to ensure that a proper and
fair process is PUt in place to deal with Chemogorneft bankruptcy case and the
interests of the larges( crediton; arc properly represented with their full amounts of the
debt owed.

Yours sincerely

cc:

Chairman of USEXlM
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Sale of bankrupt Russian oil firm a travesty, say BP Amoco and EBRD | Business | The G... Page 1 of 1

Printing sponsored by:

Sale of bankrupt Russian oil firm a
travesty, say BP Amoco and EBRD
Mark Milner, Deputy Financial Editor
The Guardian, Friday 26 November 1999 21.34 EST
larger | smaller

Western investors and lenders yesterday reacted angrily to news that a bankrupt
Russian oil company in which they hold large stakes had been sold to a rival for what
they claim is a knockdown price.
Tyumen Oil Co (TNK) said that it had paid $175m (£109m) for Chernogorneft, a
subsidiary of Russian oil group Sidanko in which BP Amoco, the European Bank for
Reconstruction and Development and the Soros Foundation hold shares.
BP Amoco said yesterday that it considered the sale "invalid" and a violation of the
rights of shareholders and creditors. The European Bank for Reconstruction and
Development, which is one of Chernogorneft's creditors, described the sale as a "sham"
and "a perversion of justice."
The row over Sidanko and Chernogorneft is likely to further damage investor confidence
in Russia. BP Amoco has said that it is studying all its options - which must include a
strategic withdrawal. The group has already written down its Sidnako investment by
$200m to $284m.
TNK acquired Chernogorneft through a bankruptcy auction which shareholders and
other creditors had tried to block.
"Chernogorneft is a viable and profitable company and is fully able to meet its
obligations to creditors. The bankruptcy process has been manipulated to enforce the
sale of property against the wishes of shareholders and major international creditors to
a third party at a fraction of its value." BP Amoco said.
"The auction of Chernogorneft will inflict a further damaging blow on the already fragile
Russian investment prospects."
The EBRD also warned that the sale would damage the investment climate in Russia.
TNK tried to strike a conciliatory note with a statement suggesting that it was "critical
for the Russian oil industry to remain open and friendly to foreign investments".
"To ensure that the negative experience of investing in Sidanko by BP Amoco and other
strategic foreign investors does not create a negative image of the Russian oil industry.
TNK is prepared to enter into a long-term strategic alliance with these investors."
BP Amoco declined to comment on the offer.
© 2011 Guardian News and Media Limited or its affiliated companies. All rights reserved.

http://www.guardian.co.uk/business/1999/nov/27/bp/print
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Auction of Russian Oil Firm Angers Investors

The Washington Post
November 27, 1999 | David Hoffman

The bankruptcy auction of a Siberian oil company today intensified a fresh conflict
over the riches of the former Soviet Union that continues to force foreign investors to
the sidelines.
The oil company Chernogorneft, which sits astride the northern part of the huge
Samotlor oil field in western Siberia, was sold to Tyumen Oil Co. for $176 million.
Tyumen, Russia's sixth-largest oil company, already controls the southern part of the
Samotlor field. The auction was held in the city of Nizhnevartovsk, about 1,600 miles
east of Moscow.
The sale triggered howls of protest from the owners of Chernogorneft's parent
company, Sidanco. They said the bankruptcy process was flawed and the auction
unnecessary, and earlier had filed suit in New York and Russia in an attempt to stop
the sale.
Among those contesting the sale are BP Amoco PLC, which invested half a billion
dollars in Sidanco in 1997, and the Sputnik Fund, an investment fund run by
financier Boris Jordan, which includes investments by George Soros and the Harvard
Endowment.
The investors have said the Chernogorneft sale is another key test case of whether
Russia will protect foreign investors. While direct foreign investment in Russia was
never huge during the boom years of 1997 and 1998, it now has slowed to a trickle.
One reason, analysts said, is the lack of protection for minority shareholders and
foreign investors.
Russia also has some of the world's worst credit ratings after last year's default on its
domestic debts. This has made it even more difficult for Russian firms, which need
capital to restructure, to attract overseas loans and capital.

http://www.highbeam.com/doc/1P2-622688.html/print
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In London, the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development issued a
statement tonight calling the bankruptcy auction "a sham" and "wholly contrary to
the concepts of fairness and transparency" that "could have severe repercussions on
the investment climate in Russia." Justice, the bank said, "has been perverted."
Sidanco was one of the vertically integrated oil majors carved out of the state-owned
Soviet oil industry, and it was bought in 1995-96 by the Russian tycoon Vladimir
Potanin and his allies through a series of controversial auctions at rock-bottom
prices.
However, Sidanco now is falling apart, with key production units being bankrupted
and sold off at auctions. Sidanco's owners have accused Tyumen of foul play in the
courts in making a bid for the oil production units, which Tyumen denies.
Despite the protests and lawsuits, the bankruptcy sale of Chernogorneft went ahead
as scheduled, and Tyumen was announced as the winner by the Russian Federal
Property Fund. The winning bid of $176 million is but a fraction of the annual value
of the company's production of 125,000 barrels a day of crude oil, worth about $1.1
billion at current world oil prices.
BP Amoco, which holds 10 percent of Sidanco, called the bankruptcy process
"seriously flawed" and said it was reviewing its future in Russia as a result. On
Thursday BP Amoco said it believed the tender was illegal and that Chernogorneft
was a viable, profit-making company.
Potanin's holding company, Interros, which owns 40 percent of Sidanco, also
protested the sale today, saying it "was conducted in an atmosphere of unprecedented
pressure on the court system."
Tyumen President Simon Kukes replied to the criticism by saying "it is critical for the
Russian oil industry to remain . . . friendly to foreign investments." He said the oil
company "is prepared to enter into a long-term strategic alliance" with BP Amoco and
other investors that "would ensure that these investors do not suffer a loss from the
sale of Chernogorneft." He did not offer details.
Tyumen is jointly owned by one of Moscow's leading oligarchs, Mikhail Fridman of
Alpha Bank, and New York-based Access Industries Inc., which is seeking $489
million in U.S. Export-Import Bank credits.
Copyright 2009 The Washington Post. All inquiries regarding rights or concerns about this content
should be directed to Customer Service. For permission to reuse this article, contact Copyright
Clearance Center.
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Select Committee on Foreign Affairs Third Report

Securing a healthy trading relationship
25. The evidence we have received concerning the business environment in Russia paints a picture of tremendous but unrealised potential
for United Kingdom exports and investment. Russia accounts for 17 per cent of the world's crude oil production and 4.7 per cent of
proven reserves; 25-30 per cent of natural gas production and over one-third of proven reserves; and 10-20 per cent of world output of
various non-ferrous, rare and noble metals. In addition to being a major gold producer, Russia generates about one-quarter of the world's
diamonds, one-third of its nickel, and 40 per cent of its platinum.[57] It is also a market of 146 million people and has a workforce of
over 72 million which is, by international standards, well educated. Moreover, although much of the industrial capital stock is antiquated
and inefficient, the R&D base is substantial and Russian technologies in some sectors are sophisticated.[58] Many of the companies from
which we received evidence remain committed to doing business in Russia in the long term because of this potential, despite the great
difficulties at present.[59]
26. Compared to our main competitors, the United Kingdom is a disappointingly small trading partner with Russia, as demonstrated by
the Table below.

* Sum of exports and imports. Figures do not sum exactly due to rounding.
The FCO identified a number of other difficulties in the trading relationship: an unattractive investment climate, with a lack of confidence
by foreign investors that their investments will be adequately protected and that they will have a fair chance to make a profit; structural
problems which "cripple Russian enterprise", and a lack of quality in finished goods.[60] Nevertheless, the Government believes that
"despite present economic difficulties, there is still important trade promotion work to do".
27. One member of British Invisibles, active in Russia for several years, described doing business in Russia as "embarking on a long
voyage where the ports-of-call and the final destination are regularly changed, the vessel is leaking, rusty and in need of repair and, if that
was not enough, the crew have stolen some of the passengers' wallets!"[61] We deal below with the problems of organised crime and
corruption in Russian society.[62] Several other specific legal and institutional problems were brought to our attention:

file://C:\Users\10981\Dropbox\tyumen\articles-reports\House of Commons - Foreign Affairs - Third Report.htm
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· a number of witnesses expressed concern about standards of corporate governance. These complaints have centred on weak protection
of property rights, particularly those of minority shareholders in Russian companies.[63] The authorities in Russia often prove unable or
unwilling to protect minority investors (particularly foreign investors) from the predations of enterprise insiders, well-connected local
rivals and venal judges.
· for some companies, such as SmithKline Beecham, BNFL, and Glaxo Wellcome, the low level of protection of intellectual property
was a particular concern. Counterfeiting of products—even relatively low-tech consumer goods—is a common problem.[64]
· the bankruptcy mechanism is seen as cumbersome, easily abused and heavily biased in favour of continuation rather than liquidation,
even if this is not in creditors' interests. Indeed, the IMF is currently pressing the Russian government to amend the bankruptcy law to
mitigate this bias.[65] At the same time, the law on bankruptcy can easily be manipulated.
· Russian accounting still does not conform to international standards, a particular problem where banking and other financial sectors
are concerned.[66]
· the IMF and United Kingdom businesses alike view the financial system as particularly problematic: there are still no laws against
insider trading, the collateral mechanism works badly and the banking system is both shaky and under-regulated.[67]
· according to the CBI and others, the tax regime is in immediate need of fundamental reform. It is complex, frequently changing and
often irrational.[68]
·

there is still no market in land, and the legal position of property rights to land remains unresolved.

·

barter and other forms of non-monetary exchange are employed on a massive scale.

36. We have also heard a good deal about the general ambivalence of Russians towards foreign investment.[69] According to Mr Chase
of BP Amoco, "there is a substantial part of the political and economic elite which would perhaps prefer not to see competition and
significant foreign ownership in the Russian Federation,"[70] while Professor Hanson spoke of "a very strong tendency in Russian society
to regard anything done by foreigners as somehow threatening and something to be uneasy about."[71]
BP, Sidanko and the Chernogorneft Battle: an illustration of the challenges of doing business in Russia.
Chernogorneft, the oil-producing subsidiary of the Russian oil company Sidanko, has been at the centre of an increasingly fierce struggle
for control since early 1999. The principal contenders are Chernogorneft's parent, Sidanko, which is 10 per cent owned by BP Amoco,
and the Tyumen' Oil Company (TNK). The battle has been waged via a bankruptcy suit, an increasingly popular method of taking control
of Russian companies. Buying a company with large debts can be expensive. Using a bankruptcy proceeding to secure the appointment of
a favourably inclined external administrator is often more appealing. If the case ends with an auction of the victim, it can be bought more
cheaply.
This was clearly TNK's aim. When the court-appointed external manager who took over in December 1998 looked like restoring
Chernogorneft to solvency, TNK arranged his removal. Subsequent external managers have been closely identified with TNK, which in
September secured approval of the external manager's plan to sell off Chernogorneft by the end of the year, with no guarantee that it
would be sold at public tender. The sale took place on 26 November and, as expected, TNK prevailed, owing partly to the exclusion of its
rivals from the process. The legality of the sale is still being contested in a number of jurisdictions.
Much of TNK's campaign was based on perfectly legal manipulation of the weaknesses in Russian bankruptcy law. However, some of its
moves appear to have been illegal and a number of court judgements were viewed by Russian observers as well as western ones as clearly
biased.[72] Federal Bankruptcy Service chief Georgii Tal' declared that Chernogorneft could have paid off its outstanding debts in six
months and described the West Siberian Arbitration Court as "the legal department of TNK." Adverse decisions in other jurisdictions
were overruled or ignored. Moreover, the involvement of the local, regional and federal authorities was evident throughout. This was
particularly true of Tyumen' Oblast', the Governor of which, Leonid Roketskii, chairs TNK's board of directors.
Following a lobbying campaign by BP Amoco in the US, President Clinton was reported to have blocked a £310 million US Export
Import Bank loan guarantee to TNK to upgrade its Russian refinery. This and an appeal to the then Prime Minister, Mr Putin, led to TNK
and BP Amoco reaching a deal whereby Chernogorneft is to be transferred free of debt to the full ownership and control of Sidanco. The
agreement also specifies that Sidanco's bankruptcy will be brought to an end, and that the parent company of TNK will receive a 25 per
cent plus one share interest in Sidanco.[73]
Although BP Amoco has succeeded in reversing to some extent the problems caused by TNK's actions, the struggle for Chernogorneft
raises fundamental questions about the ability and willingness of the Russian authorities to protect foreign investors' property rights
against well-entrenched local interests. Legal protections are inadequate even where the law is observed, and the administration of justice
is often politicised. A large company such as BP Amoco can lobby to mitigate these difficulties, but a less powerful investor may not be
able to do so. The case also points to other dangers for investors. Firstly, a well-connected local partner may fall out of favour politically,
leaving the foreign investor exposed. Secondly, the local partner may be the source of the problem: Sidanko's critics (including
Chernogorneft managers) claim that it was Sidanko's exploitation of its own subsidiaries that left them vulnerable to attack.
37. Capital movements bear witness to Russia's difficult business climate. Fitch-IBCA estimates that outflows of resident capital during
1993-98 may have totalled as much as $136 billion, or 50 per cent of 1998 GDP. Some of these capital exports represent investment that
will benefit Russia, but most must be regarded as capital flight, motivated by tax evasion, the need to launder criminal money or the
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desire to hold assets abroad in view of Russia's economic and political instability. In short, wealthy Russians do not regard their country
as a suitable place to invest or to hold their assets. Large trade and current-account surpluses and inflows of multilateral and private
western capital have effectively financed these outflows. Company movements also testify to the difficult environment: Barclays plc,
among other companies, has closed its Moscow office, having suffered losses of around £250 million as a result of the devaluation and
debt default of August 1998.[74]
38. Nevertheless, despite the considerable difficulties encountered by foreign companies operating in Russia, some western firms are
indeed successfully penetrating the Russian market. Unilever's 'Northern Lights' plant in St Petersburg, though hit hard by the August
1998 crisis, is continuing to expand its product range and, crucially, to reduce its reliance on foreign inputs,[75] while Ford is preparing to
begin production of its "Focus" model in Leningrad Oblast'.[76] SmithKline Beecham has been operating in Sverdlovsk Oblast', and
expects to see a profit from this operation.[77] Even in the oil industry, which has seen fierce resistance to penetration by foreign
companies, there have been some downstream successes, such as BP petrol stations in Moscow. In Sakhalin, where there are large,
previously unexploited, offshore reserves, BP Amoco has created a strategic alliance with Rosneft and the local Sakhalinmorneftegaz to
bid for the rights to Sakhalin-5, the East Schmitovskiy block.[78] Reflecting the views of those investors still in Russia, David Cant of the
Russo-British Chamber of Commerce emphasised that "for those in the front-line battle-ranks, or frontiersman, who choose to do so in
the right way and with their eyes wide open, [doing business in Russia] may pay off."[79]
Living standards of ordinary Russians
39. One of the consequences of economic difficulties and the poor climate for business has been a sharp increase in poverty. Central Bank
data show 34 per cent of the population living below the officially defined poverty line during January-September 1999, up from 22 per
cent in the first three quarters of 1998.[80] Informal (untaxed) second jobs and small-plot food production are widespread.[81] Such
coping strategies cushion individuals against the worst effects of the transition, but the very poorest often do not have access to them. In
1997, the subsistence minimum wage was set at Rb411,200 or £42 per month.[82] An estimated 30.7 per cent of the population fell below
this level. This is likely to be an overestimate, reflecting Russians' tendency to conceal their true incomes from the authorities, but there is
no doubt that the transition has increased dramatically the number of very poor people in Russia. Little progress has been made to date in
constructing something like a western-style system of social protection. One of the consequences of this has been a sharp rise in death
rates: according to data released in early 1999, male life expectancy at birth in 1998 was 58 years, above its 1994 low point of 57.4 but
below the 1997 figure of 61—let alone the Soviet-era peak of 64.2. Female life expectancy in 1998 was estimated at 71 years, its lowest
level in more than a generation, down from a Soviet-era peak of 74.5 years.[83] The causes of rising death rates are controversial, but are
generally believed to be a product of environmental degradation, malnutrition, the decay of the healthcare system, the reappearance of
epidemic diseases such as diphtheria and cholera (linked to declining housing and public health standards), and high alcohol
consumption, especially among men.[84] For Russians who have seen their living standards plunge in the 1990s, while a small minority
grew steadily richer, the new democratic freedoms of post-Soviet Russia are small comfort: the destitute and the desperate do not see the
free press or periodic competitive elections as a substitute for what they have long regarded as basic socio-economic rights.
Reduced cross-border environmental threat
40. Environmental degradation is a major problem for Russia. More than 40 per cent of the population live in cities where air pollution
levels regularly exceed permitted maximum levels; the quality of drinking water is questionable in many areas, and 13 per cent of tested
soil is contaminated.[85] To a great extent, these problems reflect the low priority attached to environmental concerns by Soviet planners,
who bequeathed Russia an industrial base that generates high levels of pollutants relative to output. (Ironically, therefore, the industrial
depression has brought about some improvement in certain areas, and water quality has improved in many regions owing to farms'
inability to afford to employ mineral fertilisers as lavishly as in the past.) It has been estimated that almost 92 million people (62 per cent
of the population) are inhaling air that does not meet international safety standards. BP Amoco witnesses drew our attention to the serious
problem of leakages from ageing oil pipe-lines.[86] A number of these environmental problems cross borders: for example, one of the
priorities of the EU's Northern Dimension is to reduce the pollutants which flow into the Baltic Sea from Russian rivers.[87]
41. By far the most serious environmental threat, for both Russia and its neighbours, is nuclear.[88] The Foreign Secretary acknowledged
this candidly: he did not assess the risk to be immediate, but nuclear safety was a "very serious problem that requires to be
addressed."[89] He also told us that the issue was "a personal concern" of his and a "major concern for Russia and its friends."[90] John
Lloyd regarded the nuclear question as the "key central issue that threatens us"[91], a view with which Anatol Lieven concurred.[92]
There are a range of problems. Russia's Northern Fleet includes more than 100 nuclear submarines that have been taken out of service, as
well as a number of nuclear icebreakers—altogether some 20 per cent of the world's nuclear reactors. These vessels' reactors have not
been properly decommissioned and many are now little more than floating nuclear waste containers. There are around 60,000 spent fuel
elements in the region.[93] A similar situation obtains with respect to the Pacific Fleet. In addition, storage facilities for nuclear weapons
are often inadequate with respect to both security and environmental safety, and there are concerns about the safety of Russia's civil
nuclear establishment.[94] Nuclear waste disposal, in particular, is a worry.[95] Eleven of Russia's 30 or so operating nuclear reactors are
RBMKs (the model involved in the Chernobyl accident), despite the fact that the International Atomic Energy Agency regards this model
as fundamentally unsafe. These reactors are, moreover, being kept in service beyond their intended lifespans, in violation of Russian law.
[96] Financial problems also have safety implications, leading to stoppages and workplace unrest (wage arrears have triggered sit-ins and
threats to set fire to plants). Altogether, the clean-up costs required to deal with the environmental threat from Russia's nuclear sector are
estimated by BNFL to run into the hundreds of billions of dollars.[97]
Crime
42. The FCO told us that "corruption and crime within Russia are major obstacles to social and economic development".[98] A dramatic
rise in crime, particularly organised crime, has accompanied Russia's market transformation.[99] The murder rate is one of the highest in
the world and is rising,[100] with political assassinations common (while the Committee was in Russia Mr Viktor Novoselov, a candidate
for the post of speaker of the Leningrad Oblast', was murdered). It is estimated that perhaps 80 per cent of all businesses pay protection
money to racketeers.[101] The FCO told us that the "growing problem of drug addiction in Russia is of concern to the UK"[102], and,
during our visit to Moscow, we received information from the Ministry of the Interior which indicated the scale of the growth: in rough
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terms, the then Soviet authorities in the late 1980s uncovered around 30,000 narcotics-related crimes and seized 5 to 10 tonnes of drugs a
year. In 1998, there were 200,000 crimes and 50 tonnes of drugs seized.[103] Local leaders in Ekaterinburg also stressed to us their
concerns that their area could become a drugs transit route from East to West. Russian organised crime has emerged as a major force on
the international criminal scene, penetrating dozens of foreign countries and building links to criminal organisations based in other states.
This makes it a significant security threat for western states.[104] Dr Mark Galeotti, Director of the Russian and Eurasian Organised
Crime Research Unit at Keele University, also drew our attention to the chaos which organised crime could create in Russian society and
the complementary problem that Western policy might become driven by a false assumption that "all Russians are crooks."[105] Tackling
the threat from crime is one of the priorities of the EU-Russia Common Strategy.[106]
43. Russia also suffers from endemic official corruption, which has been a common complaint of United Kingdom firms trading with, or
investing in, Russia.[107] Mr Chase of BP Amoco expressed the view that "corruption reaches deep into the fabric of government and
business in Russia."[108] This perception is clearly widely held among foreign businesses: Transparency International's 1999 "Corruption
Perceptions Index" ranked only 17 of the 99 countries surveyed as more corrupt than Russia.[109] The extraction of bribes, the diversion
of state funds to private ends and the manipulation of sensitive information for financial gain are all rife, from the highest levels of
government to the lowest levels of local administration.[110] Mr Riley of Fitch-IBCA noted that much official corruption is linked to the
lack of proper control over and accounting for state expenditure: the necessary infrastructure simply does not exist.[111] The corrupt
practices of private firms in Russia largely mirror this pattern. While David Cant of the Russo-British Chamber of Commerce stressed
that talk of "kleptocracy" in Russia is exaggerated and that it is possible to do business honestly in some sectors, he noted that others were
extremely corrupt and acknowledged the severity of the wider problem.[112] Corruption in law enforcement agencies and the courts is a
major factor preventing more effective steps to curb crime.[113]
44. Crime and corruption are closely linked to the weak rule of law in Russia. The administration of law remains problematic for a
number of reasons. First, Russian law (particularly commercial law) is complex, unstable and often self-contradictory—a consequence of
the large number of new laws and decrees adopted since 1992 in an effort to create a market economy.[114] While tremendous progress
has been made in putting new and better laws on the books, numerous gaps, contradictions and inadequacies remain. Secondly, the
adjudication of disputes is often arbitrary.[115] In high-stakes commercial cases political interference remains a common problem,
especially when foreign litigants are involved.[116] Thirdly, enforcement of court judgements is patchy: losers often fail to comply with
court orders and are sometimes supported in their defiance by regional and local officials.
Increased support for human rights
45. Since the collapse of the Soviet Union, there have been many improvements in human rights. Bill Bowring told us that "broadly
speaking, the trends are in the right direction".[117] Russia has ratified the six core UN Human Rights treaties and it has also accepted the
human rights obligations of the Council of Europe including the European Convention on Human Rights.[118] Many problems in the
areas of civil and political rights still exist, and these were spelt out to us by Amnesty International. Ms Katzarova of Amnesty
International told us that "Russia continues to be a country where massive human rights violations are permitted on a daily basis."[119]
Issues such as women's rights, freedom from want, and safety in the workplace are of concern as well as civil and political rights.
46. Women's rights. Women's rights have come increasingly to the fore in 1990s Russia, especially in comparison with the Soviet era
when women's rights were respected on paper if not in practice. Of particular concern have been the promotion of equal rights and equal
opportunities in the workplace (where women are particularly under-represented at the higher levels), gender in relation to social
exclusion and poverty, and work in support of women who have suffered physical or sexual abuse.
47. Freedom from want. We discussed the rise in poverty in Russia earlier[120]. Human rights activists whom we met told us that
economic freedoms do not exist in Russia, and that it was difficult to safeguard human rights in general in such a poor country. The
destitute of all ages suffer, but the suffering of children is particularly abhorrent. Human Rights Watch has published a horrific account of
cruelty and neglect in orphanages, for example.
48. Health and safety at work. The Russian Constitution guarantees each person the right to work in conditions meeting the requirements
of safety and hygiene.[121] Nonetheless, official Russian statistics themselves demonstrate that in Russian industry during 1998 26.1 per
cent of men and 14.9 per cent of women worked in conditions which did not meet hygiene norms.[122]
49. Freedom of religion. Russia adopted a law "On Religious Freedom" in September 1997 which, according to Christian Solidarity
Worldwide, "violates international standards of human rights and religious liberty".[123] This legislation removes many of the freedoms
established in the late Soviet period and, although ostensibly aimed at what the Russian government regards as harmful sects, has been
widely used against mainstream religious organisations, whose activities are made dependent on successful registration with the
authorities by the end of 1999. The law favours "traditional" religions such as Islam, Judaism and, particularly, Russian Orthodoxy. In the
first year after its introduction, the law was used in at least 69 different cases.[124] Human rights activists in Moscow told us that groups,
including Roman Catholics, Jehovah's Witnesses, Pentecostals, Scientologists and members of the Unification Church, were all
discriminated against. Islam is also suffering because of post-Chechnya prejudices. Anti-semitism has also been rising in Russia in recent
years, as the FCO told us, and as was powerfully illustrated in written evidence from the Board of Deputies of British Jews.[125]
50. Freedom of speech. A number of high profile cases in Russia in the past three years have brought into question the Russian
government's commitment to freedom of speech. Amnesty International noted three such cases.[126] Particularly noteworthy are the
cases of the journalists Aleksandr Nikitin and Grigory Pasko, accused of high treason and espionage following their work in publicising
the environmental impact of Russian naval nuclear establishments. Their case was taken up by Amnesty International and the FCO,
amongst others, and neither are currently subject to detention, although Nikitin currently faces retrial.[127]
51. Freedom of media. A distinction should be drawn between the print and broadcast media. Mr Lloyd spoke of his admiration for his
Russian colleagues in the print media for the commitment of many of them to courageous and open reporting. Mr Smiley noted that the
Russian press is "energetic, independent in the sense that is a very varied press." He noted too that very rich people with power and
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influence now own key newspapers, and therefore their views predominate.[128] The broadcast media in Russia are subject to state
control to a greater extent than the print media. Index on Censorship informed us that "with presidential elections approaching and a war
in the North Caucasus underway, freedom of speech and information in Russia is potentially under serious threat".[129] One recent
example of this threat has been the case of Mr Alexander Khinshtein, a journalist working for Moskovsky Komsomolets, who has written
a number of anti-corruption stories, some concerning the Interior Minister, Mr Vladimir Rushailo. In mid-January Mr Khinshtein's flat
was raided by police, who informed him that, due to a 1997 driving-licence offence, Mr Khinshtein would be required to attend a
psychiatric clinic. The OSCE Representative on Freedom of the Media, Freimut Duve, wrote to the Russian Foreign Minister on 24
January, urging that Mr Khinshtein should be allowed to carry out his work without hindrance.[130]
52. Human rights in the military. According to Christopher Locksley, who has made a study of this area, human rights violations in the
armed forces are "widespread".[131] Several serious problems are reported: conscripts are liable to systematic bullying; there is denial of
food (either deliberately as a disciplinary measure or as a result of shortages); frequent training accidents occur due to ill-maintained
equipment; housing is poor; salaries are low; and there is denial of the constitutional right to conscientious objection. Although the
constitution enshrines the right to alternative service for conscientious objectors, enabling legislation is not in place and in practice
upholding this right in court is a long process rarely conducted successfully.
53. Human rights for prisoners. Russian prisons are vastly overcrowded and unhygienic, leading to severe health problems. In particular,
a new and virulent strain of tuberculosis to be found in the prison population poses potential dangers beyond the prison walls. Over one
million people endure conditions which Amnesty International described to us as "cruel, inhuman and degrading". We were also told that
"torture and ill-treatment continues in police custody".[132] The Russian government has responded to human rights abuses in the prison
system in a variety of ways. Having published a report on torture in police custody in 1997, Amnesty International received assurances in
1999 from the Russian Minister of Internal Affairs that all such allegations would be investigated. In June 1997 then President Yeltsin
rescinded a decree allowing for incommunicado detention.[133] In compliance with its obligations to the Council of Europe, Russia has
also transferred its prison system from the Ministry of Interior to the Ministry of Justice. Mr Bowring told us that the Council of Europe
could do more to put pressure on Russia to improve prison conditions.[134]
54. The death penalty. Since June 1999, when then President Yeltsin granted clemency to all prisoners on death row, there have been no
judicial executions in Russia. Parliament has, however, yet to remove the death penalty from law.
55. Residence permits and anti-Chechen discrimination. The Chechen conflict which began again in the autumn of 1999 is dealt with in
detail above.[135] Here, though, we note specific human rights abuses applied to Chechens, and other ethnic Caucasians, in Moscow. In
contradiction to the Russian constitution, the Moscow authorities operate a system of residence permits which people need in order to
remain in the city. Ms Katzarova told us that "a particular target of these practices are people from the Caucasus, the darker people, the
Chechens",[136] and we understand that all non-whites and those at the margins of society are subject to police harassment.
A constructive foreign and security policy partnership
56. As the FCO has pointed out, Russia retains "considerable influence," notably in "the Balkans, Far and Middle East, South Asia and
the CIS [Commonwealth of Independent States—i.e. the former Soviet Union less the Baltic States]."[137] Dr Pravda told us that there is
much potential for a constructive partnership between the United Kingdom and Russia, as Russia has: "global interests both in Asia and
in Europe and we are the European power they think can share that on an equal basis in terms of perceptions and experience."[138]
Russia is, for example, involved in the Middle East peace process, and is able to exert pressures which could complement the influence of
the USA and European Union. The realisation of this potential through the creation of a constructive partnership depends upon the
development of trust.
57. In part, trust derives from mutual understanding, which in turn depends upon behaviour. Many Russians distrust the West's recent
behaviour. We have already referred[139] to the view held by many Russians that the West has conspired to harm the Russian economy.
During our visit to Russia we heard a litany of complaints from across the political spectrum in Russia, alleging that: NATO was an
aggressive organisation which operated outside international law (we discuss below[140] the objections Russia has had to NATO
enlargement and the NATO action against Serbia); that the United States could no longer be considered serious about nuclear
disarmament as a result of the failure of the US Senate to ratify the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty; and that the US was aiming to
weaken the Russian nuclear deterrent with its proposals to amend the Anti-Ballistic Missile Treaty. The bombing of Iraq in 1999 had also
caused disquiet in Russia. We make recommendations below as to how these mistaken perceptions can be tackled.
58. There have also been foreign policy developments on the Russian side which have caused disquiet in the United Kingdom. In the
decade since the collapse of the Soviet Union, the early pro-western stance of the Yeltsin regime has shifted towards a more independent
"Russia first" stance. The psychological difficulties faced by the Russian political and military élite in adjusting to a new role in the 1990s
are manifest in their attempts to ensure that international relations are based on a multi-polar world, as opposed either to the bipolar world
of the Cold War or to a unipolar world of US supremacy.[141] Dr Allison suggested that the "gap between Russian foreign policy
ambitions and the capabilities to support such ambitions has continued to widen".[142] These factors have spurred Russia to develop new
alliances with countries such as China, India and Iran.[143] Dr Pravda has argued that we should see Russia's efforts to build its
relationships with China, south Asia and the Middle East "soberly as an attempt to strengthen Moscow's hand in cooperating with the
West."[144] President Yeltsin's visit to Beijing in early December 1999 following western condemnation of Russia's action in Chechnya
was a demonstration of this tactic. The Foreign Secretary told us that he "did not at the present time detect any appetite in China for a
strategic partnership with Russia",[145] but that, with reference to Chechnya, "the Government of Russia will seek comfort wherever it is
expressed."[146] In terms of trade, investment and aid, by definition none of these areas can match the resources of the developed world.
It is regrettable that some elements within Russia feel alienated from the West, but if the main objective is, as the Foreign Secretary put it,
"to draw Russia out of its shell,"[147] then this is as much about Russia building contacts with the developing world as the developed.
59. On the other hand, it is not possible to be so sanguine about Russia's behaviour towards the South Caucasus and Central Asia, where,
as we found during our recent inquiry, Russia has been both "peace-maker and trouble maker", and the countries of the region feel that
Russia has been "threatening....in some respects."[148] Another indicator of Russia's attitude towards the outside world is its new
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National Security Concept, adopted by decree on 6 January, and published on 14 January.[149] The tone of this document is more
aggressive than the one it replaces. The new National Security Concept states that, with reference to "NATO's transition to the practice of
using military force outside its zone of responsibility and without UN Security Council sanction", "the level and scope of the military
threat are growing," and that Russia is prepared to use "all forces and equipment at its disposal, including nuclear weapons, if it has to
repel armed aggression, if all other means of resolving the crisis have been exhausted or proved ineffective." Under the new Concept,
Russia might use nuclear weapons "to repel armed aggression"—a considerably lower threshold than "in case of a threat to the very
existence of the Russian Federation", which was the only circumstance under which first use of nuclear weapons was envisaged under the
1993 Military Doctrine.[150] The new Concept also refers to deterring the use of nuclear weapons against "Russia and her allies" (with
no definition of "allies"). A new Military Doctrine, in line with the National Security Concept, is also under consideration. It was
published in draft form in October and is expected to be approved by the Russian Security Council in February. This Doctrine does not
represent a radical departure in Russian thinking, as it "elaborates on the 1993 ... military doctrine",[151] albeit taking a slightly gloomier
view of the international situation. Following former President Yeltsin's statement in Beijing on 9 December that President Clinton
"appears to have forgotten...that Russia has a full arsenal of nuclear weapons",[152] it is possible to see the new National Security
Concept and draft Military Doctrine as a significant shift in Russia's attitude towards the West, and an indicator of the extent to which the
Russian security establishment feels alarmed by what it sees as threatening developments in the west.
60. However, while any shift in doctrine by any nuclear power which makes the use of nuclear weapons more likely is unwelcome, the
new documents should be seen in the context, firstly of Mr Putin's election campaign;[153] secondly of the weakness of Russia's
conventional weapons, which compels Russia to be more dependent upon its nuclear forces; thirdly of indications of a more positive
intent by Mr Putin, with evidence that he is encouraging the Duma to ratify START II; and fourthly of previous revisions to military and
foreign policy doctrine, which appeared to have little impact on actual military dispositions. Against this, Mr Putin has announced that
military procurement will increase by 50 per cent in 2000, and has promulgated a recent decree which strengthens Russia's security and
intelligence services.[154] These actions, together with the new Concept, are unlikely to promote the trust upon which a constructive
foreign policy relationship is built. Another concern is the proliferation of sensitive technologies, to which we now turn.
Reducing the threat from weapons of mass destruction and conventional weapons
61. The FCO indicated that one of its major policy objectives in Russia was to secure "a reduced threat from weapons of mass destruction
(WMD) and conventional weapons, through arms control and work to counter proliferation".[155] The problem is partly that Russia
cannot control its exports and its stock, and partly that it exports equipment intentionally. These difficulties will be considered in greater
detail in our current inquiry into Weapons of Mass Destruction, but we wish to outline certain key issues here. Many of our witnesses
acknowledged the difficulty of negotiating with Russia, particularly in the area of arms control.[156] Sir Michael Alexander, Chairman of
the RUSI and former UK Permanent Representative on the North Atlantic Council, suggested that "the Russians are in many respects
their own worst enemies. There have been faults on all sides but the evident failure over the last several years to develop a truly effective
political or military dialogue between Moscow and the West owes more to Russian suspicion and hurt pride than to Western clumsiness
or lack of effort".[157] Russia still tends to see policy as a zero-sum game in which a gain for one side must mean a loss for another; this
can also complicate negotiations.[158]
62. British Nuclear Fuels told us that large stocks of weapons-grade nuclear material in Russia posed a serious threat to the international
community. As well as the immediate environmental risk which we discuss elsewhere[159], there is a risk that the materials might fall
into the wrong hands. There is a similar risk of sensitive nuclear technology from the formerly secret nuclear cities, where large numbers
of skilled workers lack satisfactory employment, falling into the wrong hands.[160] John Lloyd argued that the Soviet nuclear arsenal that
Russia inherited was badly guarded and that the security of the weaponry was continuing to deteriorate.[161] Anatol Lieven added that
"this is danger from Russian weakness not Russian strength. It is not that the Russian state is going to start chucking nuclear missiles at
us, it is the fact that they cannot control their own arsenals."[162] Dr Galeotti thought that the mafiya had a role in proliferation and that
an effective anti-proliferation regime in Russia could not be separated from efforts to combat organised crime.[163]
63. Some of the defence experts we met during our visit suggested that Russia saw the development of defence alliances with countries
such as India and China as a way of counterbalancing the power of the USA. As we discuss above,[164] it is possible to see these
alliances as an attempt to improve Russia's bargaining power with the west, rather than as a threat. However, there is also a risk that
elements in Russia will seek to profit from its advanced nuclear and missile technologies by selling equipment and expertise to the
highest bidder—which might be established nuclear powers such as China, or countries which are not signatories of the Non-Proliferation
Treaty, such as India, or even countries such as Iran, which are developing ballistic missile delivery technology. Although the Foreign
Secretary described concerns about Russia's desire to form new alliances to counterbalance the power of the USA as "a little bit like the
re-invention of the 'Great Game' from the 19th Century", we believe that they cannot be lightly dismissed.[165] The potential for
proliferation of nuclear technologies to these countries is a major international security concern.
64. Dr Allison advised us that Russian defence budgets provided inadequate funds to meet existing arms control agreements and
precluded taking on new ones.[166] Russia certainly does play a key role in international negotiations on arms control, non-proliferation
and disarmament, as the FCO indicated.[167] Dr Allison reported that there are growing concerns within Russia about the plans of the
USA to develop a national ballistic defence system. The USA is seeking to amend the Anti-Ballistic Missile Treaty to allow this. Dr
Pravda explained that the opposition did not stem from a fear that the US would use nuclear weapons, but rather from a fear that the
"United States' sheer predominance in high technology development ... would so outpace Russian efforts that again it would lead to the
kind of bankrupting procedure we have seen in an already bankrupt economy."[168] Although the new National Security Concept, which
we discuss above,[169] represents an unwelcome shift in Russia's nuclear policy, the new Duma seems more likely to ratify the START II
treaty with the United States which would reduce the number of strategic warheads. We will return to these issues in more detail in our
forthcoming inquiry into Weapons of Mass Destruction.
65. Russia signed the Agreement on the Adaptation of the Treaty on Conventional Armed Forces in Europe (CFE) at the Istanbul Summit
of the OSCE in November 1999 after negotiations lasting over three years. The new agreement provides Russia with greater forces limits
on its southern flank, in return for reduced deployments in Georgia and Moldova. Depending upon the interpretation of "exceptional
circumstances" and "temporary" within the Treaty, Russia appears to be exceeding the CFE flank limits on aircraft and heavy military
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equipment—under both the pre- and post-Istanbul agreements—as a result of its actions in Chechnya. Russia has declared that it will
comply with the CFE Treaty once its operations in Chechnya have ended.[170] . Dr Allison stated that the Treaty was "clearly in the
Russian strategic interests since it locks in constraints on preponderant NATO forces more than on the decaying Russian force
structure."[171] Nonetheless, the existence of the Treaty, and its successful adaptation at Istanbul, contributes to the security of Europe as
a whole.
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creditors' committee and alter the balance of power therein. This violated the provisions governing creditors' rights under Russian
bankruptcy law. The Tyumen' court also ignored the Federal Service for Financial Rehabilitation and Bankruptcy (FSFO) when that
agency removed the licence of one pro-TNK external manager. Back
73 Financial Times, 22 December 1999, BP Amoco close to Russian deal. See also www.bpamoco.com/_nav/pressoffice/default.asp?
PressReleaseID=293. Back
74 Ev. p. 101. Back
75 Visit to Unilever's 'Northern Lights' factory, 22 October 1999; Unilever appears to be the only foreign investor in Russia to have
acquired a freehold to a piece of Russian real estate. Back
76 Meeting with Leningrad Oblast' vice-governors, 21 October 1999. Back
77 Meeting with SmithKline Beecham in Sverdlovsk, 22 October 1999. Back
78 BP Amoco is also involved in supporting British Council activities in Sakhalin: Ev. p. 34, QQ153. Back
79 Q175. Back
80 According to the Russian Statistical Agency, the proportion of Russian citizens falling below the poverty line has fluctuated between
about 22 per cent and about 40 per cent since 1992. All data from the RSA are taken from Russian Statistical Yearbook 1998 (Moscow,
1998) or from the RSA website (http://www.gks.ru/). Back
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81 It has been reported that around 40% of the potatoes consumed in Moscow are raised by those who consume them. Back
82 At the average Rouble-sterling exchange rate for 1997. Back
83 All demographic data are taken from the Russian Statistical Agency and http://www.gks.ru/. Back
84 Economist Intelligence Unit, Country Profile: Russia (London, 1998), pp. 12-13. Back
85 Ev. p. 121. Back
86 Q170. Back
87 See para 63. Back
88 QQ133, 138, 155, 162-166 and 312-324. Back
89 Q324. Back
90 Q312. Back
91 Q133. Back
92 Q138. Back
93 Ev. p. 81. Back
94 On security as opposed to safety, John Lloyd (Q138) observed that weapons depots are "lightly guarded" and that there has been
since 1992 "a continuing leakage of weapons-grade fissile material from Russia." Back
95 Q71. Back
96 Ev. p. 121. Back
97 Q164. Back
98 Ev. p. 121. Back
99 See, e.g., Ev. p. 53, Ev. p. 121, and QQ 128, 136. Back
100 According to the Russian Statistical Agency, the number of murders and attempted murders per annum doubled from 1990 to 1997,
reaching a total of 29,300. Back
101 Ev. p. 56. Back
102 Ev. p. 121. Back
103 There are estimates suggesting that 1 million hectares of land in Russia are used for cultivating cannabis, while the porous southern
frontiers of Russia are being used by opiates traffickers from Afghanistan, Pakistan, Tajikistan and other countries. Back
104 Ev. p. 56, Q136. Back
105 Ev. p. 56. Back
106 Ev. p. 176, Appendix 15. Back
107 Q215. Back
108 Q197. Back
109 The index assesses perceptions of the degree of corruption as seen by businesspeople, risk analysts and the general public.
Transparency International (www.transparency.de/documents/cpi/index.html). Back
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110 Ev. p. 53; Ev. p. 176, Appendix 16. Back
111 Q215. Back
112 Q197. Back
113 Q128. Back
114 Q160-161. Back
115 Q160. Back
116 The battle between BP Amoco and the Tyumen Oil Company over Chernogorneft was a case in point. Evidence, p 84, QQ173-174,
223. Back
117 Q4. Back
118 See paras 82 and 87. Back
119 Q6. Back
120 See para 31. Back
121 Russian Constitution, Article 37/3. Back
122 Russian Statistical Yearbook, 1998. Back
123 Ev. p. 154, Appendix 2. Back
124 Ev. p. 156, Appendix 2. Back
125 Ev. p. 120; Ev. p. 198 ff, Appendix 26. Back
126 Ev. pp. 4-6. Back
127 Ev. p. 120. Back
128 Q148. Back
129 Ev. p. 172, Appendix 13. Back
130 www.osce.org/indexen.htm. Back
131 Article Human Rights in the Russian Armed Forces and the Threat of Catastrophic Political Scenarios, submitted to
Committee. Back
132 Ev. pp. 6-7. Back
133 Ev. p. 7. Back
134 Q12. Back
135 See paras 16 to 21. Back
136 Q6. Back
137 Ev. p. 118. Back
138 Q122. Back
139 See para 23. Back
140 See paras 75 to 78. Back
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141 The draft Military Doctrine refers to opposition to Russia as an influential centre in the multipolar world as an external security
threat. See para 51. Back
142 Ev. p. 162, Appendix 5. Back
143 QQ 135, Ev. p. 53, Lloyd p. 8. Back
144 Ev. p. 53. Back
145 Q257. Back
146 Q265. Back
147 Q306. Back
148 Sixth Report of Foreign Affairs Committee, South Caucasus and Central Asia, Sixth Report, 1998-9, HC 349-I, page xi, available
on the Committee web page: www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm/cmfaff.htm Back
149 The new National Security Concept was published on 14 January in the weekly military newspaper, Nezavisimoye Voyennoye
Obozrenie (Independent Military Survey), available in Russian at http://nvo.ng.ru/concepts/20000114/6_concept.html. Translations are by
BBC Monitoring. Back
150 From 1982 until 1993 the USSR and then the Russian Federation had a "no first use" policy, at a time when the Soviet Union had a
preponderance in conventional weapons in Europe, and therefore did not need to rely upon nuclear weapons. Back
151 Krasnaya zvezda (Red Star) , 9 October 1999. Back
152 http://www.rferl.org/newsline/1999/12/091299.html. Back
153 While the preparation of the National Security Concept has been underway since before Mr Putin became interim President, he was
head of the Security Council from 29 March until 15 November 1999, and is therefore likely to have been involved in its production at an
earlier stage. Back
154 The Economist 15 January 2000. Back
155 Ev. p. 116. Back
156 Q138. Back
157 Ev. p. 194, Appendix 24. Back
158 Q135, Ev. p. 182, Appendix 21; Ev. p. 194, Appendix 24. Back
159 See para 33. Back
160 Ev. p. 81. Back
161 Ev. p. 182, Appendix 21. Back
162 Q138. Back
163 Ev. p. 58. Back
164 See para 50. Back
165 Q257. Back
166 Ev. p. 162, Appendix 5. Back
167 Ev. p. 120. Back
168 Q121. Back
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169 See para 51. Back
170 See, for example, statement by Mr Putin on 2 November quoted by Interfax, when he said that Russia intended to bring its forces
back into line with the CFE treaty as soon as possible. The Russians argue that NATO was also in breach of the CFE Treaty as a result of
its action against the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, as the Treaty states that peacekeeping can only be authorised by the UN Security
Council or the OSCE-see Sergei Rogov, writing in Moskovskie Novosti (Moscow News) No.45, November 23-29 1999 p. 5 Back
171 Ev. p. 162, Appendix 5. Back
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67 of 1209 DOCUMENTS
Copyright 2004 Agency WPS
What the Papers Say. Part B (Russia)
April 29, 2004, Thursday
SECTION: CORPORATE NEWS
LENGTH: 463 words
HEADLINE: 1.3 FORMER DIRECTOR OF THE FEDERAL FINANCIAL RECOVERY SERVICE MURDERED[]
SOURCE: Vedomosti, April 29, 2004, p. A2
BYLINE: Alexei Nikolsky
BODY:
One of the authors of all Russian laws on bankruptcy, Georgy Tal became director of the Federal Insolvency
Service in 1998. It was reorganized into the Federal Financial Recovery Service (FFRS) the following year, and Tal quit
it in 2001. The FFRS represents the state in insolvency cases. After 2001, Tal headed the Crisis Management Center and
the Regional Organization of Professional Arbitration Managers.
According to law enforcement agencies, Tal encountered his assassin at about 11.20 a.m. when Tal was leaving his
office on Staraya Basmannaya Street. An undentified gunman fired on Tal, who was hit twice, in the back and in the
abdomen.
Tal was rushed to the Sklifosovsky hospital in a critical condition, and operated on, but died that evening.
The victim's colleagues and friends are shocked. According to Boris Titov, chairman of the Ethics Commission of
the Russian Union of Industrialists and Entrepreneurs (RUIE), Tal was the leading authority on insolvency legislation.
"It is difficult for me to imagine him involved in any conflict situations," Titov said.
Tal had been one of the arbiters of the RUIE Ethics Commission. He was a mediator in the very first case handled
by the RUIE. The matter concerned Stiltex's action against Alfa-Eko and the money the latter received from Russian
Aluminum for withdrawal from NOSTA (Stiltex claimed that it was entitled to a part of the sum). The conflict was not
settled at the level of mediation, and the arbitration tribunal chaired by Mikhail Khodorkovsky made its decision in the
autumn of 2003: both sides had behaved unethically. Titov claims that this was Tal's last involvement with arbitration
tribunals.
Neither does Alfa-Eko President Igor Baranovsky know anything about any conflicts Tal might have been involved
in. "We consulted him when amendments to the law on insolvency were prepared, that was all... After all, Tal was a
renowned authority in this sphere," Baranovsky said.
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Papers Say. Part B (Russia) April 29, 2004, Thursday
"When a professional operates in the market according to the letter of the law, he cannot be defeated in court. He
can be killed in the street, nothing else," said Grigori Tomchin, a former Duma member who knew Tal well.
A source close to the investigation run by the prosecutor's office of the Central District believes that there must be a
connection with Tal's work at the FFRS.
Between 1998 and 2001, Tal's duties and functions brought him in contact with a great many bankruptcy scandals.
In 1999 and 2000, Tal fought the Chernogorneft insolvency (Chernogorneft was a subsidiary of Sidanko that was
eventually absorbed by Tyumen Oil Company), calling it a fraud. Tal objected to additional emission of shares of the
Leningrad Metallurgy in 2001 that nevertheless took place in the interests of Interros.
ORIGINAL-LANGUAGE: RUSSIAN
LOAD-DATE: April 29, 2004
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3 of 3 DOCUMENTS
Copyright 1999 Factiva, a Dow Jones and Reuters Company
All Rights Reserved

(Copyright (c) 1999, Dow Jones & Company, Inc.)
The Wall Street Journal
November 26, 1999 Friday
SECTION: INTERNATIONAL; Pg. A8
LENGTH: 472 words
HEADLINE: Peril Grows for BP's Russian Investment --- Court Ruling Paves Way For the Sale of Oil Asset To a Local Competitor
BYLINE: By Jeanne Whalen, Staff Reporter of The Wall Street Journal
BODY:
MOSCOW -- BP Amoco PLC's $571 million investment in the Russian oil industry looked on the verge of unraveling yesterday as a Russian court cleared the way for the auction today of bankrupt oil company Chernogorneft.
The Siberian oil asset is at the heart of a high-profile battle between Russian oil company AO Sidanko, in which BP
Amoco owns 10%, and local competitor Tyumen Oil Co. The struggle could culminate today with the sale of Chernogorneft to Tyumen, an event BP Amoco says would severely damage Russia's already poor reputation among foreign
investors.
Sidanko and its subsidiary, Chernogorneft, were declared bankrupt this year. BP Amoco has attempted to reach an
amicable settlement with creditors, but Tyumen, intent on acquiring Chernogorneft's attractive oil fields, has used the
bankruptcy process to push the company to the auction block.
"We regard the bankruptcy process as invalid and intended only to achieve the transfer of the enterprise to a third
party at a fraction of its value," said Howard Chase, a BP Amoco spokesman. BP Amoco and Sidanko have said they
aren't bidding in the auction.
Last-minute political maneuvering this week preceded the sale. Sputnik Fund, which also owns 10% of Sidanko, on
Tuesday won a court injunction barring the sale. Financier George Soros and the Harvard University Endowment are
investors in the fund, which won the injunction after claiming that auction organizers had denied it a chance to place a
bid for Chernogorneft.
But the same Siberian court revoked the injunction yesterday, apparently clearing the way for the sale to take place,
according to spokesmen for Tyumen and the Sputnik Fund. "The injunction was lifted under severe political pressure," a
Sputnik Fund spokesman said.
He added that the sale would nevertheless be illegal, because Russian law recognizes an injunction as valid as many
as 10 days after it is revoked.
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The Wall Street Journal November 26, 1999 Friday
Tyumen gained control over the bankruptcy by buying up two-thirds of Chernogorneft's debts earlier this year. The
company says it is acting aggressively but legally, and that the auction has been fair.
"Tyumen is one of five companies bidding for Chernogorneft . . . {which} suggests that the bankruptcy process is
fair, open and working," Tyumen President Simon Kukes said in a statement.
BP Amoco paid $571 million in 1997 for the 10% stake in Sidanko and for a 25% stake in a Siberian gas field
called Kovykta. Russia's fuel and energy minister this week said the gas-field license may soon come up for review,
suggesting that BP Amoco's second big energy investment in Russia could also be in trouble.
BP Amoco has threatened to leave Russia if Chernogorneft is sold to a third party. The company owns several gas
stations in Moscow and has considered joining oil-extraction projects off the coast of Sakhalin Island in Russia's Far
East.
NOTES:
PUBLISHER: Dow Jones & Company
LOAD-DATE: December 5, 2004
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Copyright 2000 The Washington Post

The Washington Post
January 9, 2000, Sunday, Final Edition
SECTION: OP-ED; Pg. B07
LENGTH: 1028 words
HEADLINE: The Strange Case of Russia, Big Oil and the CIA
BYLINE: David Ignatius
BODY:
The Export-Import Bank's decisions normally attract about as much attention as meetings of the Federal Maritime
Commission. But the peculiar chain of events surrounding the Ex-Im Bank's deliberations last month on a $ 500 million
loan guarantee for a Russian oil company has created a buzz in Washington.
It's a complicated story of lobbying and bureaucratic infighting, but I'm devoting a second column to it because it
raises an important question: Did the Clinton administration and the Central Intelligence Agency overstep their bounds
by helping a big Western oil company that was locked in a bitter commercial dispute with the Russian loan applicant?
Here's a brief summary of what happened: A month ago, the Ex-Im Bank was nearing a final decision on its loan
guarantee to Tyumen Oil Co. After months of study, the bank's directors had concluded that the loan met the bank's
normal test of creditworthiness. But they were facing an unusual pressure campaign to reject the loan, led by BP Amoco, which was battling Tyumen for control of a Russian oil field known as Chernogorneft.
BP believed Tyumen had used improper tactics to acquire Chernogorneft at a bankruptcy auction for $ 180 million,
even though it was potentially worth far more, and BP had an ownership claim of its own. BP hoped that Ex-Im rejection of the loan would give it bargaining leverage against Tyumen. Joining BP in its lobbying campaign was global financier George Soros, who had also invested in the oil field, and the powerhouse lobbying firm, Patton Boggs.
Through the fall, pressure had mounted on Ex-Im Bank Chairman James Harmon, including a proposal to tighten
congressional oversight, a warning that congressional committees would investigate his conduct and leaks to newspapers of damaging information about him. I wrote about Harmon's courageous stand to defend Ex-Im's independence in
an earlier column.
What made the private lobbying campaign unusual was that it was accompanied by heavy pressure from the administration to reject or delay the loan. Stung by criticism that it hadn't done enough to fight Russian corruption, the
administration apparently had decided to draw a firm line with Tyumen. It wanted to send a message that if a Russian
company tried to cheat Western investors like BP and Soros, it would pay a severe price.
Helping coordinate the administration's efforts to persuade Ex-Im to reject the loan was the National Security
Council's top Russia specialist, Carlos Pascual. As it happened, he had worked closely in the past with BP's man in
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Moscow, Peter Charow. The two had become acquainted during the mid-1990s, when Charow was head of the American Chamber of Commerce in Russia. And Charow and Pascual had both been involved in deliberations of the
Gore-Chernomyrdin Commission, the top-level clearinghouse for Russian-American contacts.
Pascual said that he met with Charow four or five times after he joined BP about two years ago, and that he attended a meeting Charow had with NSC and Gore staffers on Sept. 22 to discuss the Tyumen matter. But Pascual says
the prior relationship with Charow "didn't affect our judgment about the Tyumen matter in any way."
"This decision was based on the merits and the facts. The NSC's recommendation to the secretary of state to stop
the loan was mine alone," said national security adviser Sandy Berger in an interview Friday.
As Ex-Im neared a decision, the NSC asked the CIA to analyze information about Tyumen and make it available to
the bank's directors and other concerned agencies. That's standard procedure--Ex-Im, too, was asking for CIA help--and
the agency provided several analytical reports and some raw intelligence.
In mid-December the CIA delivered one piece of raw intelligence that had special impact on Ex-Im directors. It
was a 29-page investigative report on Tyumen, classified "Secret."
Despite the classification, it actually was a private document. A CIA cover letter said it had been "commissioned by
an international oil company, and produced by a Russian security firm that employs former members of the Russian
security service," according to CIA spokesman Bill Harlow. Most sections of the report dealt with ordinary corporate
issues, such as "management," "shareholders" and "general structure." But 2 1/2 pages were labeled "criminal situation"
and included some detailed allegations about Tyumen management.
The document had been commissioned by BP, according to an informed source outside the U.S. government. But
that information was not conveyed to anyone at Ex-Im, despite the bank directors' requests to know the origins of the
report so they could evaluate its spin.
The CIA won't discuss who might have commissioned the report. But a senior intelligence official said: "The
agency's source was not an international oil company, nor was the agency in any way induced to pass this along by an
international oil company. We didn't identify the company that commissioned the report because we didn't want to
compromise the individual who gave it to us."
But was it kosher for the CIA to pass along a private report by one party in a dispute, stamp it "Secret" and distribute it? The senior intelligence official said the CIA's action was "appropriate" and "not all that unusual in how we
support senior intelligence customers." He added that CIA analysts later gave Ex-Im officials a briefing on Dec. 14 in
which "we gave them our take on the Tyumen report," which was that it tracked other information the agency had gathered.
The lobbying campaign against the Tyumen loan worked. Although Ex-Im stood its ground, the State Department
intervened Dec. 21 and ordered that the loan be halted on "national interest" grounds. Tyumen a day later caved to BP's
pressure and negotiated a settlement that will give the British oil company a 10 percent share of the Chernogorneft field.
The outcome was probably good for Russia, and it sent the right signal about U.S. opposition to unethical business
practices there. But in sending a message to Moscow about corruption, we may have corrupted our own policy process.
LOAD-DATE: January 09, 2000
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2 September 2003

Gene'M. Burdo Esq.
Marks & Sokolov

1835 Market Street, 28th Floor
Philadelphia, PA 19103
Re~nce:.

F-2003-00964

Dear Mr. Burd:
In the course of processing your 19 October 200i"Freedom of
Information Act (FOlA.) request for documents related to allegations of
violations of Russian laws by TN!{, the Export Import Bank located a CIA
document and referred it to us for review and direct response to you.
We have reviewed the document and have determined that it can be
released in segregable form with non-substantive deletions made on the basis
ofFOIA exemptions (b)(l) and (b)(3). A copy of the sanitized document
numbere<:i 985810 is enclosed. An explanation of exemptions is also enclosed.

II

You have the right to appeal this decision by addressing your appeal to
the Agency Release Panel within 45 days from the date of this letter, in my
care. Should you choose to do this, please explain the basis of your appeal.
Sincerely,

1£I~J
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T. HeriIlan

Information and Privacy Coordinator
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Russian Federation

OPEN JOINT-STOCK COMPANY

"TYUMEN OIL COMPANY"
18, buildin& 2, Schipok Street.
Moscow, 113093, Russia
TeL (095) 959-72.88,
fa,: (095) 959-7294

67, Lcnma Street,
Tyumc:n, 625000, Russia
Tel. (3452) 36-51)..1.2,
Fax (3452) 25-18-19

Apri114, 1999

Mr. Stephen J. Glazer
Coordinator-Counselor for the Newly
Independent States and Central Europe
Export-Import Bank of the United States
811 Vermont Avenue, N.W.• Washington, D.C. 20571

Dear Mr. Glazer,
As a Member of the Board ofTyuDlcn Oil Company (TNK), I write to offer our cooperation in
working to resolve issues relating to Chemogorneft. Specifically. we wO'uld like to be!,rID discussions on the
external management of Chemogomefl

TNK. as you are aware, has a professional and accomplished management team that has achieved
excellent results. Most importantly, Tyumen lws demonstrated its abmty to manage an integrated oil
company to maximize cash flow and l'T'ovide transparency to investors. As a result, the company has
benefited from excellent relationships with banks, receiving c:redits even after the events of August 1998.
1bis experience would be transferable to Chemogomcft, which operates on the same fields using the same
teclmology as TNK.
TNK's interest in Chemogomeft is threefold. First, financial failure of Chernogomeft 'willlead to
both social and political issues, and will incr~ase the cost of capital to aU Russian oil companies. Second.
the company could earn management fees by running Chemogomeft. thus leveraging the managanent
resources already in place at TNK. Last, but not least important, working with Chemogomeft at this stage
could lead to a strategic relationship with the company, which might be in TNK's long-term interest.

We would be prepared to discuss a one-year management ~ntract, most likely as a creditornominated, court-appointed external manager. This contract could include certain performance guarantees
that would be secured by TNK, as well as a framework for extending management and ensuring repayment
of outstanding debts, possibly also secured by long-term TNK guarantees_ It is our bope that such. a structure
could improve the quality of your outstanding credits to Chemogomeft through improved management,
transparency, and additional security.
My colleagues and I would be pleased to meet with you to discuss this in more detail. We would
also be prepared to preseot a proposal at your request.
Tyumen Oil Company looks forward to working with the Export-Import Bank of the United States
on this and other projects.

cc:

Joseph Baka1einik
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Multicentricity is Friedman and Company's biggest problem
The original of this material
© Politkom.Ru, 03/13/2002
TNC
Alpha and Renova have combined their efforts aiming to establish control over TNC,
which became perhaps the most aggressive Russian oil company. In July 1997, Alpha
and Renova purchased 40% stake in TNC at an investment tender, pledging to invest
$810 million in the company. This was followed by the banishing from the company of
the ambitious Victor Paliy - the CEO of Nizhnevartovskneftegaz, a key component of
TNC, carried out successfully by Alpha and Renova. In 1998, Alpha and Renova bought
a 9% stake from private shareholders and acquired about 1% at a special auction. In 1999,
they acquired a 49.8% stake in TNC in the course of a new investment tender. As a result,
99.9% stake in TNC are held in parity by Alpha and Renova. In August of last year, AlfaBank became the nominal holder of approximately 90% of the shares.
The position of the Chairman of the Board of Directors of TNC was previously held
by Leonid Roketsky. However, after his defeat in the gubernatorial race, the
company quickly redirected itself towards the new governor of Tyumen, Sergei
Sobyanin (although during the campaign, TNC, of course, actively supported
Roketsky). Last summer, Sobyanin became the Chairman of the Board of Directors
of TNC. Among the members of the Board is also the Governor of Ryazan,
Vyacheslav Lyubimov - within the territory of his Oblast is an oil refinery that is a
part of TNC. Last year, the Board was first joined by the Governor of the KhantyMansiysk Okrug, Alexander Filipenko (within its territory operates
Nizhnevartovskneftegaz) and the Head of Karelia, Sergey Katanandov (within this
republic operates one of the largest supply entities of TNC - Kareliyanefteprodukt).
Today, the president of TNC is Semen Kukes who emigrated from Russia in the 70s and
has long worked in the oil industry in the U.S. (in particular, at Amoco Oil). However,
his authority is severely limited by the two first vice-presidents: Vekselberg of SUAL
(responsible for strategic planning) and Khan from Alpha (also the executive director of
TNC), without whom Kukes cannot make any important decisions. Lately, the position
had strengthened of the first vice-president Bakaleinik, responsible for the financial unit
of the company.
TNC is known for its ties to the legal world, which, according to media reports, helped
her in the fight against Sidanco. At one time, the Vice President of Legal Affairs was
Eduard Renov, who then became the first deputy justice minister and deputy chairman of
the Supreme Arbitration Court. Currently, this position is held by Boris Kondrashov,
former Deputy Minister of Justice and the chief bailiff of the Russian Federation.
The behavioral style of the new owners of TNC was characterized by stiffness. First, it
was the conflict with the Sidanco, which began in 1998 after TNC acquired in bankruptcy

proceedings JSC Chernogorneft - a key component of Sidanco. At Sidanco, this deal was
seen as an attempt to “loot” the company on the cheap with the help of arbitration courts
(total paid for the Chernogorka was 176 million dollars, which was even below the
starting price of 200 million). TNC's action against Sidanco caused a backlash in the U.S.,
as one of the shareholders of the offended company was the US-British BP Amoco. As a
result, the U.S. State Department for a time blocked the release to TNC of U.S. Eximbank
credits.
But a compromise was reached after all: last year, TNC became one of Sidanco
shareholders by paying the real price (over $1 billion) for the share of Interros, which
previously held a controlling stake in the company. The majority on the board of
directors is now held by TNC; however, the management of BP Amoco, led by Robert
Sheppard, will continue to manage the company for the next three years. Such were the
conditions that enabled TNC to improve its image and to build relationships with such
influential minority shareholder (10%) of Sidanco as BP Amoco.
In 2000, TNC has acquired a majority stake in the Orenburg Oil Company ONAKO, and
was then drawn into a conflict with Slavneft for control over its subsidiaries (in particular,
in Yaroslavl). However, after decisive action by the head of Slavneft, Mikhail Gutseriev,
the TNC expansion was halted.

I, Michael Moskowitz, am a translator who contracts with TransPerfect, a translation services that
operates under both ISO 9001:2008 and EN 15038: 2006 certification. I have been speaking Russian for
over 50 years and am a native of the former USSR. I have been translating from Russian into English
since 1983 and have extensive documented experience in translation of legal, commercial, and technical
documentation.
This document [Multicentricity is Friedman and Company's biggest problem, March 13, 2002] is, to the
best of my knowledge and belief, a true and accurate translation from Russian into English.

[Name]

Sworn to before me this
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Главной проблемой "Фридмана и компании" является "многоцентрие"
Оригинал этого материала
© "Политком.Ру", 13.03.2002

ТНК
"Альфа" и "Ренова" объединили свои усилия в деле установления контроля над ТНК,
которая стала, пожалуй, самой агрессивной российской нефтяной компанией. В июле
1997 года "Альфа" и "Ренова" приобрели на инвестиционном конкурсе 40% акций
ТНК, обязавшись инвестировать в компанию 810 млн долл. После этого началась
эпопея по изгнанию из компании амбициозного Виктора Палия - гендиректора
ключевого предприятия ТНК, "Нижневартовскнефтегаза", которая закончилась для
"Альфы" и "Реновы" успешно. В 1998 году "Альфа" и "Ренова" выкупили 9% акций у
частных акционеров и приобрели около 1% на специализированном аукционе. В 1999
году они приобрели 49,8% акций ТНК на новом инвестиционном конкурсе. В
результате 99,9% акций ТНК принадлежат на паритетных началах "Альфе" и "Ренове".
В августе прошлого года номинальным держателем около 90% акций стал Альфабанк.
Во главе совета директоров ТНК ранее стоял Леонид Рокецкий. Однако после его
поражения на губернаторских выборах компания быстр переориентировалась на
нового тюменского губернатора Сергея Собянина (хотя в ходе кампании ТНК,
разумеется, активно поддерживала Рокецкого). Летом прошлого года Собянин
возглавил совет директоров ТНК. Членом совета является и рязанский
губернатор Вячеслав Любимов - на территории его области находится
нефтеперерабатывающий завод, входящий в структуру ТНК. В прошлом году в
совет впервые вошли губернатор Ханты-Мансийского округа Александр
Филиппенко (на его территории действует "Нижневартовскнефтегаз") и глава
Карелии Сергей Катанандов (в этой республике функционирует одно из
крупнейших сбытовых предприятий ТНК - "Карелиянефтепродут").
На сегодняшний день президентом ТНК является Семен Кукес, эмигрировавший из
России в 70-е годы и долгое время работавший в нефтяной отрасли США (в частности,
в "Амоко ойл"). Однако его власть существенно ограничена двумя первыми вицепрезидентами: Вексельбергом от СУАЛ (отвечает за стратегическое планирование) и
Ханом от "Альфы" (он же исполнительный директор ТНК), без которых Кукес не
может принять ни одного важного решения. В последнее время усилились позиции
первого вице-президента Бакалейника, отвечающего в компании за финансовый блок.
ТНК славится своими связями в юридическом мире, которые, по данным СМИ,
помогли ей в борьбе с "Сиданко". Вице-президентом компании по правовым вопросам
одно время был Эдуард Ренов, затем ставший первым заместителем министра юстиции
и заместителем председателя Высшего арбитражного суда. В настоящее время этот
пост занимает Борис Кондрашов, ранее бывший заместителем министра юстиции и
главным судебным приставом РФ.
Стилистика поведения новых владельцев ТНК отличалась жесткостью. Первым был

конфликт с "Сиданко", начавшийся в 1998 году после покупки ТНК в рамках
процедуры банкротства ключевой составляющей "Сиданко" - АО "Черногорнефть". В
"Сиданко" эту сделку расценили как попытку по дешевке "растащить" компанию с
помощью арбитражных судов (всего за "черногорку" было заплачено 176 млн долл.,
что было ниже даже стартовой цены в 200 млн). Действия ТНК против "Сиданко"
вызвали негативную реакцию в США, так как одним из акционеров "обиженной"
компании выступила американо-британская "Би Пи Амоко". В результате
Госдепартамент США на некоторое время заблокировал выделение ТНК кредита
Эксимбанка США.
Однако компромисс все же был найден: в прошлом году ТНК вошел в состав
акционеров "Сиданко", выкупив за реальную цену (более 1 млрд долл.) долю
"Интерроса", который ранее имел контрольный пакет компании. Большинство в совете
директоров теперь принадлежит ТНК, однако управление компанией еще в течение
трех лет будет осуществлять менеджмент "Би Пи Амоко" во главе с Робертом
Шеппардом. Таковы были условия, позволившие ТНК "подправить" свой имидж и
"выстроить" отношения со столь влиятельным миноритарным акционером (10% акций)
"Сиданко", как "Би Пи Амоко".
В 2000 года ТНК приобрела контрольный пакет оренбургской нефтяной компании
ОНАКО, а затем втянулась в конфликт со "Славнефтью" за контроль над ее дочерними
предприятиями (в частности, в Ярославле). Однако после решительных действий главы
"Славнефти" Михаила Гуцериева экспансия ТНК была остановлена.
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Capture of Bankruptcy:
Theory and Russian Evidence*
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June 18, 2003

Abstract
Laws t.hat. work well in developed market. ce01l0miCH may produce llllcxpceLcd out-

comes in a corrupt.
impaired hy the

cllvirOllllWlIt.

capt.lIl'C

The paper argues t.hat the Russian legal syst.elll is

of regional arbit,rat.ion courts and flnalYllcs t.he

COllSCqUCllCCH

of this captnrc for fnndionillg of hankrnptcy im;t,jtnt.iOll in t.he late HJDOs. A lIIodel of
st.rat.egic: illtcracf.ioll amollg IlIHil! fitakcholdcrs gCl1crat.cs t.he followillg

governors and managers of large regional enterprises colllHkd

t.0 llSC

rc~mlt.s.

First.,

bankruptcy proce-

dure a.'; a mechanism of expropriation of the federal govcrnlIlclIt,\; revelIues and claims
of outside investors.

SCCOJl(l,

the bankruptey huv did not. put. prCSHUl'O

011

mallagers t.o

reHt.rudure; instead, the law could have prevented restructuring evcn when managers

wanted to do so. Empirical analYHis substantiates t.he tlicorc1.ical findings and shows
that regional political fadors werc important in explainillg impiclllcntat.iOll of the UJ98
B,llHsia\·; bankruptcy law.

*The aut.hors are grateful t.o Erik BergWf, Rick Ericson, Hafael La Porta, Gerard Boland, Andrei Shlcifcr,
Jean Tirolc, Hnd part.icipant.s of Heminars at the vVilliall1 Davi(iHon Imit.ituLc, Harriman InsULate, Harva.rd

lJ nivcrsiLy, UnivcrxiLy of l\'iaryla.Jl<l, Stockholm Sehool of Ecollomics, ISN Il~; Annual Conference in Tuehingcn,
CEPl{.j\IVDI Tranxition Economies Confenmce in J'vloseow, and "UndersLanding Financial ArchiteeLllr<:"
CEPH. Conference in FrallkfnrL for vario1\s hdpflll COlllments. This pa.per is a. Lho1"Ongh reviHhm of the
CEPR working paI)(:r 2/188.
t Alll.hors me from CEHAS-ENPC; NES, CEF1R and CEPR; and CEFIH. HlHI GEI>R, respectively.
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Introduction

Illstitutions that perfectly fit, a well developed lluu'ket ecollomy may brillg disastrous outconws when transplanted to an economy

ill

it

011

the way t.o llmrket:

111any

law:.; that; work well

country with the rule of law produce bad outcomes in a corrupt ellvironmellt. This

paper stnclies the effect. of

it

particular legal transplant - Russia's ballkruptcy law of 1998 -

that was drafted to Ha.tis~y up-to-date acaclmnic stallrlanls hut initiated a wave of inefficient

p1'Op"rty re(listributiolls controlled by Russian regional polit,ical powers.'
Ideally, a lmnkruptey law should protect, creditors, impose fillancial discipline on managers, incluee restructuring, and free assets from illeffieient use. 2 The Russian hankruptey
law of HJD8 was expected t,o accomplish these goals. Since it, was relatively harsh on t.he
illcmnbollt nmnagClllcllt the law was supposed to ilnprovc 111fUHtgcrial illcclltives. a At the
1

saUle tillie, it included provisions ain1ctl at avoiding inefficient liquidations: judges overseeing
the proeec<lings werc given discretion to refuse liquidat.ions suggcsted by creditors.

~rior

to

1098 11108t Russian finm; aCCllllmlatccllargc arrears to the govCrlll1lCut and private creditors.

Tlms, experts had predicted that the law would have cau"ed a Hood of bankruptcies:' The
number of lmnkruptcies has, indeed, increased dramatically since the law was adopted (see
the first, colullln of Table 1). Many economi"t.s interpreted this fact as evidence of hardening
of llHllUlgcrial budget constraints. Aggregate figures on initiation of bankruptcies turncd out

to he misleading, however: Majority of existing companies have not started to restructure
I HCl'kowitz, Pistol', and Richanl (20l):)) provide a eross-conntry stndy the crreds of lega.l tl'Hllspinntatioll.
'1

Hart (200 I) and GeorgakoponJos (200 I ) provide a general framework for disCllssioll of all idea.l hankruptcy

procedure. A well-rlllld.ioning bankruptcy la.w hal-> been considered all import.ant cOlllPonent of Lramiit.ion

from planlled t.o market. economies by the literat.ure. Aghion, Hart, and r-doore (lDD2) studied the challenges
of designing bankruptcy rules ill transition economies.

In pa.rticular, they snggested sOllle lHemmres to

overcome liquidity constraints of potential huyers ill liquidation. l1erkoviLeh and Israel (2001) alld Clacssem;
a.nd Klapper (2001) studied bankruptcy proccclllJ'cS around the world.
:IAccol'ding La the UJDS Russin's \mnkl'llptcy law, reorgani:;m.tioll pl'occdnre (ca.lled "exterlla.1 mnnage!llent proecdllre") implied replacement of incumhent managel11ent tealll by ext(H'llHllllanHgCI' nominated by
crc(litors' 111cding 11nd appointed by the judge.

"In 19!)7, Uw share of loss-lllaking

.clll,(~rprises

in Russia

WIlS

abo1lt. fiO

pCl'cc-mt.

to1.nl ovcrrhm loans and

t.axes amonnted to :30 percent of GOP, of which overdnc tax liahilities to consolidat.ed hudget were abollt.

7% of CDP (Co,kol11"il\t, 19!)9).

2

and

bankruptcie~

were initiated primarily

again~t 'nonexi~tent' firrn~

that disappeared right

"ft,er rcgistration; many of these firms were created with the ~ole purpose of tax evasion'"
This paper provides a simple theoretical model of subversion of bankruptcy instit,ution and analysis of firm-level data to show that in contrast to expectations the R.ussian
bankruptcy law of 1998 softened managerial budget, constraints. Enactment of the law reHulted ill aJmsc of judges' dh;c:rct.ional'Y powers by regiollal authorities. Goveruors: control

of regional judiciary allowed them to stop liquidation of politically powerful but, inefficient
enterprises and ext,mct political rent~ from the managers. Using bankruptcy procedure, governors also often protected local

enterpri~es

from paying taxes to the l<,c\eral center. Thus,

illHtcad of l'ClllOvillg had l1uumgmnent, closing down loss-nmking enterprises, and protecting

creditor right,s as intended, the bankrupt,cy institution became a major tool of conservat.ion
of t.he inefficient status-quo.
The model investigates how bankruptcy capture affects managerial inccntives, the financial position of finns, and prot.ection of credit.or right.s. A finn wit,h a manager and t,wo
creditor~ i~ con~idered.

One of the

creditor~ i~

cisions of bankruptcy judges. The firm

i~

a regional governor, who can influence de-

insolvent in terms of verifiable cash flows, but

haH high private benafits tha.t accrue to the manager. The model demonstrat.es that if the
judge

i~

under the governor's influence and the manager and the governor can collude, debts

arc not rapaid, the firm docs not restructure, and the manager pays bribes to t.he govarnor
in exchange for protection from

lo~illg

control during bankruptcy. As a

re~ult,

t.he outside

credit.or's claim is expropriated by the coalition of the inclllnbent manager and t.he governor.
The model
incent,ivas for

~how~

that t.he R.ussian bankruptcy law not only fa.iled to create additional

re~trncturing,

but the law may have even prevented it when managers were

interest.ed in pursuing restructuring. Indeed, in the model when official regional t,axes are
sInaIl, t.he governor wants to prevent restructuring because he can extract bribes only frOI11

t.he insolvent. firm. If the governor

va.lue~

official taxes highly, restruct1ll'ing lIlay not happen

since the governor cannot cOllunit to liquidate, in case no restructuring occnrs, beca.use he
!'"'Ill 2000, a.fter ihe full recovery frolll HHJ8 crh.;ix, t.he sha.re of loss-making cllterprise1-dll H.1Is..-;in rema.ined

nhove:37 percent; yeL, hankl'llptc,Y has been initialed against no more tha.n 2 percent of these finns (Goskolllstat, 200 I). Second eoitulln of Tahle J shows the l1Iunhers of i>ankrupteics init.iated against present (existent)
(h~l)t{)rH.

3

may sWI prefer to accept a llrihe from the manager. The model provides a

cla~sic

example

of state capt.ure: the llHluager Inay capt.ure t.he bankrnptcy procedure via. t.he governor when
the governor vallws brihm;, regional ta","'{cs arc slImll, and controlling the judge is not very
cost.ly for the goVel'llOl'~(j

In t,he Jato 1990s in Rnssia, the federal government was in the position of any ontsiclc
creditor ViH-3,-vis regional governors a.ud luanagers of regional enterprises since it could not

collect tax arrcHl'S that constituted the lIlOSt, sizable claim on firms! The mechanism of
asset. expropriation fronl the federal guvcrUllwllt and outside investoJ's wns based on three
COlllpOllcnts: First, the 1998 law gave large diHCl'etionary power to arhitration judges in

deciHiollH about appointlucnt,s of arbitration (t,ornporary, liquidation, and exterual) lWl.llagcH,.

For om am)'lysio, it is important that the judge could overrule t.he credit.ors' nomination
of a candidacy for the external manager. Second, these arbitration judges tended to be
controlled by regional governors. There is a voluminous anecdotal evidence suggesting that
the decisions of the judges in the regional arbitration courts were often politica.lly captured
by the regional governments. Aecording to the R.ussian legislation, all arbitration courts
arc in the federal jurisdiction and, thus, supposedly independent of the regional governors.
The practice diverged from the Jaw. Lack of federal financing of arbitration courts au(l the
large political and geographical distance from the federal center for many jurisdictions macl"
arbitration courts highly dependent on regional politics. Media reports many examples of
direct financing of courts by regional administratiolls. 8 And third, reorganization procedure
GFor cliscl1ssions of state capt.nre see Bardhan and rvlookhel:jee (2002), Hellman, Jones, and Kaltfman
(2000). and Slinko, Yakovlev, and 7..llllravskaya (200:J).
(The federal government. with i(,s daim for tax arrears was by fHl' Lhe largest. out.side creditor because
privat.e olltside lenders were re\ll(:tallt t.o finance firms elite to t.he absence of fltne{.ioning bankrupt.cy law
heron~

1008.
STile hest known examples of dependence of a.rbitration judges on regional political elit.e were the

bankruptcy pnH:ccclings of the oil holding Sida.nko a.nd of its key subsidiaries Chernogoncft. a.nd Kondpetroiellll1 in 1999. During t.he Chernogoneft. Imnkntptcy proceedings) 98% of the creditors voted for a. cer-

tain external manager, bllt. I.he judge overruled their decision and appointed a different candidate connect.ed
1.0 Hnother oil company Tyull1en Oil. The eonrt also rejected the offer hy Chernogoneft 1.0 pay all cl'erlit.on.;

in [1l11. Incidentally, the TYll1l1enskaya Ohlm;j, governor, Leonid I\okdsky, happened to he t.he Cha.irma.n of
the TYll11Jen Oil's Board. TYlllllen Oil hongllt Clwrnogonefi for $176 million anci KoncipeLrolelllll [or $f)2
million (a small fradioll of t.he <ldnal vallle). mack, Kraakman, Hnd Tarasova. (2000) wrot.e: "apparent.ly ...

4

with the illcllrnbellt Inanagelllcllt t.carll reappointed as "external nHlllageIncuf' was llsed by
t.he regional govcrnors and managers to freeze claillls of outsiders by llwaus of exercising
cOl1trol over judges.!'

Application of the model to Russia's bankruptcy institution allowed us to formulate predic1;ions about" first, the ex ante regional-, industry-, and finn-level factors t,hat, influence
the probability of a particular firm falling into the cxtcrnalmanagcment and t,he liquidation
procedures after the enactment, of the 1995 law (holding the level of finn's financial health
constant), ane! second, the extend of ex post restruct,urillg aft,er t,he illit;iation of external
lWl.Uagcmcnt procedure against firnm. Qur empirical analysis supports the theoretical prcdictiOllS.

Ceteris parihllH, the cxternal lllaUagelllcllt procc(lurm) were lllOre frequently initiat.ed

against firms in the regions with politically strong governors that could more easily control
courts, in the regions with higher independence of the governor from the federal center that
nuule it less politically costly to expropriate the federal t,a" revenues, and in regions with
llont,ransparent tax collection system t,hat, made administering hrihes easier. Profitahility of
the ill(l1lHtry (our proxy for the size of private benefits) made the externalnHlllagement more
likely andliqui<lation less likely. In addition, we fOllnd no evidence that t.lw illitiation of externalmanagemcnt procedure increased restructuring efforts within firms. These findings are
consist.ent with the bankruptcy capture model and seem to cont.radict the view that Russia's
bankrupt.cy institution was politically independent rather than regionally subverted.
The paper contributes to the literature on t.he new comparative economics (for a survey,

see Djankov et al. 2003) by analyzing the consequences of a legal transplant.ation and t.o t.he
lit.erature on Russia's federalism (de Figueredo and vVeingast, 2001, Shleifcr and Treisman,
2000, Sonin, 2003, Treisman, 1997, Zhuravskaya, 2000, Ericson, 2000, and PonOlllarcva and

Zlmravskaya, 2(02) by document.ing that the bankrupt.cy institution is used as a mechanism
TYlllllcn Oil didn't, merely bribe judges (Sida.nko c.ollid ha.ve offered its own bribes), hilt threatened them
HH welL .. II 'Tlw Economist, (Dec. tl, 1999) :·mid that "according to allegflliollH of TYllmen Oil's rival the

company intimidated judges; in addition, Sidanko complained that:

rr they jm;{. stuck

to hribing judge:;, we

Gould play Llmt game t.oo."

!'Thc llallle for a l'corganillation proecdnre in ilussian law was ironic: the ·'ext.ernal IllHIIHgl)JlIcnL" procednre often did 110t. result in a llHum.gcmcnL change. A more appropriate lHUlle for the procedure would have
1>cell "illclunllCnt. Inltnagelneni" proeedllre.
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for rcdistribut;ion of revenue from the federal center to the regions.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly presents stylized faets
ahout hankrnptcy in Russia. Section 3 contains theoretical analysis. Section 4 descrihes the
results of t;esting t,he implications of t,he theoretical mode!' Section 5 concludes.

2

Bankruptcy in Russia

Rusoia. has had a bankruptcy law since November 1992. 10 The 1992 law was completely
ineffect.ive. Between 1992 and 1998, very few companies went hankrupt. A common view is
that t;he failure of this law to bring about financial discipline was due to the limited scope
of its applicat;ion and excessively complicated procedures. For initiation of a bankrnptcy
procedure, the total amonnt of outstanding debt had to exceed the total hook value of
cOlupallY's assets. To avoicl bankruptcy, a. cornpally Inanagcr could SiUlply iS~'mc worthless

debt to his own firm at a high face value. Ineffectiveness of the 1992 law motivated the
adoption of another law in March 1998 that is a focus of our study.
The law of 1998 was drafted according to Western standards and made the initiation of
bankruptcy very

ei1~y.

Formally nnder the 1998 law, if a creditor filed a bankruptcy petition,

the following procedure was undertaken. First, a temporary manager, appointed by an
m·bitration court judge, collected information alJont the claims on the cOlllpany and organized
a credit,ors llleeting. At, t.he llleeting, the creditors decided if they wmlte,\ liquidat.ion or
reorganization. Second, the judge, taking into considerat.ion the resolution of the credit,om
llleet,ing, made a ruling on the liquidation or reorganization of the cOlllpany and appointed
liquidation manager if liquidation was ordered or external lllanager if reorganization was
ordered. The judge did not necessarily need to follow the creditor's request,. This clanse
in the law was motivated by the fact. that creditors may opt for an inefficient liquidation.
Initiation of both procedures deprived the incumbent managemont; of control over the finn
ulllcHH a lllCIuber of the inCn111bellt luanagcrIlcnt teaIll was appointed as the cxt;cl'llalulallagcr.

In December 2002, a new bankrnptcy law was adopte(!." The changes n1>,,\e in the new law
10 Although t.he lir:->L 1l1lHsia.'/'i bankruptcy regniatioll wa.s adopted ill 17t10, t.here ha..-; been no ba.nkruptcy

institution during the fivc decades of Lhe soviet regime preceding 1992.
Il For all overview of ma.in changes made, liec I3ranch, GoncharovH, and SOltin (2003).
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aimed at re(lucing outright fmud that was frequent when tho 1998 law was in force; most
features of 1998 law important for our story remained intact in the new reduction.
A look at bankruptcy statistics allows noting some interesting featnres of the implementation of the 1998 law. Right, after the enactment, liquidation procedures were initiated solely
ill :·nllall and llwdiulll-sizc clltcrprh;cs. In contrast, external managmncnt procedures were

priulH.rily initiated

ill

vcry large enterprises. On average, output; of finns with external

111(1U-

agmucllt was fifteen times as large as output of firms t,hat entercdliquidation procedures and
the difference in the number of employees was fourfold. 12 Tho political economy literature
supplied convincing arguments explaining why politicians may be opposed to liquidation of
la.rge cOlupanics and why t,hcrc can be too few liquidation procedures. fa

An interesting fact is that the bankruptcy procedures initiateci right after the enactment
of the 1998 law were unevenly distributed across industries. Externally managed finns were
more than proportionally represented in oil and gas, chemicals, and ferrous and nonferrous
metallurgy by far the best performing industries in Russia at that time (there were no liquidation procedures in these industries at all). In contrast, liquidations were most frequently
initiated n.gaim.;t firnis in construction-oriented industries (logging, wood-working, and

COl1-

structionmaterials) that were the won;t performing before the devaluation that followed the
August 1998 crisis. At the same time, some quite poorly performing industries like many
branches of light industry were completely unaffected by either procedure.
In addition there is a lot of anecdotal evidence tha.t external management procedures
were particularly frequent among the large and politically important firms in politically and
economically strong regions whereas many poorly-performing regions were unaffected by
bankruptcy procedures.1>I
These last two pieces of evidence create a puz?,le of why, on the one hand, poor performance was not, associated with larger risk of bankruptcy and, on the other hand, reorga.nization procedures were frequently ordered in seemingly financially sound firllls in rdatively
12The sonrec of statistical facts in this :mlrHcct.ion b the Hllthor:-;' data; their description r:md formal
ana.lysis follow in the empirical section of the papel'.
J:IS ee, for im;tance, Shlcifer and Vishny (1994). A thorough Htltdy of political economy of transition is
1{"la]]() (2000).

1.ISidanko ill TUJ11enHkaya ol>ln:-;1; again is an examplc~
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successful industries and regions. Onr model of regional political prot.ect.ion provides an
explanat.ion for t.his PU7,7,\e.

3

Theory

The Setup
Consider a finn with an ontHtallding overdue debt. There arc three agents: a lrH-Ulager who
is currently ill control, and two creditors: a.ll outside

invc~tor,

and n. governor. The ollt;:;ide

invest,or is t,he major creclit.or: t.he firm has a large amount of out.st.awling del,t t.o him. The
goverllor alHo haH a claiul on the finn in tenns of overdue regional ta.xes

T

(that may include

social contrilmtions and debts to t.he regionally owned ent.erprises).
In addition to tax income (repayment of regional tax arrears and flows of future taxes),
t,he governor also values side payments (bribes). In exchange for l)ribes, he may use his
influence on bankruptcy procednres to protect an insolvent firm from other creditors.
The firm is cnrrently insolvent in ternis of verifiable cash flows and generat,es mro verifiable profits. Thus, the crcclit.ors cannot be paid off. The firm could pull out. of financial
distrcss by deep restructuring. Restruct.nring requires high managcrial effort, and subst.ant,ial time. Vie assume that aft.cr restructnring the finn repays all its debts, and operates
profitably t.hereafter. A key assumption is that alt.hough the firm is insolvent, there is a significant private benefit that accrues to the manager in control. This private benefit includes
hidden income, on-the-job benefits, and so

011. '5

While t.he finn is insolvent, creditors can file a bankl'11ptcy petition wit.h an arbitration
conrt" This init.iat.es a procedure aclministered by a judge. The procednre is modeled in (;he
following way: (i) the judge decides whether to liquidate or reject the request for liquidation,
and (ii) ill the case of liquidation, the judge administers it. If the request. for bankruptcy is
rejected, the inefficient status-quo is Inailltainecl: the manager renlHins in control and runs

t.he finn as he chooses.
In reality, the jlidge cloes not neccl to reject the petit.ion: he may simply appoint. a manager
chmmn by the old rnallager or even rc-appoint the sa,nw llutnager a.t.; external l1Iallager to
Ir'OIlt~ possihility is tha.t the manager diverts profits from the prolitahle firm and fakes insolvency_
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implenlOnt the reorganization,"; One reason for doing this is that, the creditor, may appeal
t,o a higher level court if the judge deciineH to initiate bankruptcy. 17 In contraHt" if the judge
initiates external rnanagerncnt and docs not change the runnagcrllcllt team, ullder the law all

debts become frozen for the period of the external management procedure, creditors cannot
file a pct.ition with another court, and the status quo is preHervecl. In order to link the model
with

0111'

Olnpirical analYHi1-; (below), one needs to keep in

Blind

t,ha.t "rejection" in

0111'

rnodel

corresponds to the external management; procedure. Explicitly allowing for reorganization
wit,h an externallllanager appointed by the judge yields the same qualitat;ive resultH as the
simplified Hotting preHentec1 here. 18
The judge may be either independent (benevolent) or corrupt. When the judge is Lenevolent his deciHionH arc fully determined by the proced nre. The out,ide investor as the majority
creditor is given the right to make the decision ahout the fate of the firm. In liquidat,ion,
the judge maximizes proceecb from the sale of assets, and distributes them according to the
priority mle: debtH to the local budget

T

are paid first, while the outside creditor gets L -

T,

where L is the liquidation value (L 2: T). A henevolent judge might t;urn down the majority
creditor's request for liquidation when it is socially efficient to do so.
\Vhen the judge is corrupt, his decisions are captured by the governor. If the governor
prefers liquidation, the judge rules accordingly and gives all of t.he liquidation value to the
governor. This is not. an important. assumption. It can be interpreted as capture of the
liquida.tion procedure: the judge (on the behalf of the governor) manipula.tes the liquidat.ion
auction to facilita.te plain robbery of the firm's assets. If the governor prefers continuation,
t,he lJankrujltcy request is rejected. Influencing the judge is associated with a fixed cost 'Y
for the governor (the cost of infillencing the judge is prohibitive for t.he outside investor).
The int,eraction is repeated infinitely. In each period, the timing of t.he relationship is as
follows. First, the manager undertakes an action. Thereafter, the creditors decide whether
to file a bankruptcy petition or not. If one of them docs, the judge decideH whether to reject
the request or to liquidate. If the governor controls the judge, the governor and the manager
IfiThe hankruptcy law forma.lly I'cqnircH that ihe manager be rcplaced. \Nhat we ha.ve in mind i:-; that the
new lIIa.na.ger cHscntialiy represents the Hallle interests as the old one.

17Thcy ma.y a.lso pet.ition for an individual debt repayment.
IHThis is forma.lly shown in all earlier draft of the paper. (see CEPH. Disem;sion paper No. 2488).
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may collnde: a bribe can be paid by t.he nlftnagcr t.o t.he governor in exchange for prot.ection
against; liqlliclation.

The firm
The only injlut, int.o t.he finn is managerial effort. We denote managcrial effort by e E {C, R}
where C stands for continue without restmcturing (low effort) aud R stands for restrnct,nre
(high dfort).l!) This effort is observable, but not, verifiable (and, thus, not contractible).
If the manager chooses e = C, he secures that the finn is not mn down while remaining
insolvent. When tbe manager undertakes effort e = R, we say t.hat he starts restructuring.
To emphasize that. t.his is a long process, we assume that, the proceos can be interrupted. 20
After rest.ruct1ll'ing has been initiated, but before it has been completed, the creditors may
file a bankruptcy petition. In such a case, restruct1ll'ing can be completed only if the request
is tnrnecl clown. When the firm is restructured (i.e., the manager chooses Rand restructnring
is not interrupted by liquidation), it becomes solvent and can be run profitably from the
next period on.

The payoffs
There are private benefits that accrue to the player who has control over the firm. We
assume that the manager earns no private benefit in the first period if he starts restruct1ll'ing;
the forgone private benefit rejlresents the cost of exerting high effort. We denot.e the liILL
time benefit. (discounted to the period 1) or'the manager when he completes restruct1ll'ing
and, thus, stays in control forever by V n . Similarly, let V G denote life-time manager's
C) ill all periods. Then, (1 - 6) V G is
the corresponding one period private benefit. We assume that, V G > V n > 0, and so the

payoff, when the manager exerts a low effort (e

=

Blanager h38 no direct incentives to restructure.

In each period t, the manager pays a nonnegative bribe ll[ to the governor in exchange
for protection from liquidation: the threat of liquidation lllay come either from the outside
I!J All earlier draft of the paper (CEPn. Discussion Paper No. 2488) Hhows tlml t.he ~mllle qnalitative retmlls
are obtained in the model that, in addition t.o l'est.rnct.nring or continnation a.llows the ma.nager to Htrip the

lu.nnrlling (Johnson et a.l., 2000).
:wThis assllmption was fin'lL made hy Roland Hnd Verdier (1999).

firll1 of all assets. This i:-; a.n extreme ease of
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investor or from the governor. "Vhen the judge is independent, the governor has no protection
to oH"r, and the bribe is equal to

~ero.

If the judge is dependent and the firm is restructured

or liquidated in the first period, the bribe flow is BR =

The manager needs

"1.

110

more

pro teet ion after the first period since either the finn has hecome solveut, in terms of verifiable
cash How, or he is out of control. In contrast, if the manager never undertakes restructuring,
he pays the total of Be in discounted bribe How, Be =
determined in negotiations (described in detail
To

si1l1pli~y

L-:o h' ",., Each period, brihe b,. is

helO\~).

the presentation of our infinitely repeated game, we usc a short form for

the continuation game following the first sequence of moves.We write thc manager's payoff :
UM = Vi - Bj, where IIj ami Hi are thc life-time private bcnefit and t,he discountc(l bribe

How, respectively; j E {C, R}.
The governor's payoff is Uc = GR+BR, if the firm is successfully restrnctured, Uc =
the firm is liquidated under the outside creditor's control, Uc

=

T,

if

L-'Y if the firm is liquidated

under his own control, and Uc = Be - 'Y if the firm continues to be unrestrncturecl. 21 The
latter two payoff's include the (negative of) the cost of inHueneing the judge.
The outside investor's payoff is given U, = IR when the firm is restructured: debts are
repaid and a liow of interest on new loans (not explicitly modelled) accrues to the investor.
"/hen the firm is liquidated by an independent judge, U,

=

L -

T.

In all other cases the

outside investor earns zero payoff.

The Independent Judge Case: A Benchmark
In this section, we consider the case when the judge is independent (formally, this corresponds
to the case of'Y = (0). All the results in this section are just a repetition of the fin(lillgs
obtained elsewhere in the literature; the sectioll, however, provides a w;cful hCllchnlark. 22

First, we note that the governor cannot affect the outcome. The governor call t,rigger
bankrnptcy, but the outside investor controls the !)rocedure: he decides whether to liquidate
or not.":! As a result, the governor has no incentives to file a bankruptcy petition. We assume
21 It is HHSllIIWd that the fi"rm cont.innes to be unrestrnctul'crl only

if the governor 11ses the jllcige to protect

the firm from t.he olltsidc creditor.
22BerkoviLeh and Israel (19DO) a.nd Hal't (2000) offer t.horough lmrveys of the literature.

2aUnclc-!r '.he 1998 Ia.w, the government representatives conlc! not vote at.
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It

creditors' meet.illgs. Since the

that when

it

player is indifferent; between triggering bankruptcy or not, he chooses not to.

Thus, when the jndge is independent, the governor has no role to play.
In the ca~e of all independent judge the Bcqncncc of 1l10VCS ill every stage gmllc (which
1

takes one period) is as follows:
Step O. The manager chooses effort e E {C, R} .
Step 1. The outside investor chooses whether or not to trigger bankruptcy and liquidate.
Step 2. If the mana.ger is still in control, either restructuring is completed (if it started at,
St,op 0), or the firm remains insolvent (if e = C). If bankrupt.cy is triggered at St.ep 1, the
firm ceases t.o exist,. All the pi>wers receive their payoffs.
After Step 2: If restructuring has been completed, the firm enters the phase where it
operates with profit. Old debts m'e repaid out of verifiable profit, and a flow of int.erest and
taxes is generated. If the manager had not initiated restructuring but was left in control,
the stage game starts over at Step 0 in the next period. In all other cases, the firm docs not
exist any longer. The stage game is illustrated in Figure 1, where the payoffs are computed
f'll' the corresponding continuation game.

vVe assume tlmt" restructnring is socially efficient: formally, VR
mana.ger, however, prefers to

Hill

+ IR + GR 2:

L. The

the firm with low effort whenever V C > VR. The following

proposition shows the beneficial effect of the threat of bankrnptcy on managerial incentives.
Proposition 1 Suppose that the investor prefers restmcturinq, i.c. L - r <:: IR. Then the
thr-eat of bankruptcy indltCeS r-cstructuring as long as V R 2: (1 - 6) V C2 '1

The condition i~ that the life time priva.te benefit of restructuring for the manager, V R ,
exceeds his one-period private benefit of simply running, (1 - Ii) V C • Under these conditions,
the bankruptcy law serves

it~

purpose. The threat of losing cont,rol induces the numager

to restructure. The next proposition shows that a. functioning bankruptcy law produces
inefficient outcome when the creditor is more interested in receiving the liquidation value
than ill continuation.
tax debt i:.; a higher priority claim than the deht U\ved to the private c:rcdit.oni, private creditors are ent.itled
to decide on t.he fa.te of the firm.
2,1 All proof:; arc relegated to the appendix.
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Proposition 2 If L -

T

> I R , any 81Lbgame equilibrium yields the term:irwtion of the firm's

(u:ti1lity: the marUI.ger exerts low effort and the firm. is liqu.idated.

The result of Propooit;ion 2 revealo a pitfall of thio oilllple procedure. It corrcopondo
to a eiassic inefficiency result applied to creditor-oriented proce(lures (see e.g., Hart, 2000).
An important assumption is that the manager cannot; bribe the outside creditor to avoid
bankruptcy. A possible reason is that there are lllany outside investors who may not agree
on how to share the potential bribe revenue (Bergliif ct aI., 20(2).
By i",sul1lption, restructuring is always efficient. Thus, liquidation that occuro when
L-

T

> IR is socially ouboptimal. This justifies why society lIlay not wioh to let the creditor

alone decide on the fate of the insolvent firm; instead, it can delegate the decision-making
power to a judge. We next consider the case when the judge has discretion to reject

it

request

for liquidation. In accordance with the objective of the law to promote social efficiency, the
judge can decline the request of liquidation only when the manager has already started
rest,ructuring. To illustrate the potenti1,1 value of leaving some discretion to the judge, we
present the following result:
Proposition 3 In equilibrium of the game, in which the .iudge has discTetion, the ontcome
'is efficient ~f (i) VR

::> (1 - 8) VC, a.nd (ii) the .indge is benevolent.

The result in Proposition 3 depends crucially on the assumption that, the judge acts in
the social int.erest. Indeed, since managerial effort is not verifiable, compliance with the rule
heavily relies on the judge's benevolence. In the R,,"sia's cont.ext, this assumption appears to
be particularly unreasonable. The next section considers the risks of corruption mld collusion
associated with discretionary power given to an opport.unistic (or dependent) judge.

Capture of Law
In this section, we investigate the situation where the governor can, at SOlne fixed cost 'Y

::> 0,

capture t,he judge's decision in bankruptcy. When the governor exercises his influence, the
judge effectively rubber-stamps the governor's decisions. If bankruptcy is triggered, the
governor decides whether to liquidate or reject the reqllest (we assume that rejection is
13

equivalent to the external management procedure with the same manager). If he chooses to
liquidate, the governor appropria.tes all the liquidation procceds as side income.
The dependent judge case is syml1let,rie to the independent judge case in the following
respect. \iVhell the judge b independent, the governor has no real power because he callnot
vote at the creditors l1lccting. In a similar way, polit,ical capt,nre deprives the outside investor
of influence over t.!w procedure. She call trigger bankruptcy, but the governor ca.n reject the
request. Moreover, if liquidatioll follows, the governor appropriates all the proceeds.
The new feature of the captnre model is collusion: the governor and the manager can
agrce on a deal where the govcrnor uses his influence to protect the manager from liquidation
in excha.nge for a bribe. The collusive agreement arises as the outcome of negotiations. As
above, we ignore the passive player, here - the outside invest;or. The timing of the stage
game in each period is the following:
Step O. The manager chooses an effort e E {C, R}.
Step 1. The governor and the manager bargain over a bribe. If agreement is reached,
the manager stays in control, and the game continues to the next period. If there is no
agreement, the governor files a bankruptcy petition and liquidates.
Step 2. If the manager is still in control, either restructuring is completed (if stmted at
Step 0), or the firm remains insolvent (if e = C). If liquidation procedure is triggered at Step
1, the finn ceases to exist. The players receive their payo!f.s from the firm and the bribe is

paid to the governor. If restructllring is completed, the firm enters a phase where it operates
with profit. Old debts are repaid out of verifiable profit, and a flow of interests and taxes is
generated. If the manager had not initiated restructuring but was left in control, the stage
game starts over at Step O. In all other cases the firm exists no more.
The stage game is illustrated in Figure 2, where the payoffs are computed for the correHpollding continuation gmne.

Collusion
The outcome of negotiations about the size of the bribe subject to the manager's liquidity
constraint at Step 1 is the collusive agreement. The manager pays the bribe out of his
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cmrent private benefit.25 We do not explicitly model the bargaining game. Instead we use
the (constraincd) symmetric Nash lmrgaining solution. Om main results do not, depend on
the choson solllt.ion concept. In partic1l1m, they hold, with some minor changes, for the
alternative

proccdure~

where either the l1Ul.llager or the governor llwkcH a t.akc-it-or-leavc-it,

olIer.
First" we assullle that "'I < L, so that the cost of influence is sufficiently small for governor's threat, to intervene to be credible. Below, wo also consider the case of L - "'I :,; O.
Bargaining occms after the manager has choscn his elIort. The collusive deal is about
giving a crcrlihle promise to protect froIll liquidation in the curront period in exchange for
a bribe. In the subgmne following c
is VII

+ en -

=

fl, the net gain from avoiding bankl'1lptcy at Step 1

(L - "'I)' VVhen rcst,ructuring has been initiated, postponing bankl'1lptcy for

ono period is equiva.lent to 'postponing' it forever. In the next stage, the firm is solvent
amI cannot be bankrupt any more. The main issue here is that the manager is liquidity
constrained. Under restructuring, the first period's private benefit is equal to zero. The
manager cannot pay the governor, so the gains from collusion cannot be realized.
Now we turn to the case when the chosen elIort is low, c

=

C (collusion might appear

in this case only). Postponing liquidation for another period (till the next stage game is
playcd) would allow the manager to carn his one-period private benefit, (1 - 8) 6V c Since
the governor can liquie!ate in the next period as well, the cost of postponing the liquidation
to him is (L - "'I) (1 - b). Thus, the net gain is [6Ve: - (L - 'Y)l (1 - ti) , which we assume
to be strictly positive 2G We denote the symmetric Nash barga.ining solution by bN .

(1)
Formally, bN =c argmax (tiVe (1 - ti) - b) (b - (L - "'I) (1 - 6)) s.t. b 2: (L - "'I) (1- 6) (the
governor's rationality constraint) ane! b :,; (1 - ti) V e (the manager's liability cDnst.raint).
Notc that the manager has zero outside option. If negotiat,ion breaks down, liquidation
occurs (sec proof of proposit,ion 4). Thus, the ma.nager's next perioe! payolI will be zero.
In the current period he earns V e (1 - 8) irrespective of whether he accepts or refuses to
2fiWe HHsnme that. there iH no ontside enforcement of

illicit eOlltmc/,s. Bribes are self-enforccahle ill Uw

11lodel: pa,ving t.he hrihe is an eqllilibrillll1 outcome of the repeated game.
2Gln the opposite c<\se there is no ga.iu from collm;ion.
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pay the bribe. Note that IF
the

B

C

Illallagcr's

= ~ [oV e

:s:

(1 - 0) V e (Hi nee [oVe - (L -1')] (1 - 8) > 0). Therefore,

liquidity const.raint is not binding. For the

+ L -1']

HanlC ronSOll,

we also

HCC

that

> (L -1') : the normali"ed net preHent value of the flow of bribes

satisficH the governor'H incentive constraint.

To complete the analysis, we have to investigate whether these collusive outcomes can
be supported '"' a subgamc perfect equilibrium of the whole repeated game. We do this in
the next Hection.
Equilibrium allocation under political capture
The central theoretical result, of the paper is the following:
Proposition 4 When (i) bV e > L-I' and (ii) GR < L-I', any subgame perfeet equilibrinm
entails no bankmptcy a,nd no restmcturing. Each period t, the manager pays a Iwibe b7 to
thc govemor sudl. that

bN

00

Be.

= '"
6 b"b*/. = -1-8'
/:::::0

where

bN

is the bargaining solnl,ian described in (1).

The intuition for Proposition 4 is that the governor can only protect the manager in
exchange for hribes as long as the manager needs protection, i.e. the firm is insolvent.
Condition (i) secures that there is a positive gain of collusion, so the governor prefers to
extract bribes in each period rather than liquidate at Step 1 each period. Condition (ii)
states that when the manager initiates restructuring, the governor liquidates because he
valucH tax income too little relative to thc outcome from (captured) liquidation. Therefore,
the lnallager never initiates l'e:;trncturing.

The Proposition 4 is the most relevant to the Russian reality. It depicts a situation when
the governor and the manager explicitly collude against the ontside investor. The result in
Proposition 4 covers situations where the manager's per period private benefit is Im'ger in
the insolvent firm than in tho restructured one. One reason for why this ma.y be the case is
that the a.bsence of financial discipline makes it easier to hide income.
Proposition 4 remains true even for V R > V C This is a remarkable result which emphasizes the potential costs of corruption in bankruptcy. In the capture model, the bankruptcy
16

law lllay hinder restructuring. When V R > VC, the manager has private interest in

f()-

structuring. Restructuring docs not happen in equilibrium because capture of bankruptcy
provides the gove1'llor with (additional) control rights over the firm. He uses these control
rights t,o protect his rents (flow of bribes). This requires keeping the finn insolvent.

Proposition 5 When (i) liVc > £ - , and (ii) V R < Va - BC*, there is no TestTu.cI:IJ.Ting
in eqll:iiibriu.m. even faT GR > £ - ,.

Proposition 5 depicts a situation symmetric to that of Proposition 4. Here, the governor
values restructuring such that he would not liquidate if the manager initiated rest,ructuring.
The manager, however, prefers to run and pay bribes for protection. Capture of bankruptcy
even in this case leads to no restructuring and no liquidation, since the governor cannot

COIll-

mit to liquidate if he sees no restructuring (he prefers to take a bribe rather than Jiquidat,e).
Our last result shows that even when the threat of a governor's intervention is not
credible Le., £ - , < 0, capture of bankruptcy can bc an illlPortant issue. Assullle that the
outside investor is uncertain about the judge's type (so he may file a bankruptcy petition in
hope that, the judge is independent) while the manager knows that the judge is corrupt. We
have the following result:

Proposition 6 If, < (1 - Ii) V C , a sufficient condition lor' the firm. never to be restrnctured
is V R < oVc.

The intuition is that if , < (1 - 0) VC the manager can bribe the governor so that, he
inHuences the judge who rejects the investor's request for liquidation. Since the governor's
threat to liquidat,e is not credible (£-, < 0), the manager only needs protection against the
outside iuvestor. The outside investor only files one time. The presumption being that once
she learns the true type of the judge, she leaves the mana.ger alone. 27 When V R < liVc, the
manager always prefers to pay all of his private benefit just once rathor than restructure.
Note that this result obtains when £ - , < 0, Le. when the governor has no additional
control right," (compared with the independent judge case). When £ - , > 0, we are in the
case depicted in proposition 4.
27This is eOIHlisLent with the assnmption that when a. player is indifferent. between filing or not he chooses
not to file.
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Snmming np, t.he model shows that when the jndge is not independent from the governor,
there is a scope for collusion between the govcrnor and the manager. The governor n8es his
inHncnce t.o sccuro t.hat the manager stays in control. There arc two reasons why there is
no rcst,ructuring. Eithcr the manager prefers to run and pay bribcs (prop. 5 and 6), or the
govcl'llor prefers to keep the firm insolvent to sccure side income (prop. 4). The manager's
and governor's shares of the gains of collusion depend on the cost,s of inHnencc and on the
liqnidation value of the firm.
Allowing for collusion between the outside investor and the governor would not affect,
our resnlts. Snpposc that the outside investor offers a brihe to the governor so that he (via
t.he judge) lets restructuring be completed. In t,his case, the govel'llor would always take the
bribe but still initiatc bankruptcy procedure to stop re8tructnring. Therefore, the outside
investor would nevor offer sllch a bribe in the first place. In contrast, the manager only pays
t.he governor to avoid bankruptcy when the firm. remains insolvent. The govel'llor, then,
has no incentives to defect from the collusive agreement and bankrupt the firm beeause he
expects rcnts in the future. The results of the model, however, depend crucially on our
clefinition of bankruptcy capture in terms of (politic,il) influence rather than bribes to the
juclge. In part.icular, we rule out the possibility that the outside investor bribes the judge in
exchange for letting the manager complete restl'l\cturing.

4

Evidence

Data sources
We used data from the following sources: a list of publicly announced external managements
initiatcd in 1998 and the first ha.lf of 1999 comes from the Internet Secnrities ancl t,he
AIOHM news data bases; a comprehensive list of liquidat.ion procedures initiated in 1998 and

the first half of 1999 comes from the Higher Arbitration Court, Joul'llal (Vestnih: VJjsshego
Arbitmzhnogo S71da); statistical data for finns in 1996-1999 were obtained from the Russian

Ent,erprise Registry Longitudinal Database (RERLD);28 firm-level financial data come from
2t1Thi~ is all a.nll11a.1 indwiLrial censmiCS of large and medium-size industrial enLerprise..'i. DcLailed informa.-

Lion on how the RERLD was consLrncLed is given in Brown aml13rowll (1999).
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the ALBA data set of balance sheets for large Russian industrial firms; regional statistical
data come from stat,istical abst,racts Reqions of Russia, 1999, t,he official wcb site of t,he
Russia's State Tax Agcncy, and MFf{ Renaissance.
How do ex ante firm characteristics influence bankruptcy?
Availablc information on bankruptcies in Rnssia is very limited: we only have access to
the lists of firms against which bankruptcy procedures were initiated in 1998 and the fin;t
half of 1999. We merge this information to firm-level, regional-level and industry-level data
frolll other S0111'ces. Unfortunat.ely, there arc no micro data on who init.iated bankrupt,cy
proced111'es or what were t.he receipts of any of t.he claim holders. Therefore, it is important
to keep the data limitations in mind during the discussion of the t.est.able predictions of our
model which follows.
Under t.he assumptions of symmetric information and no uncertainty, 0111' model predicts
no bankruptcy in equilibrium because the outside creditor finds it not worth the effort
to file a bankruptcy petition. With asymmetric informa.tion about the type of the judge,
bankrnptcy can happcn in equilibrium. Rejection of ontside creditor's request, for liquidation
in 0111' model corrcsponds to the initiation of the external management procedure with the
appointment of the same managcr as an external manager. This considcration allows us to
formulate test.able hypotheses. First., we focus on how the ex ante characteristics of firms,
their industries, and regions influence the odds that these firms would end up in either the
external management or liquidation procedure, or would not be affected by either of the
procedures.
The model predicts that finns with high private benefits (holding other things constant)
are likely to be protected by regional governments. Since private benefits wmally are in
industries with high cash flows and low in poorly-performing industries, we expect that industry performance increases the likelihood of external management procedure and decreases
the likelihood of liquidation. Political strength of the governor affects costs of influencing
the judge, thus, regions with stronger governors should have fewer liquidation procedures
and larger number of external management procedures.
Anecrlotal evidence that regional divisions of arbitration courts nmde 1'11lings in favor
19

of regional and against the federal authorities in bankruptcy hearings allow us to conclude
that the federal government; often played the role of the largest outside creditor in finns
that accumulated sizable tax arrears. A teot,able hypothesis can be formulated about the
differences between regions with respect to the quality of their relationship with the federal
government..

Politically hostile to the federal cent,er regional government, is more likely

to prot.ect regional finns from paying federal taxes; thus, we expect exterllal nmnagmncnt

procedlll'cs to be more frequent awl liquidation less frequent in the regions, where relations
bet,ween the governor and the federal center arc hostile.
Extel'1lal management I)l'Oce(llll'e in our model is accompanied by a stream of bribc payments from the manager to the governor. There arc no direct measures of the level of bribeo
in Ruosia',; regions. Nonetheleos, in-kind tax paymento and tax offoeto often provide an eaoy
quasi-legal channel for bribe payments from enterprises to regional authorities. Thus, we uoe
the percentage of regional taxes collected in kind as a proxy for bribes 2 !)
In reality, monetary bribes are not the only means of payment for protection at managers'
disposal. Shlcifer and Vishny (1994) streosed the importance of

exce~sive

elllployment as

meanH of plea,ing polit,icians. Following the "politiciauH and firm," story, we expect that
govern oro arc more likely to protect firmH with large employment" 30
To teHt theoe prediction, we eotimate the Multinomial Logit regre,sion model of a probability that a firm, given its characteristico before the 1995 law was adopted, (1) falb into
a.n external management procedure, (2) io liquidated, or (3) is unaffected by bankruptcy
during a yeal' and a half after the introduction of the new law. We look at the ex ante characteristics of firms in order to treat them ao exogenous and rule out any reciprocal
of bankruptcy onto firm characteristics. Our oample

consiHt~

of 8, 773

firrn~

effect~

t,hat arc drawn

from the interoection of RER.LD and ALBA data sets for 1997.
2!J A

so-called governor'l-) off-budget fund, formed in 1007 in Kenlerovskaya ohlnsi, serves

H1-1

example of

the well-established mechanism for illegal payments to the governor. According to Izvestia, a nation-wide
nCWHpapCl'

(16 September 1999), the deeply troubled vVest-Siberian IV[cl.allllrgy Komhinat (ZapSih) has

regularly contrilmLed to thh; fund while accIl1l11llating large federal tax arrears.
;j(I Li~a.l (2002) shows some evidence that "politicians and finm;" story determined bankruptcy patterns in
tlw C;':Cdl Hcpnblie.
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We estimate the following model:

i is an identifier of a firm in the sample. Y is an outcome after the introduction of the new

law: it is equal to one of the three following ontcomes for eaeh finn in 1998 and the first, half
of 1999: 0 - bankrupt.cy procedure wa.'5 not init.iated, 1- cxtorllaluul.uagcIlumt procedure wa:-:;

initiated, and 2- liquidation procedure was initiated. F is a logistic function. R_PolStr is a
measnre of political strength of the governor; it is an index constructed hy )vIFK Renaissance
that llleasnrcs the extend to which the regional governor had political control over the
regional economy in 1997 (larger values mean stronger governor).:l1 R_H ost is another lvlFK
Renaissance index that measnres how hostile the relationships of the governor and the federal
government were in 1997 (larger values mean higher hostility)."" R_InKind is our proxy for
percentage of in kind tax collections. It is equal to the negative of the log percentage of cash
regional tax collections in the total regional tax collections in 1997. I _CashF is our proxy
for industry cash flows. It is equal to the negative of the five-digit-OKONH industry median
value of the logarithm of enterprises' costs per unit of sales in 1997.'33
The following variables are user! as controls. First, we control for the firm-level characteristics that influence the probahility that firm ends up in bankruptcy: leverage ratio (log
debt to assets ratio), coefficient of cnrrent liquidity (log ratio of liquid assets to short term
liahilit,ies), cash flow (negative of the log costs per unit of sales), log labor productivity, log
labor productivity growth, size of the firm (the level of official employment), ami two-digitOKONH industry dummies. Firm-level controls are needed in order to analyze the effect of
regional and industry charact.eristics in firms that, otherwise, would have similar prospects in
bankruptcy. Second, we cont.rol for gross regional product per capita. This is an important
;31

The index comhined the data

011

political raiLing of the governor during the

htHt

election and the share

of regional indm;Lrial output controlled by the governor's team.
;l2This iudex wnH constructed llxing iuformation on 1) the frequency of public statementH by the governor
a.gainst t.he policim; of the federal ccnLer, 2) the exLcllL to which regional laws amI regulatiolls violat.e [ceieral
lawH, 3) t.he level of support of the governor hy the president at the last regional elections, and 4) the presence
of a. hilateral treaty hetween the region ami the cenLer.
aa\¥c ta.ke negativPn" of costs and ca."ih La.x collections in order to ha.ve all the prediction::; of the same sign
for cHch outcome.
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control because political characteristics of the regions that we are interestcd in may be correlatcd with regional economic development tha,t in turn Illay afFect thc numbers of regional
bankruptcy procedures. All control variables are measured in 1097, before the introduction
of the new law. Table 1A in appendix presents slllnlllary statistics for variables used in the
regression analysis. We specify clusters in to; so that observations arc allowed to be correlated
within combinations of regions and 2-rligit industries (Krislmaiah and Rao, 1094).
In accordance with the model, we expect to find positive effects of regional political
strength, hostility, in-kind tax collections, and industry-level cash flows on the probability of
cxternalmanagcment and negative effects of these variables on the probability of liquidation
procc(lure.

Table 2 presents the regression results. They are as predicted by our model. Ceretis
pa.rilnm, political strength of the governor that proxies the ense with which governor can
influence courts positively affects the probability of externallllanagelllent procedure against
the regional finus. The sign of coefficient of the political strength for the liquidation outcome is negative but insignificant. 34 The probability of external management is significantly
higher and the probability of liqnidation is significantly lower for finns in regions where the
governor is at odds with the ferleral center compm'ed to similar finns in regions that have
fi-icndly wlations with the center. Regions with higher share of in kind t,jx collections, our
proxy for corruption and bribes, have significantly higher probability of external management procedures and significantly lower probability of liquidation procedures in the regional
firms. In addition, firms in industries with larger cash flows (a proxy for the size of private
benefits) have higher chances of getting into an external management procedure and lower
chances to be liqnidated."5 The economic significance of these results is as follows. One standard deviation increases in the measures of governor's political strength, regional hostility
towflJ'Cis the federal center, in-kind tax collections, and of the industry cash flow increase the
probability that an average firm ends up in external management procedure by 23, 33, 26,
;Hln specifications with fewer controls (and, therefore, more observatiolls) the coefficient. of political
strength for the liqnidation outcome h; negative and significant,.
:.If'ThcHC results arc very ralms!': they do not depend on a particular specifieal,ioll or t.he choice of control
variableH.
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ami 42 percent, of predicted probability of this outcome."£; One stanclard deviation increases
in t.\w nleasures of regional hostility towards the federal center, in-kind tax colledions, and
of the industry cash flow decrease the probability that an average firm ends up in liquidation
procedure by 18, 31, 19, and 29 percent of predicted probability of this outcome."7
Signs of the coefficients of control variables are also as one would expect: low levels of current liquidity and labor productivity significantly increase the probability of both bankruptcy
procedures. As predicted by political economy models in which politicians (ami judges) care
about, employment, we find that: firms that end up in liquidation arc significantly smaller
than avoragc. The size of t.he Hnns that end up in external rnanagcnwnt proce(hU'c is, how-

ever, above the size of firms that are unaffected by bankruptcy. Since regional governments
are more likely to use external management procedure to protect large finns from the federal
government and ontside creditors, this is consistent with our model of bankruptcy capture.
In the case of politically independent bankruptcy, regional political variables should have
no effect on the probability of bankruptcy procedures unless these variables were correlated
with regional economic distress that is not properly accounted for by our control variables. In
this case, however, regional political variables should have the same effect on the probability
of both bankruptcy procedures. In contrast, we find the opposite effects of regional political
vfll'iables on the probability of externalmanagemcnt and liquidation procedures holding firm
characteristics constant, just as our model predicts. 38
How does external management influence ex post restructuring?

The model of bankruptcy capture implies no restructuring following the introduction of
external management. To test whether firms under the external management procedure
restructure as they are supposed to under the assumption of independent bankruptcy, we
;J(iPredicted prohahility of the ext.ernal management 01lt(~ome evaluated at the mean value of employment
for finns with this out.come Hnd overall means for a.ll the other indepelldent variahlm.; is equal to 1.78 percent.
:3iPredieted probahility of the liquidation outcome evahmied at the mea.n valuc of employment for firms
with this outcome and overall means for all the other independent va.riables is eqlla] to 0.03 per<:cnt.
J8
: Thc indkes of governor's political strength and hostility tUWH.l'rlH the center do not HCCIll to correlate with
regiona.l economic distre.o.;s. The correlation coefIieicllt.s of t.heHe variables with varions available measures of

}'('giona.l economic well-being (fOl' instance, per capita. growth, index of resource potential, ratio of pel' capita
income to subsistence level, ete.) are small, positive, and insignificant.
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COlnpa,rc Hcveral lllCasurc::;; of restructuring in silllilar finns in two groups: group of firms

j;hat, Htmted external management procedure in 1998 and a control group. We use the
following four proxies for restructuring: log sales growth, log lahor productivity growth, log
employment cuts, and log number of new product vmieties bet,ween 1998 and 1999. Thc
control group is comprised of two firms for each finn under external management. The
two firmH arc choHen from the same five-digit-OKONH inchlHt,ry as the finn under external
management so that they arc the dOHest to it in size (one smaller; one larger). The llluuber
of finns that started external management procedurc in 1998 for which we have all required
data is 134. The result,ing sample consists of 380 firms.
We run an OLS regre"ion of the proxies for restructming between 1998 and 1999 on
the externalmanagcment dummy controlling for lagged labor productivity growth (between
1996 and 19(7), outside finance during 1998 and 1999 (which we proxy by the log change
in the stock of the outside finance), initial employment size and two-digit-OKONH industry
dummies. Om model predicts no correlation of restructuring and extc1'1lal management
dummy. This is in contrast to the independent bankruptcy case that predicts above average
lcvels of restructuring in firms under external management procedure.
Table 3 presents the regression results. Coefficients of external management dummy in
all regrcssions are insignificant. And they arc negativc in regressions of sales growth, labor
productivity growth, ami elllployment cuts. The p-values of the tests that coefficicnts at exte1'llul IllfUlagement d ulIlmy are strictly positive (as predicted by the alternative hypothesis)
range from 73 to 60 percent. This cvidcnce supports our story that there is no difference in
restl'1lcturing efforts between firms in and outside the external management procedure. The
coefficients are not, very precisely estima.ted, however: as reported in table 3, the confidence
intervals for coefficient estimates at external management dummy me quite wide: the elifference in sales growth between external management firms mld similar finns not in bankruptcy
can be anywhere between -20 and 14 percent; the difference in labor productivity growt,h
ranges from -18 to 13 percent; in layoffs between-8 and 3 percent; and ill the number of new
products between -13 and 7 percent.
Overall, the evidence acquired from both tests is consistent with our model of bankruptcy
capture anel seems to be inconsistent with politically independent bankruptcy.
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5

Conclusion

This paper investigates the effect of a legal transplant into the weak institutional environl1lent. R.ussia's bankruptcy law of 1008 was intended to solve several important problems of
corporat.e governance: release of a,:.;sct.s frmil inefficient nses, secure the rights of creditors,

a.nd discipline the managel"H. Although the law was drafted with these goals in view, in reality it .~lid not induce restructuring or ha.rden managerial budget constraints. Absencc of the
rule of law transformed bankruptcy into the mechanism that allowed regional governors and
incumbent managers of large firms to leave outside claim holders unsatisfied. In particular,
the federal government (the largest outside claim holder) had no effective legal mechanism
for collect,ing tax ;l,rrears. We argue that a possible reason for this is the capt,nre of regional
divisions of arbitration courts and analyze the consequences of this ca.pture.

A simple model shows that when the judiciary is captured, t,he manager has no inccntives
to restructure and the debt to the outside investor is not repaid. Instead, the threat of
bankruptcy is used to perpetuate insolvency in a collusive deal between the manager and
the governor. An empirical investigation provides support to the theoretical findings. Just
as the model predicts, firms in industries with high cash flow and regions with politically
strong governors, governors independent from the federal center, and opaque tax collection
systems were more likely to have external management procedure initiated aga.inst them
after the enactment of the 10g8law compared to similar finns in other regions and industries.
Furthermore, introduction of an external management procedure did not change performance
of the firms or triggered layoffs as one would expect to see during reorganization.
Thus, the dependence of arbitration courts on regional governments had import,ant implications for the Russian economy. First, assets were locked into inefficient uses by unrestructnred enterprises. Second, even very profitable projects could hardly be financed by outside
investors due to insecurity of property rights. Third, regional protection of firms against
federal tax authorities seriously undermined federal attempts to improve tax collection.
Our findings shed some light on a fundamental question: How ,10 laws affect agents'
heha.vior when enforcement is weak and the judiciary is dependent? Our analysis suggests
that it may be worthwhile to give up some sophisticated fea.tures of the law, including
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judges' discretion to avoid inefficient liquidation, in ordcr to sccure implcmentat.ion of its
basic ol)jcctivcs.
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Table 1: Initiation of bankruptcy procedures
Proceedings iuitiat.ed:
excllicling proceeding agaiuHt.
Yea,r
LoLal
absent, debtors

199:3
1!J94
1995
1996
1!J97
19!J8
1999
2000
2001

dOO
240
1,108
2,618
4,320
8,337
10,933
19,041
56,920

n/a
n/a.
n/a
I1/lt

n/a.
4,893
5,940
7,959
8,538

Snurro: HjgilOr ArhitrutiolJ Court of the Ru.'>:';i<1l1 Fcdor.-'1tiolJ
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Table 2. Ex anLe firlll ehraderici.ics: lllulLinomiai logit. estimation
Probability 01" the I"ollowing bankrupt.cy procedure against a firm in 1UDS-DU compared \.0 no lmnkrnp\,cy
outcome:
Extemal Illallagclllcnt
Li<11lidatioll
Coefficient
Coefficient
dyjdx
ely/elx
Political strengt.h of the governor, 07
-0.11
0.0000
0.14 *
0.0010 *

10.071
Regional hm;t.ilil.y towards the center, 07

0.25

***

10.001
In-~<illd

regiollal tax collediolls, 97

0.91

***

10.201

***

0.0t115

10.06[
I-UJ7[ ***
10.271
-0.2'1
10.201
-0.23 **
10.101
-0.01
[0.1l/

[0.01151
0.0006
[O.OOlHI
-0.013G
1(J.00141
-0.0016
10.0014[
-0.0016
10.0007/
-0.0001
/0.0007/

5-c1igit. indm;t-.ry median cash now, 07

6.02

11 AIl[

am

Firm's leverage ratio, 97
Finn's

(',ltlTcnl.

liquidit.y, 07

Firm's ea.<;h flow, D7
Firm's log labor productivit.y, 97
Firm's log labor productivity growt.h, 96-07
Finn's log enkrprise employment, 07
Log gross regional product. per capita, 97
2-digit. industry dummies induded
Frequency of t.he outcome
Preclided probabilit.y
Observat.ions
Psewlo R-squctred

10.00051
O.OO1S
10.00071
0.0063
[o.OOn[

0.72

[0.06/
0.12
10.21/
YES

***

0.0050

***
***
***

Ill. 001
-0.23
10.1l[
-0.G7
10.33[
-,l.00

**
**
***

[ iJIl[

(J.08
10.OG[

***

**

***

[(l.QOOS/
O.OOOS
10.0015/

-4.05

[0.421
-O.IS
10.161
-0.30
[0.10/
-0.07
10.10/
-0.20
/0.11/

***

***

***

-(WI

/0.23/

***

YES
2.70%
0.605%

***

10.00001
-0.0001
I(J.OO011
-0.0002
0
1 .0001 1
-0.001'1
10.0007[
0.0000
10.00001
-0.0014
10.000 41
-0.0001
10.000 11
-0.0001
10.000l/
0.0000
[0.0000/
-0.0001
[0.0001/
0.0000
10.0001/
2.20%
0.035%

8773
0.34

JVol,e: ComjJuritiOll g1VUjJ is no hH..l1krllpt(,:y. C/rI.','/'eJ:'; for e011l/JinH..tion o[ 2-riigit inrimill:J" Nnri region Nrc
ullowed. l11urgilllli ('[[bet mI' oV<I/rmted ut tho Jl1(}N/J vuilln'j o[ inriojJ('ur/ou{. vm-j;J.hle'i. Ro/Jlls{. .'it;uHilird
l'l"l'(m{ ill /JJ'Hckclb·.

*,

*-~.

}/J](i

*** sigllifiCillJt Nt

10, ,IS, ;wdl%, n~.,'jJC'(#vc{v.
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Figure 2. The Corrupt Judge
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APPENDIX
Proof of Proposition 1. In the subgame where c = C, and the investor has not filed for
bankruptcy, the stage game is repeated in the next period. In the new sequence, the manager
faces exactly the same incentives: if it was optimal to choose e = C at Step 0 is optimal
to do so at Step 1; so debts will not be repaid at the end of the next period. Anticipating
this t.he investor files for bankruptcy at Step 2, since L -

T

> O. Thus, choosing e

= C

provides the manager with the life-time utility of V C (1 - 0) (as he loses control at Step
2). In the subgame where e = R, the investor obtains IR if he lets the manager complete
the restructuring and L -

V

R

T

if he chooses to bankrupt the finn. Therefore, a manager with

C

2: V (1- 8) chooses e = R at

t= 0 .•

Proof of Proposition 2.The proof is similar to that of Proposition 1 except that when

L - 'Y > I R , the investor chooses to liquidate even in the subgame when e = R. Since
(1 - 8) V C > 0, while he earns zero payoff in the first period when he chooses to restructure,
the llul,nager Ilover initiates restructuring .•

Proof of Proposition 3. The result follows immediately from Proposition 1 and the
flssumption of a benevolent judge.•
Proof of Proposition 4. In any subgame where e = R, the governor faces the choice
between awaiting debts repayment and the flow of taxes or liquidating which yields a payoff
of L - 'Y. No bribes can be paid since the manager has no liquidity. Under condition (ii),
the governor prefers to liquidate and the manager loses control and his payoff is zero. In the
subgame where e

=

C, the governor obtains his one time payoff L - 'Y if he liquidates. If

he takes the bribe (and does not liquidate), the managei' proceeds to the next period. The
manager chooses e = C if and only if V C
pa.yoff than e

=

-

2:::0 6'b~ 2: 0 if selecting e == C yields a larger

R. Using our assumption on negotiations, i.e. symmetric Nash bargaining

solution, we have 2:::06'b~ =

Jb:'S

with bN = argmax (6V C (1- 6) - b) (b - (L - 'Y) (1 - 6))

st. b 2: (L - 'Y) (1 -Ii) (the governor's rationality constraint) and Ii ::; (1 - 6) V C (the
manager's liability constraint). Thus the liability constraints which applies in each period
guarantees the non-negativity of the payoff associated with playing C in each period. The
assumption of nOll negative net gain from collusion guarantees that the repeated game payoff
is strictly positive. Hence, any subgame perfect equilibrium entails e = C in each period, no
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bankruptcy and no liquidation and

E:" bib; =

;'~c

In the subgame where the manager chooses e

=

.
R, the governor always bankrupt the

°

finn. Initiating restructuring (e = R) Illeans losing control and payoff to the manage~·.
Therefore, he refrains from e = R even when V C < VR.In the subgallle where he chooses
e = C, the nUl.nager also pays the bribe. If he does not, the governor chooses to liquidate
which is optimal by ii) since the governor knows that the manager's equilibrium strategy is
that if he does not pay a bribe now then he docs not pay

it

bribe in any of the subsequent

perioclH .•
Proof of Proposition 5. When

e R large, the governor has interest in restructuring, so

he always lets the manager complete it. The manager chooses not to restructure when V R <

VC

-

E:" b'·b;. J3y condition i) the governor prefers to pocket bribes than to liquidate .•

Proof of Proposition 6. If 'Y < (1 - b) V C , the manager can cover the cost of protection
only ant of his cnrrent private benefit. Since L - 'Y < 0, the governor never threatens with
liquidation. So the most the manager pays for protection if an outsider files a petition
(which can only happen once) is (1 - b) VC. Therefore, he chooses not to restructure when
V R <8Vc •
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We need justice that is respected within and without this country... An effective system of courts ... is required so that neither domestic nor
foreign companies have any doubt about its authority and effectiveness.
V.V. Putin, in his 2002 Presidential Message
to the Russian Federation Federal Assembly
An unprecedented wave of hostile takeovers is sweeping over Russia. Individual industrial companies, and holding companies controlling
sometimes entire sectors of the national economy are being attacked and taken over. Such transactions amount to second privatizations, or the
re-division of ownership of enterprises formerly privatized. The new wave of transactions is being undertaken in shady transactions by certain
oligarchic groups, rather than by the government. Shares in previously privatized companies are seized from their legal owners. On occasion,
shares in strategic companies are seized from the government itself, including companies in sectors of the national economy yet to be
restructured.
The main tool employed in the recent wave of hostile takeovers in Russia is the judicial branch of government, plus "administrative resources."
In these transactions, the owners of controlling stakes in many Russian enterprises have discovered that court orders have been issued on a
number of alternative grounds summarized below that result in the forced sale of a controlling interest in their companies, together with the
loss of all investments made into such companies.
A group of specialist consulting firms has emerged that has invented a unique brand of "know-how" in structuring hostile takeover attacks and
motivating members of the judiciary and regulatory branches of government to make expedited decisions that are favorable to their clients.
These practices have obvious and grave consequences for Russia, making the country far less attractive to Russian and foreign strategic
investors, discrediting the legal system, and discrediting market-oriented reforms carried out by President Putin.
This Article discusses how mergers and acquisitions are intended to be carried out under applicable Russian law, and contrasts these
requirements of Russian law with how mergers and acquisitions of major enterprises are more frequently carried out in practice. The article
also makes preliminary recommendations for legal reform to address this phenomenon, the organized theft of ownership of Russian corporate
entities, and the property belonging to these companies.
1 MERGERS AND ACQUISITIONS CONTEMPLATED BY RUSSIAN LAW
The Russian Law on Joint Stock Companies contemplates four methods for combining businesses in Russia:
(1) the merger of one company into another company [under Article 17 of Russia's Federal Law on Joint Stock Companies (the "JSC Law"),
etc.];
(2) the consolidation of one company with another company (under Article 16 of the JSC Law, etc.);
(3) the acquisition of all shares of stock, or a controlling interest in shares of stock in a company [under Article 80 of the JSC Law (acquisition
of 30% or more of a company's common stock), etc.]; and
(4) the acquisition of all, or substantially all, of a company's assets.
All such business combinations require compliance with legal requirements for:
(I) “major transactions”, as defined by law;
(II) “interested party transactions”, as defined by law;
(III) the right of shareholders to demand the appraisal of their shares;
(IV) the preemptive right of shareholders to purchase additional stock;
(V) the right of shareholders to demand the purchase of their shares;
(VI) compliance with Russian anti-monopoly law; and
(VII) compliance with Russian securities law.
The protections set forth in the above laws are designed to ensure, among other things, that the shareholders of a target company receive
payment of the fair market value of their shares of stock in a company, even if a company is acquired in a "hostile" takeover.
This expectation, that shareholders shall receive a payment of the fair market value of their shares in any such transaction, is of critical
importance for investors. Mergers and acquisitions, including squeeze-out mergers, are in no way prohibited and are quite common in other
countries in the world, including, for example, the United States. A squeeze-out merger is one in which dissenting minority shareholders
opposed to a merger may be compelled to sell their shares, however, such dissenters receive a payment of the appraised fair market value of
their shares ("dissenters' rights").
In the market in Russia today for controlling interests in Russian corporations, acquirers far too frequently find that it is unnecessary, in
practice, to pay the fair market price of desired corporate assets. Such assets may be acquired, instead, by forceful, intimidating and apparently
corrupt methods for only a fraction of their actual value. Accordingly, acquirers frequently seek to take possession of another group's property,

its shares of stock in privatized entities, or assets belonging to a targeted company, by paying only a fraction of their actual value, not to the
targeted group, but to strong-armed intermediaries who will appropriate the desired property by the use of "administrative resources" and then
sell it to their client, the intended acquirer. (See Section 2 below). The methods used in these widespread hostile takeovers bear all the
hallmarks of organized crime, assisted by certain government and judicial figures ("administrative resources").
1.1 Mergers and Acquisitions
THE JOINT STOCK COMPANY LAW
Under existing Russian law, any merger or acquisition is a reorganization that requires the prior approval of the boards of directors of both
companies involved, and approval by a three-quarters majority vote of shareholders of both the acquirer and the target company.
The terms and conditions of reorganizations and the related agreement of merger or consolidation require approval. In the event of a merger,
the charter of the surviving company should be amended accordingly. In the event of a consolidation, a new board of directors should be
elected. If the reorganization is a major transaction, or an interested party transaction, as defined under Russian law, additional legal
requirements need to be complied with.
THE ANTI-MONOPOLY MINISTRY
Under Article 17 of Russia's Federal Law on Competition and the Restriction of Monopolistic Activities, any merger or consolidation of companies
is subject to prior approval by the Russian Ministry for Anti-Monopoly Policy, if such companies' total assets exceed 200,000 minimum statutory
wages (about US$650,000).
Within 45 days after the shareholders meeting that approves a merger or consolidation, any shareholder of the company involved in such
merger or consolidation may demand that the company purchase his shares for a price equal to their fair market value, if such shareholder has
not voted for the merger.
Upon such demand, the company is required to purchase the dissenting shareholder's shares within thirty days after expiration of the abovementioned 45-day period.
1.2 Acquisition of Shares
Under Russian law, any purchaser of a controlling stake in a joint stock company with more than a thousand shareholders incurs certain
obligations including the obligation to honor the rights of existing shareholders.
Such rights include the right to receive notice of the proposed purchase, and an opportunity to exercise their right to demand payment of the
fair market value of their respective shares.
If an acquisition is a major transaction or an interested party transaction within the meaning set forth in applicable law, a special approval
procedure for the purchase and sale of shares applies. In addition, special provisions of the anti-monopoly law apply to the acquisition of shares
or assets from a controlling shareholder or in the event of an additional issuance of shares if such transaction meets certain criteria. If so, the
prior approval of, or subsequent notice to, the Russian Ministry for Anti-Monopoly Policy is required.
Any joint stock company acquiring more than 20% of all voting shares in another joint stock company must publish a notice of such acquisition
and information on each subsequent acquisition of shares in the other company, if such subsequent acquisition involves more than 5% of all
voting shares.
In sum, a merger, consolidation, or acquisition of at least 30% of the common stock of a joint stock company in Russia is a complex process,
but not in excess of the requirements for comparable transaction in other Western economies. Since the fair market value of the property to be
acquired is supposed to be paid or a transaction would not be approved, a merger or acquisition, accomplished legally, can be relatively
expensive and time-consuming for the acquirer.
2 ABUSIVE HOSTILE TAKEOVER SCHEMES COMMON IN RUSSIA
A great many abusive methods and schemes have been developed to circumvent the above-described requirements of existing Russian
corporate law and to drastically reduce acquisition costs. Such abusive methods and schemes are employed in nearly all acquisitions in Russia
today, and, in practice, provide a real and attractive alternative to the complex and expensive procedures described in Russian law for mergers
and acquisitions.
Most of the abusive methods and schemes involve abuse of the Russian judicial system and the enlistment of governmental officials who are
used by corporate raiders as tools to obtain shares of stock or assets from their legal owners against their will and for a small fraction of their
actual value. The abusive hostile takeover scenarios most widespread in Russia at present are characterized by elements of organized crime.
Such practices are a clear threat to the Russian economy and to Russia's reputation. The widespread nature of these abusive practices is a
significant impediment to foreign direct investment and portfolio investment in Russia, as well as to domestic investment in a number of sectors
of the economy that seem to be likely targets for corporate raiders.
It is almost illogical today for investments to be made into Russian companies that may easily be stolen from their rightful owners, if such
companies do not become adequately prepared to meet this threat and safeguard investments.
Scenario 1. An Abusive Corporate Takeover Involving: Preferred Shares Used to Obtain a Controlling Interest, Dual
Management, a Second Register, Judicial Decisions and "Administrative Leverage"
· Problem Presented to Corporate Raider: How to acquire a controlling stake in the shares of stock of a target company if the corporate raider
already owns a block of common stock and some preferred shares? How to get rid of the shareholder that owns the controlling interest?
The strategy the attacker would implement typically involves eight steps.
(1) The attacker would convene an extraordinary meeting of shareholders (an "ESM") without the controlling shareholder's prior knowledge: (i)
to approve conversion of the attacker's preferred shares into shares of common stock (voting shares); and (ii) to elect a new board of directors
consisting of the attacker's representatives.
Under Russian law an ESM may be called by the board of directors (the "Board") at the request of any shareholder(s) owning 10% of the
company's shares. Notice of such an ESM and its agenda must be given to all shareholders. However, in practice, no notice of the ESM will be
given to the existing Board or the controlling shareholder who will, accordingly, be unable to vote against the resolutions proposed for approval
at the ESM. Another method to prevent the controlling shareholder from voting at the ESM involves the attacker obtaining a court order or
judgment prohibiting the controlling shareholder from voting at the meeting. (Details of this method are described below.)
The attacker would also make arrangements for a court to confirm the legality of the resolutions approved by the ESM, which confirmation
would be embodied in an order or judgment of a regional court. (The underlying case may be commenced pursuant to the claim of a minority

shareholder; such shareholder may be a special legal entity organized by the attacker through one or more intermediary companies and owning
one or more shares in the target company.) The ESM and the resolutions approved by the ESM will appear to be legal until such order or
judgment is cancelled or suspended. The attacker may apply "administrative leverage" to postpone the hearing of appeals to supervisory
authorities of such judicial decision for many months. The ESM will produce a second board of directors controlled by the former minority
shareholder.
(2) The second board elects a new General Director for the target company and may even establish a new office for the company's
management.
(3) The attacker, acting through intermediary individuals not directly traceable to the attacker, causes additional lawsuits to be commenced,
and court decisions and orders to be obtained confirming the legality of the appointment of the new General Director. Until these additional
judicial decisions are challenged and overturned successfully, the attacker is able to contend that all of its actions, and the actions of the
intermediary figures, are legal, and, if Russia is a law abiding society, ought to be immediately enforced.
(4) The attacker typically attempts at this point to obtain physical control over the target company and to seize the company's premises using
armed personnel hired from a private security firm or a special police force, possibly obtaining an additional court order as the formal basis for
such actions. We know of attempts to seize a company's premises without a court order. Multiple attempts of the alleged new management to
seize the company's premises by force are possible, creating the scene frequently seen in the Russian news of armed standoffs outside the
gates of numerous corporate headquarters.
(5) The attacker may attempt to disrupt the supply of raw materials to the target company based on various judgments and orders, most
frequently obtained in new lawsuits filed by unknown minority shareholders in extremely remote Russian regions, or in Russian regions abutting
to Chechnya. If successful, such an approach may "paralyze" the target company's business operations.
(6) The attacker may attempt to have the target company's bank accounts seized, and to obtain additional court orders blocking the shipment
of the target company's products. Additional court order would be obtained for these purposes.
(7) The attacker will often attempt to obtain control over the company's share register and to appoint a new registrar. The attacker may also
obtain a court order and, sometimes, a judgment to make the selection of a new share registrar appear to be legal.
(8) The attacker would continue its efforts to obtain actual control over the target company. To break down the company's resistance, the
supply of raw materials and the export of products will be blocked or interfered with, and production discontinued for several months.
The above "acquisition" process is typically accompanied by an intensive negative public relations campaign depicting the target company's
"old" shareholders and management as useless and as the alleged cause of the company's allegedly poor financial condition. An attacker will
typically hire a "black PR" firm that specializes in attacking the reputation of members of management of the target company, including
anonymous publications on the Internet.)
If successful, the cost of the acquisition strategy described in Scenario 1 would be relatively low as compared to the cost of an acquisition
carried out in full compliance with the JSC Law. If the target company is a medium-size business (shares in which are not typically traded on an
exchange and may be undervalued significantly) the acquisition costs incurred by the attacker may be less than the cost of acquisition in
compliance with law by a factor of many thousands. Various participants in these types of takeovers have boasted in various venues of the
cost-effectiveness of their efforts, and the relative unattractiveness of a takeover accomplished through arms-length negotiations and fulfillment
of the requirements of black letter law that are regarded as unnecessary to observe and as a waste of time and resources.
Scenario 2. An Abusive Corporate Takeover Involving Russian Bankruptcy Law to Acquire the Assets of a Target Company
A strategy often employed to take over a company with or without a government-owned stake has been the taking of its assets by purchasing
its debt, creating a situation whereby the company is unable to pay its debt, commencing bankruptcy proceedings against the company and
receiving assets in satisfaction of the debt. In particular, the attacker may artificially increase amounts owed to it (by using various schemes
involving fictitious promissory notes or otherwise). Individual managers (or government representatives in the target company's governing
bodies) may switch allegiance and conspire with the attackers. The new Russian bankruptcy law will, among other things, allow debtors to pay
off debts and avoid bankruptcy proceedings.
Due to the fact that the new bankruptcy law is unfortunately far from being perfect and contains many internal contradictions it is difficult to
say how effective this strategy will be in the future. We should wait and see how the law is applied in practice.
Scenario 3. A Hostile Corporate Takeover Using Minority Shareholder Lawsuits to Allege Defects in the Target Company's
Privatization Law, Requiring the Shares to be Re-Sold to the Attacker
· Problem Presented to Attacker: How to obtain control over a company in which a 95% controlling interest has been held by a well-known
holding company since soon after the target company's privatization 10 years ago?
The strategy that an attacker may follow in this scenario challenges the very fact of the target company's privatization. This form of hostile
takeover potentially de-stabilizes all privatized, former Soviet enterprises that may become the target of similar attacks.
As a first step in this form of attack, an entirely unknown individual in a remote region of Russia as distant as possible from the target company
will buy, or purport to have bought, a few shares of stock in the target company. The new minority shareholder will then file a claim with the
local court in the place of his or her residence alleging that the controlling shareholder in the target company failed to fulfill its obligations in
connection with the target company's privatization ten years earlier.
The lawsuit will claim that the seizure and sale of a controlling interest in the shares of the target company held by the current controlling
shareholder is warranted to compensate the privatized company for its losses attributable to the manner in which it was privatized ten years
earlier. Arrangements will be made to assure that companies affiliated with the attacker will then purchase the controlling block of stock from
the Russian Federation Property Fund, and that no other potential bidders are informed of this opportunity, or that the existing controlling
shareholder is informed that its shares in its subsidiary are to be re-sold. The preparation of all court filings made on behalf of the unknown
minority shareholder is coordinated by the attacker. The minority shareholder is used as a "tool" to implement the strategy. He or she may or
may not ever appear in court, but will grant a power of attorney to selected lawyers authorizing them to file the intended claims against the
target company. The minority shareholder will then disappear and become impossible to locate for the remainder of the hostile takeover.
The minority shareholder's suit may allege that the controlling shareholder failed to comply with the investment obligations assumed by it
during the privatization of the company several years ago. The court will rule that the controlling shareholder's investment obligations were not
been fulfilled. Such rulings have been made in cases we are familiar with even where the Russian government (represented by the Russian
Federal Property Fund, the Accounts Chamber of the Russian Federation, etc.) had previously confirmed, in writing, that the controlling
shareholder had fulfilled all of its investment obligations in a timely manner.

The court involved may render its judgments in absentia, without the review of any evidence and without giving any notice to the defendant,
the existing controlling shareholder, of commencement of the proceedings. During the hearing of the case, the plaintiff would be represented
by the attacker's counsel or other experts in hostile takeovers hired by the attacker.
Contrary to the Constitution of the Russian Federation and Russian procedural law, the defendant is deprived of the opportunity to appear in
court and present its defenses. If the court had heard the defendant (i.e., the controlling shareholder of the target company) all of the
plaintiff's arguments would have been determined to be false. Thus, a necessary component of the attacker's strategy is the prevention of any
possible appearance by the defendant at the hearing and delaying tactics in the event of any appeal from, or protest against, the court's
judgment (to postpone the review of such appeal as long as possible so as to allow the attacker to obtain control of the target company before
the appeal or protest is reviewed).
Immediately following the completion of the foregoing carefully arranged legal proceedings, judgment will be rendered in favor of the unknown
minority shareholder, i.e., in the attacker's favor, the shares held by the controlling shareholder will be sold promptly to a pre-determined
purchaser related to the attacker. The attacker would secure the support of the relevant bailiff service and/or office of the Russian Federal
Property Fund and arrange for the sale of the shares to a friendly entity without public notice or auction or even a notice to the existing
controlling shareholder (by way of direct sale through an agent). It should be noted that in such a sale the shares are typically appraised below
their actual value and the amounts paid for the shares are often frozen in an account at a bank controlled by the attacker (a court order or
judgment in respect of an absurd claim being referred to as the basis for such freezing).
The purpose of such transaction is to preserve the attacker's right to challenge any actions of the controlling shareholder, and to have a
governmental office or third party between the attacker and the existing controlling shareholders in the chain of title to the shares. Thus,
Russian government agencies are directly enlisted to facilitate the hostile takeover. This involvement of a government agency is intended to
make it possible for the attacker to claim that it is a bona fide purchaser of the controlling interest in the shares of the target company. The
attacker will subsequently allege that it had no knowledge of the circumstances related to how the shares came to be offered for sale by the
R.F. Property Fund. The attacker will cynically claim the protection granted to a bona fide purchaser of shares under the Civil Code of the
Russian Federation.
The controlling shareholder would first learn about the underlying judgment brought by the unknown minority shareholder, who has now
disappeared, only after the expiration of the deadline for appeal of the court order obtained in the distant court. The controlling shareholder
loses the right to appeal the underlying judgment, and is left only with the possibility of discretionary review of the underlying court decision at
the request of supervisory authorities in the local judiciary or the local prosecutor's offices. The controlling shareholder, ostensibly deprived of
ownership of its subsidiary, is thus left at the mercy of individuals who, it is frequently shown, are unduly friendly to the attacking side. The
shares of stock in question are likely to have been sold to the attacker or legal entities controlled directly or indirectly by the attacker by the
time that the existing controlling shareholder first learns that it has a problem to deal with. The foregoing scenario appears to involve the
closely coordinated, pre-arranged cooperation of a dozen or more individuals in distant locations, and in key positions in the local courts there,
and in several government agencies, giving the entire undertaking its hallmarks as "organized" activity to deprive a controlling shareholder of
ownership of its subsidiary.
The attacker would then revert to the steps described in other hostile takeover scenarios, such as Scenario 1 above, and conduct an ESM. The
ESM would elect a new board of directors. The new board would appoint a new General Director. The purchaser would attempt to implement
the scheme described under Scenario 1 to acquire actual physical control over the target company. The attacker's strategy would also rely on
"administrative resources" to delay the review by supervisory authorities of the original court judgment in the case filed on behalf of the
unknown minority shareholder.
Such an abusive takeover scheme would also include an attempt by the acquirer to obtain control over the target company's share register and,
if possible, to get rid of its existing registrar. In one case, a company's shareholder registry documents were physically seized and taken by a
bailiff, pursuant to an order issued by a court of general jurisdiction (which had no authority to consider the case), as a provisional remedy in
favor of the unknown minority shareholder who had purchased just a couple of shares of stock in the company. That individual requested that
the register be moved to his domicile (in another distant region of the Russian Federation) as seizure and removal of the share registry would
facilitate the registration of his acquisition of a few shares of stock.
The registry was seized from the company's legitimate registrar by the bailiff, escorted by armed representatives of the attacker that launched
the takeover attack against the first company, and was transferred to another registrar friendly to the attacker. On the next day, an offer for
the sale of the controlling stake owned by the company's management was posted on an Internet web-site. The controlling stake was alleged
not to belong to the management anymore. Should this approach have succeeded, its further implementation would have followed the
scenarios described above.
It should be noted that an example of a civilized acquisition abiding by the letter and the intent of law is difficult to find in modern Russia,
except in the case of corporate acquisitions accomplished by foreign companies and certain Russian publicly-held companies who have
committed themselves to high degrees of transparency and compliance as a condition to accessing global capital markets. Most acquisitions of
control of Russian corporations today involve the use of "administrative resources", i.e., improper intervention by judicial and government
agencies. Foreign investors holding significant stakes in various industries have also been attacked in the manner described here.
The impunity of the numerous attackers who employ these methods, in conjunction with the typically passive or compromised attitude of the
government authorities involved in a particular hostile takeover, corrupts the business community by suggesting such means of corporate
takeovers are legitimate, rational and acceptable, and that it would be foolish not to employ such tactics while other business groups are
employing such methods and getting away with it. Russia is, accordingly, witnessing the inception of a new phase in the market for the
acquisition of control, and transfer of ownership and control, over business enterprises in Russia. This new phase features the use of
extraordinary court orders to eliminate competitors in a privatization tender or auction , the formation of profit sharing alliances between
business groups inexperienced in abusive takeover practices and the "pioneers" that have become skilled attackers. This new phase includes
attempts to apply the foregoing and other hostile takeover methods to seize stakes in companies owned by the federal government or a
political subdivision of the Russian Federation.
These evolving techniques for hostile takeovers involving administrative resources are referred to as "the new know-how" in corporate mergers
and acquisitions. A number of firms have emerged which specialize in developing a customized approach to acquiring control over just about
any company in Russia that a well-financed attacker may desire to control. Any Russian business that expands operations, earns profit,
improves corporate governance, seeks to attract investors and aspire to access the capital markets is subject to becoming the target of an
unscrupulous attacker at any time. Indeed, the timing of certain hostile takeover attempts appears to have been directly related to the
announcement by existing controlling shareholders of plans to reorganize their companies and raise new capital, suggesting, apparently, to
potential attackers that the time to strike was immediately prior to the implementation of such plans. Unless an end is put to the vicious
practices frequently involved in abusive hostile takeovers, bailiffs escorted by masked guards will continue to rush through the front doors of
many more Russian companies during 2003 and beyond, announcing the commencement or completion of yet more unscrupulous takeovers.
Experience shows that an attacker is generally not a manager more successful than the owner of the target company concerned. A successful
hostile takeover is often followed by asset stripping to remove the most attractive financial or other assets, or to create a monopoly resulting in

the restriction or complete suppression of competition in some sectors of the economy. Combinations created by attackers generally feature
low transparency and poor corporate governance, even by Russian standards.
The publicity released by an attacker and its nominated new management during a hostile takeover is typically to the effect that they pursue a
"noble goal" (though they have not yet formulated it publicly). Their apparent goal is to squeeze the controlling shareholders (including the
state and its political subdivisions, where possible) into acceding to a loss of control over successful companies in strategic industries by
applying the above methods so as to acquire full control over such industries. When an attacker gains financial control in a Russian region in
which its own principal subsidiaries are located, the attacker and its management will seek to influence the local regional government, then to
seek greater influence on decision making at federal level.
At this critical stage of the development of Russia, the Russian President and his Administration, government, parliament, the Supreme Court,
the Supreme Arbitration Court and the business community should consider tough measures to amend existing laws and regulations to combat
the widespread use today of "administrative resources" in abusive hostile takeovers. Existing Russian laws and regulations concerning mergers
and acquisitions ought to be enforced fairly. The new "know-how" about how to appropriate controlling interests Russian corporations should
be shunned by the business community and appropriate and effective legal reforms ought to be enacted. Otherwise, the rule of law in Russia
will have become an exception to the rule. These are fundamental concerns for the market economy in Russia: to reduce organized crime, to
reduce corruption, and to create circumstances in which large-scale foreign investment will return to Russia.
3 PROPOSALS FOR LEGAL REFORM
3.1 Measures against Judicial Corruption
Russia's judicial system is very ill. This has been recognized by President Putin. On April 3, 2001 he said in his message to the Federal Assembly
that "the domestic system of courts does little in practice to help introduce changes in the economy ... justice has not become speedy, proper
or fair, not only for businessmen but also for many people seeking to legally restore their rights." Mr. Putin noted that "a war between
claimants to property would not stop even after a judgment is rendered by a court and such judgment is not infrequently influenced by
interested parties rather than relying on law." We agree with the President that "shadow justice is developing alongside the shadow economy"
in Russia. Moreover, shadow justice has become fully entrenched in some regions. Almost all corporate takeovers today involves local judicial
decisions influenced by corporate raiders. In regions in which corporate raiders have their core operations, key government and judicial offices
are frequently reported to be nominees of the leading local business figures. Such small states within the state protect their local business
"heroes". We are not aware of an instance in which a judge who rendered illegal judgments and issued unjustified orders in support of an
abusive hostile takeover has been removed from his or her office by local judicial oversight boards.
We are not aware of an instance in which a judge has been held criminally liable for bribery for decisions rendered to facilitate a hostile
takeover. One of the most active judges issuing decisions that paved the way for two ongoing attempted hostile takeovers continues to
administer justice in the name of the Russian Federation and recently moved to an eight-room apartment in the center of the Siberian city
where he lives.
Tough measures against corruption among the judiciary must become a priority for Russia's leadership.
We believe that judicial corruption stems in part from laws on the liability of judges. In practice, a regional qualification board must take action
by a two-thirds majority vote to take disciplinary action against a judge or to remove a judge. When a qualification board receives a complaint
from a person who suffered as a result of the actions of a judge, the board may elect to authorize the chairman of the court at which such
judge works to review the complaint.
In practice, such a case often "dies" at the level of the chairman of the court concerned. It is not typical for a qualification board to agree to
remove a judge, following the principle of protecting one’s own). In addition to the action taken by a supermajority vote of the regional
qualification board, approval by Russia's Prosecutor General is also required to instigate criminal proceedings against a judge. Such approval is
very uncommon.
Impunity corrupts, twists thinking and involves more and more people in corruption. Respect for government and judiciary reduces with each
obviously illegal judgment and order for extraordinary and improper relief that is rendered in the name of the Russian Federation.
Many judges would likely discontinue such improper practices and corruption in the judiciary would likely decline if the threat of punishment
and removal from office were to become a reality. Accordingly, the procedures for instigating disciplinary action against judges, and for holding
judges criminally liable for their actions, should be changed and strengthened.
It would likely be advisable that decisions concerning the removal of judges and approval of criminal prosecution against judges should be put
in the hands of seven independent special commissions (with judges accounting for part of their membership). One commission may be formed
in each Federal District for which a permanent representative of the Russian President is appointed. A case involving a judge could be
considered without bias or improper intervention by regional leaders if the authority to make such determinations were transferred from the
regional level where a governor or an oligarch may try to influence the local qualification board, to Federal Districts. Today's requirement in
applicable law for approval by the local Prosecutor General to hold a judge criminally liable likely unnecessarily complicates and impedes
disciplinary proceedings. A representative of the Office of the Prosecutor General may be included as a voting member in each independent
special commission.
It would likely be an effective measure to require Judges and members of their immediate families to file tax returns. A bribe is often given by
an attacker to a judge through his or her relative by executing a contract providing for consulting services to be rendered by relative to the
attacker, or to its related entities. If information on income and sources of income is acquired in respect of judges and their relatives, the
government should be able to identify suspicious enrichment of judges, which would facilitate criminal prosecution against corrupt judges and
their expulsion from the judiciary. The above recommendation equally applies to bailiffs, staff of a prosecutor's office, employees of the office
of internal affairs, and Russian officials generally.
3.2 Establishment of a Specialized Corporate Governance Court
Abusive hostile takeovers Are still Possible under New Procedural Law: 2003 Forecast.
Under the new procedural law (Article 33 of Russia's Code of Arbitration Procedure) a commercial ("arbitration") court shall have jurisdiction
over any dispute between a joint stock company and its shareholder. Therefore, any claim of a minority shareholder will now be reviewed by a
business court. In light of such legal development it is very likely that attackers will "recruit" judges of business courts for certain regions to
support abusive hostile takeovers.
It is possible that a court of general jurisdiction may still be used in connection with an abusive hostile takeover. Under Article 22.4 of Russia's
Code of Civil Procedure a complaint including several related claims that cannot be separated should be reviewed and resolved by a court of
general jurisdiction even if some of the claims come within the jurisdiction of a business court. We expect that attackers and their consultants
will use such wording in the claims filed by them, or a fictitious plaintiff purporting to have no relation to them, to make it impossible to
separate the claims that come within the jurisdiction of a court of general jurisdiction from the claims that a commercial court has the authority

to handle. The outcome is easy to predict: a case will be reviewed and resolved by the court of general jurisdiction provided the judge
concerned has been influenced accordingly. Claims of minority shareholders will give way to claims of individuals for the protection of violated
or challenged rights based on civil or other legal relationships (under Article 22.1 of Russia's Code of Civil Procedure). Such proceedings are
likely to be used to obtain court orders for extraordinary provisional remedies following which such plaintiffs would withdraw his or her claims
and disappear, as described below.
Establishment of a Special Corporate Governance Court to Review Corporate Conflicts
The Russian Union of Industrialists and Entrepreneurs (the "RSPP") has recently established a "Court of Honor" in which leading Russian
businessmen, commonly referred to as "oligarchs", themselves serve as arbitrators. It is interesting to note that various attackers who use the
most unscrupulous methods in hostile takeovers are well represented in the new arbitration venue. Accordingly, it seems likely that the new
court of the RSPP will not be an effective tool in preventing abusive hostile takeover practices. There is also a proposal to establish a similar,
though less biased, arbitral tribunal at the Chamber of Commerce and Industry of the Russian Federation. We believe that such proposals will
not bring the desired results since an attacker is unlikely to agree to refer its case to such tribunal or will unduly influence such venues.
Unscrupulous corporate raiders would be afraid their methods would be exposed by an unbiased tribunal.
We would recommend, instead, that a specialized corporate governance court be established as part of the Russian judicial system. The
proposed new court of law would have discretionary jurisdiction over litigation in any court in Russia that is involved in corporate takeovers.
The court would consist of independent professional judges specializing in corporate law and the other Russian laws that are involved in
legitimate corporate takeovers. It would likely be advisable for the envisioned new court to be located in Moscow or Saint Petersburg. A special
constitutional law may be enacted to establish such a court. The law would define the types of cases that may be referred to the court and
address certain procedural aspects. It would be important that such a specialized corporate governance court administer justice publicly, and
that all its orders and judgments be posted on a Website for convenient review by any interested party and the public at large.
We note that specialized military courts exist in Russia at the present time. Russian laws governing the judicial system, and procedural law
permit the establishment of additional specialized courts such as the proposed corporate governance court. Specialized courts (such as tax
courts, bankruptcy courts, etc.) have been successfully established in many countries.
3.3 A Clear Definition of Provisional Remedies that Russian Courts May Issue
In practice, the main tool employed by corporate raiders in Russia today is a court order issued as a provisional remedy in connection with the
claim of a third party (whose services are arranged by the attacker). Such claims may be filed with many courts as a matter of routine and are
often submitted by the same individuals (some of them have served several sentences or who are refugees from former USSR republics who
hold Russian passports, roam around Russia and file claims in various cities). It was not a surprise for us to learn that a judge in a regional
court "stamped" almost identical orders permitting attackers to take over companies that belong to different owners.
Typical court orders in hostile takeovers appear to be absurd, but are all too real. Preliminary relief granted by sufficiently motivated judges
prohibit the target company from completing undertaking any transactions involving its property, attach the shares held by the existing
controlling shareholder, attach all movable and immovable property of the company affected, prohibit the relevant company's governing bodies,
officers and general director from exercising their powers or affixing the corporate seal to any documents. Court orders would prevent a
lawfully appointed registrar from maintaining the target company's share register, or would require that "attackers" be allowed to enter the
company's premises. We have seen orders issued by invented or nonexistent courts, orders which the judges who signed them pretend to be
unaware of, and orders that have not been recorded by the court's clerk, etc. The attackers (and their consultants) employ the method
whereby the plaintiff (effectively hired by the attacker) withdraws his claim before its trial on the merits as soon as the relevant preliminary
relief order is executed. There are also repeated examples of judge canceling their own order after they have been executed. These practices
blatantly bring the Russian legal system into disrepute.
We recommend that Russian procedural laws be amended to prevent such abuses of process. Under Russia's existing Code of Arbitration
Procedure and Code of Civil Procedure a plaintiff who withdraws his claim may incur no liability for the losses incurred by the defendant or
other parties as a result of provisional remedies. Under Article 98 of Russia's Code of Arbitration Procedure such liability shall only be incurred
after the business court's decision dismissing the claim takes effect. Under Article 146 of Russia's Code of Civil Procedure the plaintiff may be
held liable only after the court's judgment dismissing the claim takes effect; the Code of Civil Procedure does not provide for the plaintiff's
liability to "other parties" who may incur losses due to provisional remedies in connection with his claim. We think that the law should provide
for a plaintiff's liability to the defendant and other parties who may incur loss due to provisional remedies in connection with the plaintiff's claim
even if the plaintiff withdraws the claim.
Procedural law requires that provisional remedies must be commensurate with the claim submitted. The judge is expected to determine what is
commensurate. We recommend that clear criteria to determine what forms of preliminary relief are commensurate be added to Russia's Code
of Arbitration Procedure and Code of Civil Procedure. These codes should include a comprehensive provision allowing one to determine whether
a given provisional remedy is necessary and reasonable and what its consequences are realistically intended to be, in monetary terms.
To discontinue existing bad practice we recommend that the procedural law require a plaintiff to provide an injunction bond (or similar judicial
bond) in the amount equal to the relief granted by court as a provisional remedy, which will prevent abuse of process by the plaintiff. (Such
requirement may be limited to a certain class of cases such as claims of shareholders against their companies and individuals' claims against
legal entities in connection with the operations of such entities, etc.) If a court issues an order as a provisional remedy providing for the
attachment of property, real or personal, prohibiting the delivery of products, etc., we believe that such order should always be accompanied
by the provision of a bank guarantee, the deposit of cash in the court's deposit account, etc., by the plaintiff as a judicial bond in case the
defendant claims damages due to such remedy. The procedural law should clearly describe how the court should determine the amount of the
injunction bond and whether it is commensurate with the provisional remedy concerned. For example, if the plaintiff requests that a company's
oil exports be stopped he should provide security in the amount of tens or even hundreds of millions of rubles before the judge issues an order
granting his request. In one case a court issued an order in connection with the claim of a woman (who presumably was hired by a third party
for such purpose) requesting the court to ban the export of products of a company pending the disposition of her action; the company incurred
more than two billion rubles in losses as a result of such ban. Another order issued in connection with an absurd claim of a minority shareholder
blocked all export deliveries of a company and thus resulted in its default under export contracts and substantial losses.
We recommend that the procedural law provide that the chairman of the court before which a case is pending shall be required to approve in
writing on any order issued in a case to attach property or forbid a defendant in the case or others to carry on conducting the ordinary courses
of their businesses while litigation is pending. The written approval requirement may be limited to orders issued in connection with the claim of
a minority shareholder (e.g., the holder of less than a 5% interest; such a shareholder involved in an abusive hostile takeover typically owns
just a few shares in the company concerned) or of an individual against a company. Such internal procedures within a court providing for
additional supervision would facilitate the limitation and control of corrupt orders and decisions control and prevent inappropriate provisional
remedies from being issued by many courts.
Existing procedural law permits a court of general jurisdiction or a business court to grant "other provisional remedies", i.e., other remedies in
addition to those contemplated by Russia's Code of Civil Procedure or Code of Arbitration Procedure, as the case may be. In other words, a
judge may grant any relief he or she may think necessary as a provisional remedy. Such provision, which is not backed by any comments, often

leads in practice to abusive orders being issued by judges in cases that instrumental to hostile takeover attempts. We recommend that the
procedural law define the term "provisional remedy" and describe the objectives that may be accomplished by means of provisional remedies
and the matters that require a judgment (i.e., a prior resolution of a dispute on the merits). We recommend that the procedural law specify the
types of orders that grant relief as a provisional remedy and may be issued in connection with specific types of claims.
In practice, "other provisional remedies" accompanying an abusive hostile takeover may be an order to stop operations, an order prohibiting
the legally elected governing bodies of a company from performing their duties, from affixing the company's corporate seal on any documents,
from executing transactions on behalf of the company, or restrain the export or domestic sales of products. There also frequently are orders
directing a registrar to transfer a company's share registry to a third party (related to the company that has launched an attack on such
company), or prohibiting the registrar from making any entry in the registry to record any transactions with shares. There are frequent order
permitting the attacker's representatives to enter the premises of the target company, etc. When a court grants such "relief" as a provisional
remedy in a case it does not first examine the facts or evidence in the case or determine whether the governing bodies or registrar were
appointed legally, etc.
We think that such orders abuse the very concept of provisional remedies as being ancillary measures to aid enforcement of a future judgment.
Instead, the preliminary relief is the whole point of the instigation of litigation which, as described above, is subsequently frequently withdrawn
before any trial on the merits. Here the court's role, in fulfillment from its de facto client, the corporate raider, is to authorize the disruption of
the target company's operations in the ordinary course of its business as conducted by its rightful owners. This disruption causes immediate
losses and damage to the company's shareholders, and violates the letter and the spirit and intent of laws which the court is supposed to
observe and protect.
All of the above proposals should fully apply to provisional remedies available before the filing of a claim, and to measures taken in aid of
execution after a judicial decision (Articles 99 and 100 of Russia's Code of Arbitration Procedure).
3.4 Amendments to the JSC Law
A Special General Meeting of Shareholders Conducted by an Attacker
All abusive hostile takeovers involve an extraordinary general meeting of shareholders conducted on the attacker's initiative, and the election of
its own board of directors that in turn elects a new General Director. Under the JSC Law, shareholders owning at least ten percent of all voting
shares in the company concerned must submit a request to the existing board of directors to hold a meeting of shareholders. The board of
directors shall have five days to check the proposed agenda (as set forth in the shareholders' request) for compliance with law and to schedule
the general meeting. The board of directors may deny the request if the agenda is not in compliance with law or the request has been
submitted by less than ten percent of the shareholders. The requesting shareholders may appeal in court the refusal of the board to call the
meeting or to include a specific item in the agenda.
In reality, the board of directors of the target company would not receive any request or participate in the meeting of shareholders. The
attacker would hold the meeting for the purposes determined by the attacker itself and engage an outside registrar (which is typically
controlled by the attacker) to count votes. The attacker then obtains orders or judgments that allegedly confirm the legality of the meeting and
of which the target company and its legitimate management are not aware. Such illegal meetings held in violation of the applicable procedures
results in dual management structures allegedly being created for the target company.
It may be advisable to amend Article 55.6 of the JSC Law to provide that no general meeting of shareholders held without the consent of the
board of directors and in violation of the applicable convocation procedures shall have any legal effect, i.e., all resolutions approved by the
shareholders at the meeting shall be void ab initio and any body elected at the meeting shall have no authority. Such provision will significantly
weaken the position of the attacker at the initial stage of its illegal attack.
The JSC Law may also be amended to specify the actions sufficient to constitute the "submission" of a request for a special meeting of
shareholders to a board of directors. We believe that a receipt evidencing the dispatch of a registered mail letter (which receipt can be acquired
by the attacker's representatives from postal personnel) is clearly insufficient as proof of "submission" of a request for a meeting to the board
of directors.
3.5 Amendments to Law on Enforcement Proceedings
No shares should be sold in the course of enforcement proceedings against a debtor unless no cash stands to the credit of the debtor's bank
accounts; and the debtor should have the right to voluntarily comply with a judgment.
In an abusive hostile takeover, the main goal pursued by the attacker is to quickly get hold of a controlling stake in the target company before
the original judgments are challenged by the existing controlling shareholder. The hearing of appeals of the original judgments will intentionally
be delayed for months to bring additional pressure to bear on the target company and its key managers and shareholders.
Under Article 59 of Russia's Federal Law No. 119-FZ "On Enforcement Proceedings," dated July 21, 1997, a bailiff has a choice prior to ordering
the sale of a judgment debtor's shares of stock to seize cash on deposit in the debtor's bank accounts. IN an abusive hostile takeover, the
bailiff would always immediately sell such shares to the attacker or its related entity. The bailiff takes the trouble of going to the target
company's registrar's office in another area of Russia and makes arrangements to hold an auction, even though monies in the debtor's account
may be more than sufficient to satisfy the claim against the debtor. The bailiff does not give the debtor an opportunity to voluntarily comply
with the judgment even though he is required by law to do so.
To address this widespread abuse, Article 59 of the law "On Enforcement Proceedings" may be amended to provide that the sale of shares may
only be a bailiff's second choice, which shall not prevent a bailiff from attaching the shares in case funds are insufficient to execute the
judgment. The law should may provide that the bailiff may not take a formal approach to the above requirement but shall be obligated to check
all bank accounts of the debtor in an attempt to identify sufficient funds to pay the amounts awarded by the court, and allow the judgment
creditor to post a bond or deposit additional funds to satisfy the judgment against it, if that judgment is not overturned on appeal.
The Russian Federal Property Fund should not have the right to sell shares as an agent for the target company by means of a direct and
immediate sale of shares pursuant to a judgment.
In light of the existing abusive practice at the Russian Federal Property Fund, and in its territorial offices in particular, it may be advisable to
prohibit the Fund from acting as an agent on behalf of a defendant in conducting a sale of shares of stock belonging to the defendant. Such a
sale of shares, if it is an appropriate remedy, should only occur after a final judgment in the courts and then only through a public auction only.
The law should set forth rules for public auctions that provide for their transparency and the accurate appraisal of the fair market value of the
shares.
The Fund may also be prohibited from selling shares of stock at public auction to an intermediary that is a nominee. The purchaser of such
shares should always be their new actual owner. The sale of shares should be deemed to occur as soon as the amount paid for the shares is
credited to the debtor's bank account, rather than upon the transfer of the shares.
3.6 Bona Fide Purchaser of Shares and Uncertificated Securities

Russia must revisit the concept of who is a bona fide purchaser of shares and impose restrictions to prevent abuse of this doctrine as an
additional protection for unscrupulous attackers. Special provisions should be added to the law to ensure that the legal owner of uncertificated
shares is able to enforce his ownership rights, and to recover the shares improperly acquired by a corporate raider.
"ABUSIVE HOSTILE TAKEOVERS" IN RUSSIA IN 2001 AND 2002
A major regional machine-building plant
An abusive takeover attempted by creating dual management and using orders issued by courts of general jurisdiction in connection with
shareholders' claims.
One of the largest Russian refineries
Creation of a second register, two lists of shareholders and dual management.
Leading pulp and paper and forest products companies
Attempts to create dual management and two boards of directors and to take the premises of the companies by force relying on orders issued
by various courts in connection with the claims of minority shareholders. Attempts to create a second register and to transfer shares from the
accounts of their legal owners and then sell the shares to allegedly bona fide purchasers.
A leading aluminum company
Multiple arrests of shares and manipulations with the company's register relying on questionable court orders issued as a provisional remedy in
connection with the claims of minority shareholders. Force was used to obtain control over the company.
A major Moscow food company
Creation of dual management and long confrontation of the confronting parties, which involved the use of force and court orders issued as a
provisional remedy in connection with shareholders' claims.
A subsidiary of a major oil company
Creation of dual management and two boards of directors and an attempt by the new managers to take the company by force relying on courts
orders issued in connection with the claims of minority shareholders.
Several leading breweries and producers of soft drinks
The companies' operations were nearly paralyzed by multiple court orders issued as provisional remedies in connection with shareholders'
claims. The orders prohibited the companies' management to take any action, ordered the attachment of the companies' assets, etc.
A leading Russian distillery
Creation of dual management and long confrontation of the confronting parties, which involved the use of force and court orders issued as a
provisional remedy in connection with shareholders' claims.
A major regional producer of fat and oil products
Taking of the company's share register from its registrar, which involved the use of force and relied on orders issued by courts of general
jurisdiction in connection with shareholders' claims. An attempt to create a second register and two lists of shareholders.
Who is the next?
Read more - "CORPORATE TAKEOVERS, RUSSIAN STYLE: HOW TO DEFEND AGAINST THEM"
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Property Disputes and Enterprise Takeovers After 2000
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Throughout the 1990s, the role of the Russian state in governing the private economy was
negligible. Private organizations of various kinds, such as organized criminal groups, private
security agencies, and informal groups of state police and security officers, were key to resolving
property disputes, enforcing contracts, and processing security-related business information.
After Vladimir Putin came to power, the central authority’s major concern became the
reassertion of state capacity. To what extent has the policy of strengthening the state and of
increasing its role in economic governance been successful? What are the main achievements of
this policy and what are its side effects? How did property transfers and patterns of resolving
property disputes change after 2000?
This memo looks at a new form of violent property disputesso-called enterprise
takeovers and argues that although the Russian state became stronger and managed to bring
more order and security into the economic domain, it still remains internally incoherent and
segmented, failing to provide a space governed by efficient, homogeneous rule. If in the 1990s,
rising business groups used bandits and private security companies to advance their economic
interests, after 2000 the major instruments of aggressive enterprise takeovers are corrupt state
organizations that have judicial and coercive power. The first step in reconstructing the state has
been made: the bandit has gone; the state employee has taken his place. The second
stepmaking him act as a state employee rather than a banditis still a problem.

Enterprise Takeover
Enterprise takeover (zakhvat predpriiatiia) is a forced change of ownership and management
practiced by influential business groups in relation to large- or medium-sized enterprises. The
objects of takeovers have most frequently been either profitable export-oriented enterprises (e.g.
aluminum or cellulose production), oil-mining facilities, or ore-processing plants (vanadium,
strontium, etc.) that supplied vital ingredients to metallurgical enterprises and were therefore
crucial to creating vertically integrated business groups. The hallmark of enterprise takeovers is
the instrumental use of court decisions, of special police forces, and extensive media campaigns
to help new management occupy and control the target enterprise. In many cases, in order to
suppress resistance the attacking side initiated criminal prosecution against the old managers and
owners. A court decision may soon be repealed and criminal charges proven unfounded, but once
the armed takeover has brought new management into the head office, it would be very hard and
costly to return the enterprise to its previous owners. From 1999–2002, there were over 25 cases
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of large enterprise takeovers (18 successful), most of which involved coercion and included
episodes of violent clashes between state and private police forces.

Scheme 1
Before the Law on Bankruptcy was finally amended in 2002, even a small debt was sufficient to
initiate a bankruptcy procedure. This allowed those who initiated the procedure to introduce
external management to take control of sales and financial flows and to force the previous owner
to part with its shares, or to amend the ownership register of the enterprise and change the list of
owners. The key trick in such a scheme was to ensure a quick and favorable court decision and to
contract a formidable armed police force to overpower the enterprise security service in order to
occupy its headquarters. Such a scheme was used in 2000 by Russian Aluminum (Rusal) in
acquiring control over the Novokuznetsk Aluminum Plant (NKAZ) in the Kemerovo region.
Rusal belonged to the so-called aluminum oligarchs Oleg Deripaska and Mikhail Tchernoi and
was supported by the copper oligarch Makhmud Iskanderov. First, the energy company
Kuzbassenergo (subordinated to the state-owned United Energy System headed by Anatolii
Chubais) initiated the bankruptcy procedure against NKAZ to introduce external management
consisting of Rusal representatives. The latter swiftly linked the enterprise to their own trading
companies and redirected its financial flows, demanding that brothers Mikhail and Yuri Zhivilo
(whose company Mikom owned the controlling interest of NKAZ) sell it to Rusal. When the
Zhivilo refused, the Procuracy of Kemerovo Oblast initiated a criminal investigation against
Mikhail Zhivilo, accusing him of preparing an assassination against the governor, Aman Tuleev.
To avoid arrest, Zhivilo had to leave the country. All of Mikom’s assets (NKAZ and a number of
coal mines) were then transferred to the companies of Deripaska and Makhmudov.
The same scheme―bankruptcy procedure, media campaign, armed takeover, external
management, criminal prosecution, transfer of ownership―was used in several other cases by
the so-called aluminum-copper oligarchic group to take over the ore-mining and processing
enterprise Vanadium in the Urals and the Ust’-Ilim Cellulose Plant in Irkutsk Oblast (although
with limited success). The Alpha group applied the same scheme (except for criminal
prosecution) to acquire a number of oil-processing companies.

Scheme 2
The second basic option of enterprise takeover is to initiate a lawsuit by a minority stockholder,
in most cases by a trusted person owning just one or two shares, in order to acquire from some
small provincial court a decision that would either formally allow a change in the board of
directors or to arrest and manipulate the stocks of the target enterprise. Once such decision is
produced (and the judge normally resigns after delivering the desired verdict), the attacking side
hires bailiffs and up to one hundred armed special police troops to storm the enterprise
headquarters to install the new managerial team. By the time that first court decision is repealed,
due to the procedural mistakes and falsifications, the new managerial team would either have
taken control of the financial flows of the enterprise or manipulated the stocks to increase its
share.
In 2001–2002, Scheme 2 (or a combination of Schemes 1 and 2) was applied, again, by
Rusal, which had renamed itself by then, “The Basic Element,” to take control of the Bratsk
Cellulose Plant in Irkutsk Oblast in December 2002 and of the Kotlass Cellulose Plant in
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Arkhangelsk Oblast in June–July 2002. In the latter case, a court decision was used to legitimate
a covert sale of stocks, the formation of a new management team, and the mobilization of a
special police force to storm the enterprise. But the scenario did not work, because in
anticipation of the takeover the old management (Ilim Pulp Enterprise) fortified the plant and
used the local militia and workers’ brigades to strengthen its security. This deterred the takeover
and resulted in a stalemate. Consequently, the interference of the president and the procuracy
general ended the armed opposition, channeling the conflict into a series of endless lawsuits and
appeals. A similar outcome occurred in April 2002 in the Rostov Oblast where the Moscow
business group Alfa-eko, backed by OMON special police, attempted the takeover of the
Taganrog metallurgical plant. The management of the plant, supported by the workers’ militia,
organized an armed defense; a violent clash and then a stalemate followed. Consequently, only
the interference of the representative of the president in the southern okrug compelled the sides
to return to court.

Halfway to the Rule of Law
The practice of enterprise takeovers reflects the new condition whereby some basic elements of
the state infrastructure are in place; yet, the poor coordination and lack of regularity within the
state allow powerful business groups to use them to pursue private interests. In fact, state
resources on the regional and local level are rented to powerful and expanding business groups.
In all cases, business groups mobilize local courts, police detachments, anti-criminal police, the
Procuracy and, in some cases, regional governors to exercise their respective powers to achieve
the transfer of lucrative economic assets or to resolve a conflict between different owners. State
officials and organizations did become much more active and powerful after 2000; new laws
were adopted and legal procedures were used much more frequently and efficiently. But the
strengthening of the state has not yet resulted in the same degree of strengthening of the rule of
law. Rather, it brought about the practice of selective application on a commercial basis by
business groups, some of which still maintain close connections with officials in the Kremlin.
Another symptom of the growing role of state representatives in economic governance is,
sadly enough, the mounting rate of assassination of state officials. It is no longer criminal leaders
and their business partners who fall victims of contract killings. In 2001–2002, state officials
ranking from vice mayors of Russian cities to regional governors, from Interior Ministry officials
to the chief of the regional Borderline Service dominate the list of victims. Many such killings
were in response to attempts by state officials to regulate certain segments of the shadow
economy (city markets, gambling, offshore fishing, alcohol production, etc.). This, again, reflects
the ambivalence of the current stage in state formation. On the one hand, we do see clear
symptoms of the growing presence of the state. On the other hand, this presence and,
accordingly, the resistance to it, are expressed in personified form. Since state organizations and
individuals act as autonomous interest groups and not as agents of the state acting on behalf of
the general laws, the killing of such individuals would be the logical way of resisting their
influence.

Conclusions
At the current stage, the source of risk and insecurity in Russian business is not criminal groups
(the so-called mafiia), as it used to be in the past, but the arbitrary and commercially driven
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actions of poorly controlled segments of the state. Accordingly, the success of certain business
groups depends on the availability of administrative and coercive resources of the state. This
situation continues to produce incentives for enrichment by means of redistributing economic
assets and accumulating rents rather than by the productive employment of these assets.
Ideological commitments and the goodwill of the central authority aside, the major incentives
and possibilities for increasing the degree of order and regularity within the state and for more
consistent application of laws derive from two new sets of circumstances. The first is the
increasingly frequent stalemates in interest group conflicts, which lead to the interference of
central authorities and compel the opponents to turn to a more fair and consistent legal
settlement. The second is the increasing physical risk emanating from sharp conflicts caused by
the arbitrary policies of state officials (even if they pursue public interests). One way of
mitigating such conflicts and changing the mode of their resolution is, clearly, a more impersonal
and rule-governed politics. Those state officials who wish to increase their life expectancy will
eventually take this path.
© 2002
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10 Ideas in the Past Decade
Link to the article - http://www.rusrep.ru/2010/20/ekonomisty

By Olga Andreeva, Grigory Tarasevich, Vitaly Leybin, Ruslan Khestanov
The Most Influential Economists and Sociologists During 2000 – 2010
The Russian Reporter, in association with a large panel of experts, has compiled
a list of the ten most highly-regarded Russian economists and sociologists in the
past decade. This list includes not just theoreticians, but those whose works can
be applied practically by both politicians and government officials. Their
authority is based on real scientific achievements, i.e. the discovery of
phenomena, consistent patterns and connections that allow us to get a better
understanding of our society. We also offer their works, without which our
knowledge of our own country and the world would be at least inaccurate, and
often even out of line with the reality.
Olga Andreyeva, Grigory Tarasevich, Vitaly Leibin, Ruslan Khestanov
May 26, 2010, No. 20 (148)

Victor Polterovich
Clever Borrowing
Who
Member of the Russian Academy of Sciences, Deputy Principal of the Moscow
School for Economics, Chief of the Mathematical Economics Laboratory with the
Central Institute for Economics and Mathematics of the Russian Academy of Sciences
Quotation
“Several types of rationing and queue mechanisms are compared in a framework of
general equilibrium type models under gross substitutability and normality
assumptions about consumers‟ Walrasian demand. As shown below, during transition
from rationing and queues to a market system, a group of low income people loses.”
Polterovich V. M., “Rationing, Queues, and Black Markets,” Econometrica, 2009,
vol. 61 No 1, pages 1-28, (in English)
Discovery
“The Polterovich‟s Theses” as to how reforms should be implemented do not
guarantee success, however not knowing them does guarantee failure.
Research Style
He is one of the Soviet economic school leaders who managed to fit in the modern
world science. Mr. Polterovich is at the forefront of the economic theory with its
hypotheses and theories, rationales rather than “the economic faith” as well as
mathematics. “Now that the failure of the 1990s reforms is a fait accompli, and the
economic science is ready to explain the reasons for that failure, only few remember
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that it was Mr. Polterovich who was the key and most consistent opponent to the
chosen strategy,” noted Alexey Savvateev, the economist and student of Mr.
Polterovich.
Recognition
In 1989, Mr. Polterovich was elected as a full-fledged Member of the Econometric
Society, the elite world club for economists. His results were included in books of
reference and textbooks. What is more, he participated in the creation of the New
Economic School, the institution that provides the strongest Masters Program in
Economics in the former Socialist camp countries.

Alexander Filippov
How to Gain Dignity
Who
PhD in Social Sciences, Professor with the State University Higher School of
Economics, Head of the Centre for Fundamental Sociology of the Sociology Institute
with the Russian Academy of Sciences, Editor-in-Chief of Sociological Review.
Quotation
“The question „How is the society possible?‟ is of a different nature. The society does
exist, and sociologists are wondering not how it can come into existence, but, on the
contrary, why it has not disappeared yet, what it is that still holds it together.”
Filippov A., The Sociology of Space, St. Petersburg.: Vladimir Dal, 2008
Discovery
Through criticizing sociological clichés and exposing the crisis of the social sciences,
Mr. Filippov offers an opportunity for the genuine social sciences.
Research Style
“Social studies, as one of the humanities… suffers above all from the dramatic lack of
dignity, i.e. the inability to focus on the subject itself rather than on the latest trends in
viewing it,” wrote Alexander Filippov. He is always “beyond trend,” yet at the same
time ahead of his time. For example, in the 1990s when everyone was into liberalism
and globalization, he was writing about the empire; the latter came into fashion only
later.
“The task is to get rid of the excess of the abstractions created by scientists, and take a
more open-minded look at the life,” said Filippov. “And it requires an enormous
effort. All of our education consists of a set of ready-made concepts that were offered
previously by scientists during their quest for reality, and now those concepts are part
of our professional training, but quite often they cannot be applied practically.”
Mr. Filippov has been recently into event sociology. Actually, what can be more solid
than an event? Taking a detached view at it would explain a lot. However what does
“taking a detached view” mean? It means, according to Mr. Filippov, to recognize it
as part of some order that people know full well, but their knowledge is piecemeal.
When we recreate the reality of order theoretically, we describe it in our own way, in
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a different language. And this is the most difficult. “Any society is supersensitive to
any attempts to be re-described by means of a language that is different from its own,”
believes the researcher. For social sciences, which resulted from a social mandate, this
is nearly a verdict. Filippov is among those who make attempts to overcome the
deadlock. If we learn how to talk about the society in a different language we will
have a chance to discover a completely different society.
Recognition
“A pure source of theoretical research in social sciences,” said Sociologist Daniil
Alexandrov about Mr. Filippov. “His work is important because it provides a certain
level of theoretical thinking, which we all use as a benchmark,” he added.

Dmitry Furman
Post-Soviet Education
Who
Political scientist, Doctor of Historical Sciences, Leading Researcher at the Institute
of Europe, Russian Academy of Sciences.
Quotation
“In terms of democracy, the level of development in the Post-Soviet world, namely in
the CIS states (i.e. the post-Soviet world excluding the Baltic States), is
approximately the same as that in the Southern and Central Europe in the 1920s1930s.”
Furman D, The Divergence of Political Systems in the Post-Soviet Area //
Svobodnaya Mysl, 2004, vol. XXI No 10.
Discovery
He made the Post-Soviet area clear.
Research Style
Even during the Soviet era, we did not have a thorough knowledge of the Union
Republics as well as that of Social camp countries. We were not taught the history of
Poland, Hungary, Lithuania and Estonia. At the start of perestroika, the whole Soviet
Eurasia region became restless, and explosions began. However no one could explain
what is Nagorny Karabakh, why there are riots in some obscure Fergana Valley; many
even were not aware that the Trans-Dniester area existed; only few knew why the
Crimea ended up in Ukraine.
Mr. Furman undertook a heroic scientific mission: since the early 1990s, he has been
educating the general public about former Soviet Republics on a one-by-one basis; he
has been doing so by publishing a sequence of books within the framework of “The
Society and State” series.
There are quite a few works covering the ex-Soviet area, however those by Mr.
Furman are among the few reliable sources.
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Recognition
Although Mr. Furman‟s works did not elicit response from government agencies, he is
extremely highly-regarded by his fellow researchers. “Mr. Furman is a benchmark in
terms of his morals,” believes Sociologist Georgi Derluguian. “He is the last great
man of the sixties. He is great because he can overcome his ideological prejudices.
When I find myself in a difficult situation, I often ask myself how Mr. Furman would
act if he were in my shoes. It is difficult for me to act as he would, because I cannot
be so unmercenary.”

Vadim Volkov
Life of Violent Entrepreneurs
Who
PhD (Cambridge University), Doctor of Social Sciences, Vice-Rector for
International Affairs at European University in St. Petersburg, Professor at the St.
Petersburg Branch of the State University Higher School of Economics
Quotation
“Their nicknames tend to be derived by adding to one‟s given name a topographical
adjective referring to a place of origin (this is not a strict rule, however). This is
achieved by adding the ending –skii to the geographical name, a concise way to
denote that person X comes from place Y. Thus we have Vitia Kourganskii, Vasia
Brianskii, Fedia Krymskii, Stepa Ulyanovskii, and so on, referring to Kourgan,
Briansk, the Crimea, and Ulyanovsk respectively. The derivation pattern resembles
that of the medieval gentry, whose “surnames”, in themselves a privilege at a time
when this institution was generally nonexistent, referred to the lands they owned and
governed.”
Volkov V. V., Violent Entrepreneurs, Moscow: Lenty Sad, 2002.
Discovery
The Russian State and the current Russian economics are an heir apparent to the
racketeers (violent entrepreneurs).
Research Style
It is surprising how the Russian society was impressed by book “Violent
Entrepreneurs.” The unqualified success of his work came as a surprise to Vadim
Volkov as well, because this novel-like page-turner is not particularly original in
terms of its ideas. Mr. Vokov collected and pigeonholed interviews and open source
data regarding organized crime groups; to this end he used theoretical methods like
that offered by Charles Tilly. We are living in some kind of Middle Ages where “the
gentry” (the racketeers) have disappeared (they have either died, or have become
“merchants”), however it is not clear whether we currently have a modern bourgeois
state, or “the gentry” with its right to be violent has simply been replaced by lawenforcement bodies (the siloviki).
In our view, the book is a success not due to the rich imagery rather than its academic
aspect. For example, a former racketeer interviewed by the sociologist says as
follows: “I met Kolia Karate and Larionov before, and exercised together with
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them… I also met others there. Well… I had a kind of a warrior complex, and wanted
to try my hand.”
In many regards, Vadim Volkov has shown the general public the genuine social
sciences. In the 1990s, the country was torn between two extremes – on the one hand,
there were “correct” democratic principle as to how one should live, and on the other
hand, there was a reality, which was beyond description by means of the existing
Russian language. It turned out that real life can be interpreted in accurate scientific
terms, which means it can be “tamed.” The most interesting is to see where the history
of the thuggish 1990s originated from. Those were perestroika-era gyms and karate
classes, whose regulars found use for themselves after having watched cheap US
action movies about racketeers.
Recognition
He is the most widely quoted Russian sociologist in the West. His popularity goes
beyond his work on violent entrepreneurs. Elena Omelchenko, the Ulyanovsk-based
sociologist, recommends his works on the theory of practices (his book “Theory of
Practices” will be published shortly).

Anatoly Vishnevsky
From Birth Till Death
Who
Doctor of Economics, Full Member of the Russian Academy of Natural Sciences,
Head of the Centre for Human Demography and Ecology of the Russian Academy of
Sciences, Director of the Demography Institute of the State University Higher School
of Economics, Professor
Quotation
“Over the past years, the demographic development of the country has shown some
positive changes: according to statistics, the birth rate has gone up, whereas the death
rate has fallen. Taking into account these positive trends we, however, should refrain
from being over-optimistic regarding the demographic future of this country; such
optimism seems unjustified, because currently Russia is entering one of the most
complicated periods in its demographic history.”
Vishnevsky A. Russia Facing Demographic Challenges // Demoscope Weekly. 2010.
No 417-418.
Discovery
Mr. Vishnevsky created a series of long-term demographic forecasts for Russia; he
also described the demographic situation in our country.
Research Style
Below are just a few headlines of Anatoly Vishnevsky‟s articles published in
Demoscope Weekly, the online publication: “Birth Rate Capacity is Limited,” “Fall in
Death Rate May Help Fight Russia‟s Depopulation, But it Does Not,” “Migration: the
Past will not Take you Far.”
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To a large extent, thanks to Mr. Vishnevsky, the Soviet demography became a
complex science covering a wide range of areas, rather than just a collection of
statistical reports. A demographer should take into consideration all, including birth
control methods used by Russian women, the Scandinavian family law, how much
Russian men drink at a time; all these form a demographic picture.
However Mr. Vishnevsky does not confine himself to pure demography. His book
“Sickle and Rouble” (its new edition was published a few months ago) offers an
analysis of the Russian modernization history. The researcher believes that since the
end of XIX century, Russia has been assimilating Western societies‟ achievements,
however it is high time we started creating our own internal development
mechanisms.
Recognition
Word “demography” is directly associated with Vishnevsky, like when we say “poet”
we remember Pushkin, or “fruit” is associated with an apple. “Thanks to Mr.
Vishnevsky, Russia became one of the international demography centers. Thank God,
the Kremlin understands that. When the demographic program was being developed,
they invited Vishnevsky a few times, and Mr. Putin met him in person. The other
thing is that they did not follow his advice. Yet it is good that they know who they
should talk to,” said Sociologist Daniil Alexandrov.

Vladimir Popov
Shock-Free Economics
Who
Doctor of Economics, Professor with the New Economic School
Quotation
“As far as effective government institutions are concerned, it does not matter whether
they are supported by an authoritarian, or democratic regime: both have proved their
fundamental ability to provide a favorable institutional environment for economic
reforms.”
Popov V. Three Droplets of Water: Non-Sinologist’s Notes on China. Moscow.: Delo,
2002.
Discovery
He proved that for the transition period economies, the key success factor is strong
government institutions rather than the nature of their regime, democratic, or
authoritarian.
Research Style
Extremely ideology-free. Mr. Popov strongly believes the aim of economic science is
to provide people with more effective ways to make money rather than punish them,
or make them work.
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Back in the summer of 1991, Mr. Popov wrote an article that was rejected by all
democratic newspapers. He warned that the use of shocking therapy in order to switch
from the centrally-planned economy to the market model would result in a fall in
living standards of approximately 30 percent; we did not have investments for the
conversion.
His first achievement was as follows: he managed to provide a dynamic historical
description of the Socialist centrally-planned economy as well as explain why it was
effective during the first 30 years, and then, inevitably, it became necessary to
dismantle it.
His second achievement was as follows: he put an end to the debates in the world
economic science regarding shocking therapy by showing that not only democracies,
but also dictatorial and authoritarian regimes (e.g., China, Vietnam, Byelorussia
[Belarus], etc.) were a success in switching to the market model. Thus, he argued
away the rigid and dogmatical choice of neo-liberal economists who believe that there
is either minimum state intervention and market, or a dictatorship and planned
economy. According to Mr. Popov, both are possible, however he highlights that an
effective and corruption-free state is the key success factor. It is not a problem of
regime, democracy or liberalism, it is a problem of a weak state. His third
achievement is that he understood China; he often says that Russia is lucky to have
China as its neighbor.
Recognition
Arthur Stinchcombe, the founder of the economic sociology, called a series of articles
by Mr. Popov a breakthrough in this area. And his expertise as an analyst is
appreciated by such international organization as the United Nations Organization.

Yakov Pappe
Senior Oligarch Expert
Who
Doctor of Economics, Senior Researcher with the Institute for National Economic
Forecasting of the Russian Academy of Sciences
Quotation
“A Russian plant in Western Europe or USA will be regarded as a success of the
county on the whole for a long time. Therefore, a company that buys such plants (or
even more so if it constructs them) as well as its Russian owners will be regarded by
default as a „proper‟ and Russia-oriented business.”
Pappe Ya., Galukhina Ya. Russian Big Business: First 15 Years. Economic Chronicle
1993-2008. Moscow.: Publishing House State University Higher School of
Economics, 2009.
Achievement
Mr. Pappe showed how the development of individual businesses is linked to the
development of the country‟s national economy on the whole.
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Research Style
Mr. Pappe‟s ideas are characterized by his factual knowledge, strict logic and an
economic school. Mr. Pappe is indispensable at any seminar and project discussion.
His arguments are always so transparent and powerful, that anyone, including
economists, government officials and laymen, can understand them. Therefore,
everyone knows Mr. Pappe, including government officials, the largest Russian
companies and Moscow intellectuals. Mr. Pappe helped the general public understand
non-transparent mechanisms of the Russian business. He has impartially described the
development of the Russian big business, and at the same time, he has managed not to
take a side with either the authorities, or the business community.
Recognition
Russia‟s Big Business by Yakov Pappe and Yana Galukhina was published a year
ago, and has already been awarded several prizes, specifically, it won “The Best
Books 2009,” the 19th contest held by the Russia‟s Book Publishers Association.

Artur Tsuriev
Map-Maker from National Outskirts
Who
Sociologist, Candidate of Philosophical Sciences, Senior Researcher at the Centre for
Sociological Studies of the Vladikavkaz Management Institute
Quotation
“The final stage of the formation of national states in the Caucasus area has coincided
with a deep crisis of the ideology and building practices of national states.”
Tsuriev A. An Atlas of the Caucasus Ethnopolitical History (1774–2004). Moscow.:
Evropa, 2006.
Discovery
Mr. Tsuriev viewed the problem of building a national identity in the context of a
geographical map.
Research Style
He is the first to fit the construction of ethnicities into the real, geographical
landscape, which is prone to change in the course of history. This research method
was Mr. Tsuriev‟s brainchild, which he used in his Atlas. The wealth of the historical
and cartographical materials he gathered demonstrates how different forms of
imperial rule formed both Caucasus regions and its ethnic borders.
The Atlas shows that Russia was constantly solving one and the same problem in the
Caucasus – how to manage anarchistic and democratic communities in the Caucasus
mountains. Say, which is better – to manage Chechen mountain villages from the city
of Grozny, or from the city of Vladikavkaz? As a result of a number of administrative
experiments as well as attempts to answer those questions, pre-national communities
appeared, later they were followed by national regions.
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There is no other region in the world that has an Atlas of this kind. In addition, this
work has another strong point. If you check where the Ingush lived, say, in 1830, you
will see that the fact that the author is Ossetian did not affect his impartial scientific
attitude.
Recognition
The Atlas sold out practically in no time. However it is not found yet in every pub,
tea-house and all politician‟s offices; although it has been republished, it is still
difficult to find at bookstores.
Chicago professor Georgi Derluguian said as follows: “I can say that Mr. Tsuriev‟s
work is up to the latest world standards, or even better than that. It is absolutely
unique. This is our national innovation.” The work by Mr. Tsuriev has already been
internationally recognized: Yale University (USA) is preparing a publication of his
Atlas in the English language.

Vladimir Gimpelson
How to Calculate Salary
Who
Candidate of Economic Sciences, Director of the Centre of Labor Studies with State
University Higher School of Economics, Professor
Quotation
“Unadjusted (observed) differences in salary between private enterprises and the
enterprises of other types of ownership reach 30 to 50 percent in certain cases,
whereas adjusted (“net”) differences (taking into account the heterogeneity of
employees and jobs) are several times lower, totaling 10 to 15 percent, or less.”
Gimpelson V. and others. Forms of Ownership in Russia: Differences in
Salary/Preprint. Moscow.: Publishing House State University Higher School of
Economics, 2009.
Discovery
Mr. Gimpelson established the key patterns of the Russian labor market; to this end he
used a strict analysis of a huge amount of data.
Research Style
Vladimir Gimpelson and his colleagues can be called perfect bores. Where others
content themselves with common sense and primitive opinion polls, the members of
the Centre of Labor Studies work with huge amounts of data and powerful
mathematical tools.
For instance, in our country there is excessive supply of lawyers and economists, and
lack of engineers. Is it obvious? Looks like that. However Mr. Gimpelson collected
data on 270,000 university and college graduates, and compared how their
specialization as shown in their diplomas correlated with their current job; effectively
he found out that lawyers and economists work in the specialization much more often
than engineers, the latter tend to change their professional area dramatically.
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Recognition
Even when Mr. Gimpelson‟s conclusions appear questionable, they are highlyregarded by his peers. “We all like talking about inequality in terms of pay: whether it
goes up or down, whether graduates can find jobs or not. However Mr. Gimpelson is
the only one who can actually calculate it. This is not rocket science, but it is still
tricky. A lot depends on measurement. Like in physics, one needs to understand how
to factor in distortion so that in output one can get pure sound rather than noise,” said
sociologist Daniil Alexandrov.

Georgi Derluguian
Global Little Things
Who
Candidate of Historical Sciences, PhD (State University of New York at
Binghamton), Professor of Social Sciences (Northwestern University, Chicago)
Quotation
Back in mid-XX century, Russia used up its demographic resource consisting of
numerous peasants who were regularly offered in sacrifice to modernization efforts.”
Derluguian G. Assessment of the Current Situation and Prospects of Russia’s
Political System. Moscow.: INOP, 2009.
Discovery
Mr. Derluguian showed how power (military and administrative, economic as well as
symbolic) is consolidated and works in specific social and geographical landscapes.
Research Style
“Mountain Princes, Communist Party Protégés and Shadow Market Dealers,” one of
Mr. Derluguian‟s first articles, was published in 1990; its name gives an idea about
how this researcher works. Firstly, he is not scholastic: if he offers some social
science theories, they are always based on his knowledge of little nothings of life.
Secondly, he is popular among both fellow researchers and simply curious people
who have basic reading skills. Thirdly, he has a sharp mind: through one person‟s
biography he can show the birth of social worlds and states. And the last but not the
least, Mr. Derluguian treats people with care and interest; if he writes about a specific
ethnic conflict, both parties to the conflict will read him, and each party will admit his
impartial attitude.
Recognition
In 2005, his book “Bourdieu‟s Secret Admirer in the Caucasus A World-System
Biography” was recognized as the best book on political sociology by the American
Sociological Association. In 2006, it was listed among Books of the Year by the
Times Literary Supplement. It was published in Russian by Gnozis in 2010.
Experts say that Mr. Derluguian is an heir to the world-system analysis of Immanuel
Wallerstein, and thus is he “a grandson” of Fernand Braudel, the renowned French
historian.
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Readers‟ Comments:
Khruchev Nikita 22 April 2011
Thank you for the interesting article! What do experts think of Egor Gaidar, the
reformer?
Lena S 31 May 2010
There is an error in the text: The Filippov‟s Centre for Fundamental Sociology is a
department of the Higher School of Economics rather than that of the Sociology
Institute with the Russian Academy of Sciences.
Sergei Vasilyevich Dubovsky 27 May 2010
Pavel Yevgenyevich Romanov – All this is rubbish. Well done on this
people, they got to the top. The problem is that after getting to the top they are
out of touch. The same part of truth can be found in works of any western
sovietologist or economist. They have one thing in common – they are
separated from the country they are studying!
This is the way it should be. A researcher should be absolutely impartial, and free
from any bias. In this case, (s)he will get hold of the truth. In physics, mechanics and
chemistry this goes without saying, whereas in social sciences personal enthusiasms
or paid-for bias are a serious obstacle. In social sciences, cynical and professional lies
are a common practice. To put it in a politically correct manner, they are under the
delusion in a good faith way.
Pavel Yevgenyevich Romanov 27 May 2010
All this is rubbish. Well done on this people, they got to the top. The problem is that
after getting to the top they are out of touch. The same part of truth can be found in
works of any western sovietologist or economist. They have one thing in common –
they are separated from the country they are studying!
Sergei Vasilyevich Dubovsky 27 May 2010
Seemingly, it is a little thing, all people are nice, with signs of intellect on their faces.
Derluguian‟s texts give me an aesthetic pleasure. I cannot forget that Vishnevsky
denied baby boom in Soviet new housing developments. A researcher has no right to
distort truth in favor of a concept. Polterovich and Furman are fundamental indeed.
Unfortunately, I have no information about the others. The expert could give them the
floor. The editorial staff should pay attention to the young philosopher Mezhuev.
Ivan Ivanovich Ivanov 27 May 2010
I also have 10 ideas: 1. Hit in the outhouse 2. She drowned 3. Cancel governor
elections (because the weak get beaten, and the collapse of the USSR is a geopolitical
catastrophe). 4. Russia is an energy superpower 5. Those who say “Russia for
Russians” are either morons or provocateurs 6. Rosnano 7. United Russia is a party
that delivers 8. We should kick the oil habit 9. Cancel box “Against all” 10. Russia
will become the world financial center.
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Самые влиятельные экономисты и социологи 2000−2010

«Русский репортер» совместно с большой группой экспертов составил список из
десяти самых авторитетных экономистов и социологов России последнего
десятилетия. В список попали не просто теоретики, но те, чьи работы могут быть
использованы в практической деятельности и политиков, и чиновников. Их
авторитет основан на реальных научных достижениях, то есть на открытии явлений,
закономерностей и связей, которые позволяют лучше понимать наше общество. Мы
представляем также их работы, без которых наше знание о собственной стране и
мире будет как минимум неточным, а зачастую и просто не соответствующим
действительности
№41 (219) 20 октября

Ольга Андреева, Григорий Тарасевич, Виталий Лейбин,
Руслан Хестанов
26 мая 2010, №20 (148)

Кинодок

поделиться:
размер текста:

a

aa

Виктор Полтерович
Заимствовать с изобретательностью

Карта

Дагестанские Огни — Хиджаб
раздора, Екатеринбург — Рынок и
пустота, Москва — Наука против
идиотизма

Фигура

Кто
Академик РАН, проректор Российской экономической школы, заведующий лабораторией
математической экономики Центрального экономико-математического института РАН
Цитата
«Я сравниваю несколько типов механизмов рационирования и очередей в рамках моделей общего
равновесия, предполагая валовую заменимость и нормальность маршаллианского спроса. Ниже
показано, что при переходе от рационирования и очередей к рыночной системе потребители с
низкими доходами проигрывают».
Полтерович В. М. Рационирование, очереди и черный рынок // Эконометрика. 2009. Т. 61. № 1. Стр.
1–28 (на английском языке).
В чем открытие
«Тезисы Полтеровича» о том, как проводить реформы, не гарантируют успеха, но их незнание
гарантирует провал.
Научный стиль
Один из лидеров советской экономической школы, которому удалось вписаться в современную
мировую науку. Полтерович — лидер именно теоретической экономики, с гипотезами и теориями, с
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Памятник для
вундеркинда
Как выжить вундеркинду в наше
время

Десятки
Десять тиранов моды
10 скандальных смертей в мире
спорта
И вечный Мур…
10 самых успешных этнических
музыкантов
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Десятки:

рациональными основаниями вместо «экономической веры», с математикой. «Сегодня, когда провал
реформ 1990-х годов стал свершившимся фактом и экономическая наука созрела для того, чтобы
объяснить все причины этого провала, уже мало кто помнит, что именно Полтерович был главным
и самым последовательным противником выбранной стратегии», — напоминает ученик академика
экономист Алексей Савватеев.
Признание
В 1989 году Полтерович избран действительным членом Эконометрического общества — элитного
мирового клуба экономистов. Его результаты вошли в энциклопедические справочники и учебники. А
еще он был одним из создателей Российской экономической школы (РЭШ) — лучшей магистратуры по
экономике на территории бывшего социалистического лагеря.
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10 магнатов голливудского кино

Курсы рисунка и живописи студия живописи. Городской
пейзаж на заказ.

Репортаж

Александр Филиппов
Как обрести достоинство

Когда на Руси будет жить
хорошо
Ключевые проблемы экономики
на примере средней российской
семьи

Нетленка

1

Когда на Руси будет жить
хорошо

2

Политический постмодерн

3

Поп-фигура десятилетия

4

Город киборгов

5

«Война» и мир

Кто
Доктор социологических наук, профессор ГУ-ВШЭ, руководитель Центра фундаментальной
социологии Института социологии РАН, главный редактор журнала «Социологическое обозрение»
Цитата
«Но вопрос “Как возможно общество?” другого рода. Общество есть, и социологи спрашивают не о
том, как оно может появиться, а, наоборот, почему оно не исчезло, чем оно держится?»
Филиппов А. Социология пространства. СПб.: Владимир Даль, 2008.
В чем открытие
Критикуя социологические клише, показывая кризис общественных наук, он открывает возможность
подлинной социологии.
Научный стиль
«Одна из главных бед нашей гуманитарной науки… радикальное отсутствие достоинства, то есть
способности сосредоточиться на самом предмете, а не на новейших веяниях в его оценке», — пишет
Александр Филиппов. Он всегда «вне тренда», но при этом впереди времени. Например, в 90-е, когда
все увлекались либерализмом и глобализацией, он писал об империи — модным это стало позднее.
«Задача состоит в том, чтобы убрать нагромождение абстракций, созданных учеными, и как можно
более незашоренно взглянуть на то, что мы наблюдаем в жизни, — утверждает Филиппов. — А это
требует очень больших усилий. Все наше образование состоит из набора концептуальных
результатов, когда-то полученных учеными в поисках действительности, а теперь ставших частью
профессионального образования, но практически не всегда пригодных».
Последнее увлечение Филиппова — социология события. В самом деле, что может быть достовернее
события? Стоит только посмотреть на него со стороны, и многое станет понятным. Но что значит
посмотреть со стороны? Это значит, считает Филиппов, опознать его как частичку некоего порядка,
который хорошо знаком людям, но знаком только фрагментарно. Воссоздавая в теории
действительность порядка, мы его переописываем по-своему, на другом языке. Вот это и есть самое
сложное. «Любое общество крайне болезненно относится к попыткам говорить о себе на языке
отличном от его собственного», — считает ученый. Для социологии, родившейся из общественного
заказа, это почти приговор. Филиппов один из тех, кто пытается выйти из тупика. Ведь если мы
научимся говорить об обществе на другом языке, есть шанс обнаружить совсем другое общество.
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Признание
«Чистый источник теоретической социологии, — говорит о Филиппове социолог Даниил Александров и
добавляет: — Он значителен тем, что производит некий теоретический уровень мысли, на который мы
все равняемся».

Дмитрий Фурман
Постсоветская грамота

Кто
Политолог, доктор исторических наук, ведущий научный сотрудник Института Европы РАН
Цитата
«Постсоветский мир, вернее страны СНГ (постсоветский мир без Балтии), приблизительно на том же
уровне демократического развития, как мир Южной и Центральной Европы в 20-е — 30-е годы».
Фурман Д. Дивергенция политических систем на постсоветском пространстве // Свободная
мысль. 2004. Т. XXI. № 10.
В чем открытие
Сделал постсоветское пространство понятным.
Научный стиль
Даже во времена СССР мы не знали толком союзные республики, как, впрочем, и страны
социалистического лагеря. Нам не преподавали историю Польши и Венгрии, Литвы и Эстонии. С
началом перестройки весь регион советской Евразии пришел в движение, начал взрываться. Но никто
не мог объяснить, что такое Нагорный Карабах, почему бунтует какая-то Ферганская долина, многие
даже не подозревали о существовании Приднестровья, и мало кто знал, почему Крым очутился на
Украине.
Фурман взял на себя героическую научную миссию: с начала 90-х годов он одну за другой открывает
широкой публике бывшие советские республики, последовательно выпуская серии книг, которые
объединяет рубрикой «Общества и государства».
Нельзя сказать, что об осколках СССР пишут мало, но работы Фурмана — один из немногих
источников, к которым можно относиться с доверием.
Признание
Хотя отклика во властных структурах работы Фурмана не получили, в научной среде он безусловный
авторитет. «У Фурмана безупречный моральный компас, — считает социолог Георгий Дерлугьян. —
Это последний великий шестидесятник. Великий потому, что может преодолевать свои
идеологические предубеждения. В тяжелых ситуациях я часто спрашиваю себя, а как бы поступил
Фурман. Мне трудно так поступать, потому что я не могу быть таким бессребреником».

Вадим Волков
Жизнь рэкетиров-рыцарей
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Кто
Доктор философии (Кембридж), доктор социологических наук, проректор по международным делам
Европейского университета в Санкт-Петербурге, профессор филиала ГУ-ВШЭ в Санкт-Петербурге
Цитата
«К имени прибавляется топонимическое прилагательное, отсылающее к определенной местности,
часто той, откуда прибыл или где родился тот или иной авторитет: Витя Курганский, Степа
Ульяновский, Федя Крымский и т. п. Способ образования таких кличек похож на способ образования
“фамилий” средневековой военной знати».
Волков В. В. Силовое предпринимательство. М.: Летний сад, 2002.
В чем открытие
Российское государство и нынешняя российская экономика являются прямыми наследниками
бандитизма (силового предпринимательства).
Научный стиль
Удивительно, насколько большое впечатление произвела книга «Силовое предпринимательство»
на российское общество. Сам Вадим Волков тоже недоумевал по поводу столь шумного успеха этого
своего труда — изящного, читающегося как роман, но концептуально не слишком оригинального.
Интервью и открытые источники об ОПГ собраны и разложены по полочкам с помощью
теоретического аппарата социологов типа Чарльза Тили. Мы переживаем своеобразное
Средневековье: «рыцари» (бандиты) исчезли (либо погибли, либо стали «купцами»), но непонятно,
сформировалось ли у нас современное буржуазное государство или просто место «рыцарей»,
обладающих правом на насилие, теперь заняли силовики.
На наш взгляд, успех книги не в теории, а в богатстве фактуры. Вот, например, один из бывших
рэкетиров в интервью социологу говорит: «Раньше был знаком и вместе тренировался с Колей Каратэ
и Ларионовым. <…> Там встретил и других. Ну… было что-то вроде комплекса воина, хотелось себя
попробовать…»
Вадим Волков во многом открыл для широкой публики настоящее обществоведение. Страна в 90-е
жила между «правильными» либеральными тезисами про то, как надо жить, и реальностью, для
которой даже не находилось русских слов. И вот оказалось, что реальную жизнь можно строго и
научно понимать — а значит, и «приручать». И самое интересное — увидеть, из чего растет история
«лихих 90-х»: из «качалок» и секций каратэ, завсегдатаи которых нашли себе применение, увидев в
перестроечных видеозалах, как орудуют рэкетиры в дешевых американских боевиках.
Признание
Самый цитируемый на Западе российский социолог. Популярностью пользуются не только его работы
о силовом предпринимательстве. Ульяновский социолог Елена Омельченко рекомендует читать его
цикл о теории практик (книга «Теория практик» сейчас выходит в печать).

Анатолий Вишневский
От роддома до могилы
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Кто
Доктор экономических наук, действительный член Российской академии естественных наук,
руководитель Центра демографии и экологии человека РАН, директор Института демографии ГУВШЭ, профессор
Цитата
«В последние годы в демографическом развитии страны обозначились некоторые позитивные сдвиги:
статистика свидетельствует о росте рождаемости и снижении смертности. Отдавая должное этим
позитивным тенденциям, следует, тем не менее, предостеречь от чрезмерного оптимизма в
отношении демографического будущего страны: в момент вхождения России в один из самых
сложных периодов ее демографической истории такой оптимизм представляется неоправданным»
Вишневский А. Россия перед демографическими вызовами // Демоскоп Weekly. 2010. № 417–418.
В чем открытие
Создал серию долгосрочных прогнозов демографической ситуации в России, а также описал
демографическую историю нашей страны.
Научный стиль «Возможности роста рождаемости ограничены», «Снижение смертности способно
противодействовать депопуляции России, но не противодействует», «Миграция: в карете прошлого
издалека не приедешь» — вот лишь некоторые заголовки статей Анатолия Вишневского в
электронном еженедельнике «Демоскоп Weekly».
Во многом благодаря Вишневскому российская демография стала не просто собиранием
статистических отчетов, а комплексной наукой, затрагивающей самые разные сферы. Демограф
должен учитывать все: как предохраняются женщины в регионах России, что написано в
скандинавском семейном законодательстве, сколько выпивают за раз русские мужчины — из этого
рождается демографическая картина.
Впрочем, Вишневский не ограничивается чистой демографией. В его книге «Серп и рубль», которая
несколько месяцев назад была издана в новой редакции, делается своеобразный анализ истории
российской модернизации. Ученый считает, что Россия с конца XIX века осваивала достижения
западных обществ, но теперь пора уже создать внутренние механизмы саморазвития.
Признание Первая ассоциация, которая возникает при слове «демография», — Вишневский. Это как
поэт — Пушкин, фрукт — яблоко. «Благодаря Вишневскому Россия стала одним из международных
центров демографии. Слава богу, в Кремле это понимают. Когда создавали демографическую
программу, Вишневского приглашали не раз, Путин с ним лично встречался. Другое дело, что его не
послушались. Но хорошо, что там знают, с кем говорить…» — объясняет социолог Даниил
Александров.

Владимир Попов
Экономика без шока
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Кто
Доктор экономических наук, профессор Российской экономической школы
Цитата
«Для эффективности государственных институтов в общем-то безразлично, поддерживается ли она
авторитарным или демократическим режимом: и те и другие показали свою принципиальную
способность обеспечивать благоприятную институциональную среду для экономических реформ».
Попов В. Три капельки воды: заметки некитаиста о Китае. М.: Дело, 2002.
В чем открытие
Доказал, что главным фактором успеха экономики переходного периода являются сильные
государственные институты, а не природа режима — демократического или авторитарного.
Научный стиль
На редкость неидеологизированный. Попов верит, что экономическая наука существует для того,
чтобы придумать, как людям лучше зарабатывать, а не для того, чтобы заставлять их работать или
наказывать.
Еще летом 91-го года Попов написал статью, которую отказались печатать все демократические газеты. Он предупреждал, что переход от плановой экономики к рыночной через шоковую терапию
приведет к падению уровня жизни примерно на 30%, — у нас не было инвестиций, чтобы провести
конверсию.
Первое достижение: ему удалось описать социалистическую плановую экономику в исторической
динамике и объяснить, почему она эффективна в первые 30 лет, а затем с неизбежностью возникает
необходимость ее демонтажа.
Второе достижение: он закрыл дебаты в мировой экономической науке о шоковой терапии, показав,
что успешный переход к рынку произошел не только там, где была демократия, но и там, где были
диктатура и авторитаризм (Китай, Вьетнам, Белоруссия и т. д.). Тем самым он опроверг жесткий и
догматический выбор западных неолиберальных экономистов: либо минималистское государство и
рынок, либо диктатура и план. Попов говорит о возможности и того и другого, но как главный фактор
успеха выделяет наличие эффективного и некоррумпированного государства. Проблема не в режиме,
не в демократии или либерализме, а в слабости государства. Третья заслуга: он понял Китай и часто
говорит, что России повезло быть соседкой Китая.
Признание
Артур Стинчкомб, основатель экономической социологии, назвал серию статей Попова курупнейшим
достижением этой дисциплины. А его аналитическая компетенция востребована такими
международными организациями, как ООН.
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Яков Паппэ

Старший олигарховед
Кто
Доктор экономических наук, главный научный сотрудник Института народнохозяйственного
прогнозирования РАН
Цитата
«“Наш” завод в Европе или Северной Америке еще долго будет считаться успехом страны в целом.
Поэтому компания, которая такие заводы покупает (и тем более строит), и ее российские
собственники будут априори восприниматься как “правильный”, национально ориентированный,
бизнес».
Паппэ Я., Галухина Я. Российский крупный бизнес: первые 15 лет. Экономические хроники 1993–2008
гг. М.: Издательский дом
ГУ-ВШЭ, 2009.
В чем достижение
Показал связь логики развития отдельных бизнесов и народного хозяйства страны в целом.
Научный стиль
Идеи «от Паппэ» — это сплав знания фактуры, строгой логики и экономической школы. Паппэ
незаменим на любом семинаре или проектном обсуждении. Его тезисы всегда настолько прозрачны и
убедительны, что оказываются понятны и экономисту, и управленцу, и человеку со стороны. Поэтому
Паппэ знают и в правительстве, и в штаб-квартирах крупнейших российских компаний, и в
интеллигентных московских домах. Благодаря Паппэ непрозрачные механизмы российского бизнеса
стали понятны широкой публике. При этом, беспристрастно хронографируя процесс становления и
развития российского «крупняка», он умудрился остаться не ангажированным ни властью, ни бизнессообществом.
Признание
Изданный год назад «Российский крупный бизнес» Якова Паппэ и Яны Галухиной уже успел получить
несколько премий, в том числе стать лауреатом 19-го конкурса Ассоциации книгоиздателей России
«Лучшие книги 2009 года».

Цуциев Артур
Картограф с национальной окраины
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Кто
Социолог, кандидат философских наук, старший научный сотрудник Центра социологических
исследований Владикавказского института управления
Цитата
«Завершение этапа формирования национальных государств на Кавказе совпадает с глубоким
кризисом самой идеологии и практики строительства национальных государств».
Цуциев А. Атлас этнополитической истории Кавказа (1774–2004). М.: Европа, 2006.
В чем открытие
Перенес проблему конструирования национальных идентичностей на плоскость географической
карты.
Научный стиль
До сих пор никому не приходило в голову вписать конструирование этносов и национальностей
в реальный, исторически изменчивый, географический ландшафт. Цуциев изобрел этот
исследовательский ход и использовал его в своем атласе. Собранный им богатый историкокартографический материал наглядно показывает, как разные формы имперского управления
формировали регионы Кавказа и этнические границы.
Атлас демонстрирует, что Россия постоянно решала на Кавказе одну и ту же проблему — как
управлять анархо-демократическими общинами горцев. Скажем, что лучше: управлять аулами горной
Чечни из Грозного или из Владикавказа? В результате поиска ответов на подобные вопросы и ряда
административных экспериментов сначала возникали преднациональные образования, а затем
и национальные регионы.
В мире нет больше ни одного региона, который мог бы похвастать таким атласом. Но у этой работы
есть и еще одно достоинство. Если вы посмотрите, где жили ингуши, скажем, в 1830 году, вы
убедитесь, что осетинское происхождение автора не помешало его научной объективности.
Признание
Атлас раскупили практически мгновенно. Впрочем, пока его еще нет в каждой пивной, чайхане
и во всех кабинетах политиков — несмотря на переиздание, в книжных магазинах его все еще трудно
купить.
Чикагский профессор Георгий Дерлугьян говорит: «Могу сказать, что Цуциев делает свою работу на
мировом уровне и выше. Такого нет больше нигде. Это наша национальная инновация». Работа
Цуциева уже получила международное признание: Йельский университет в США готовит издание его
атласа на английском языке.

Владимир Гимпельсон
Как подсчитать зарплату
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Кто
Кандидат экономических наук, директор Центра трудовых исследований ГУ-ВШЭ, профессор
Цитата
«Если нескорректированные (наблюдаемые) различия в оплате труда между частными
предприятиями и предприятиями других форм собственности в отдельных случаях достигают 30–50%,
то скорректированные (“чистые”) различия с учетом неоднородности работников и рабочих мест
оказываются в несколько раз меньше (составляя не более 10–15%)».
Гимпельсон В. и др. Формы собственности в России: различия в заработной плате / Препринт. М.:
Издательский дом ГУ-ВШЭ, 2009.
В чем открытие
Установил основные закономерности российского рынка труда, используя строгий анализ огромных
массивов данных.
Научный стиль
Владимира Гимпельсона и его коллег можно назвать занудами. Там, где другие довольствуются
здравым смыслом и простенькими социологическими опросами, сотрудники Центра трудовых
исследований оперируют гигантскими массивами данных и мощным математическим аппаратом.
К примеру, у нас в стране избыток юристов и экономистов, а инженеров не хватает. Очевидно? Вроде
бы да. Но Гимпельсон берет данные о 270 тысячах выпускников вузов и ссузов, сравнивает, как
специальность, записанная в дипломе, соотносится с нынешним местом работы, и получается, что на
самом деле юристы и экономисты гораздо чаще работают по специальности, чем инженеры, которые
склонны радикально менять сферу своей деятельности.
Признание
Даже когда выводы, полученные Гимпельсоном, кажутся спорными, ученые к ним все равно относятся
с уважением. «Мы все любим поговорить о неравенстве в заработках: растет — не растет, находят
выпускники работу или нет. А считать это умеет только Гимпельсон. Дело вроде нехитрое, но тонкое.
Очень многое зависит от измерения. Это как в физике, где надо понимать, как учесть искажение,
чтобы на выходе был не шум, а чистый звук», — комментирует работы Гимпельсона социолог Даниил
Александров.

Георгий Дерлугьян
Глобальные мелочи
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Кто
Кандидат исторических наук, доктор философии, Университет штата Нью-Йорк в Бингамтоне,
профессор социологии Университета Нортвестерн в Чикаго
Цитата
«Еще в середине ХХ века Россия исчерпала свой традиционный демографический ресурс в лице
многочисленного крестьянства, которое регулярно приносилось в жертву модернизационным
усилиям».
Дерлугьян Г. Оценка состояния и перспектив политической системы России. М.: ИНОП, 2009.
В чем открытие
Показал, как консолидируется и работает власть — военно-административная, экономическая
и символическая — в конкретных социальных и географических ландшафтах.
Научный стиль
«Горские князья, партвыдвиженцы и помидорщики: двести лет социальной эволюции адыгейских
элит» — уже по этому заголовку одной из первых статей (1990) Дерлугьяна можно судить о том, как
работает этот ученый. Во-первых, он не схоластичен: если формулирует какие-то социологические
теории, то они всегда основаны на знании мелочей жизни. Во-вторых, он популярен: его с одинаковым
интересом читают ученые и просто любопытные люди, владеющие элементарными навыками чтения.
В-третьих, он проницателен: способен через биографию одного человека показать, как рождаются
социальные миры и государства. Наконец — а может быть, в первую очередь, — Дерлугьян относится
к людям с любовью и любопытством: если он пишет, скажем, о конкретном этническом конфликте, его
будут читать обе стороны, при этом каждая признает его объективность.
Признание
Его работа «Адепт Бурдье на Кавказе: Эскизы к биографии в миросистемной перспективе» в 2005 году
была признана Американской социологической ассоциацией лучшей книгой по политической
социологии. В 2006 году литературное приложение Times также отнесло ее к лучшим книгам. На
русском языке она вышла в 2010 году в издательстве «Гнозис».
Знающие люди называют Дерлугьяна наследником мирсистемного анализа Иммануила
Валлерстайна, а потому одним из «внуков» известного французского историка Фернана Броделя.
Фото: КСЕНИЯ КОЛЕСНИКОВА ДЛЯ «РР»; КИРИЛЛ ЛАГУТКО ДЛЯ «РР»; СЕРГЕЙ АНИСИМОВ ДЛЯ
«РР»; ПЕТР ТИТАРЕНКО ДЛЯ «РР»; СЕРГЕЙ МИХЕЕВ/КОММЕРСАНТ; ОЛЯ ИВАНОВА ДЛЯ «РР»;
РОИН БИБИЛОВ ДЛЯ «РР»; СЕРГЕЙ КАПТИЛКИН ДЛЯ «РР»
версия для печати
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10 магнатов голливудского кино

Авторизация РР
E-mail
Пароль
помнить меня

Войти
напомнить пароль

Если нет — зарегистрируйтесь
Мы считаем, что общение реальных людей
эффективней и интересней мнения анонимных
пользователей. Поэтому оставлять
комментарии к статьям могут посетители,
представившиеся нам и нашим читателям.
Зарегистрироваться

Khruchev Nikita

22 апреля 2011

Спасибо за интересную статью! А как специалисты относятся к реформатору Егору Гайдару?

лена с

31 мая 2010

ошибка в тексте: Центр фундаментальной социологии Филиппова - это подразделение Высшей школы экономики, а не
ИС РАН

Сергей Васильевич Дубовский

27 мая 2010

павел евгеньевич романов Да ерунда всё это. эти люди молодцы, вырвались наверх. Но беда в том,
что вырвавшись - оторвались от почвы напрочь. Такую же часть правды можно найти у любого западного
советолога или экономиста. Ведь общее у них одно - они отдельно, а исследуемая страна - отдельно!
Так и должно быть. Исследователь должен быть абсолютно объективен, отрешившись от всех своих пристрастий.
Тогда он добудет истину. В физике, механике, химии это само собой разумеется, а в социальных науках личные или
оплачиваемые пристрастия сильно мешают. В социальных науках часто врут цинично и профессионально. Если
говорить политкорректно - добросовестно заблуждаются.

павел евгеньевич романов

27 мая 2010

Да ерунда всё это. эти люди молодцы, вырвались наверх. Но беда в том, что вырвавшись - оторвались от почвы
напрочь. Такую же часть правды можно найти у любого западного советолога или экономиста. Ведь общее у них одно они отдельно, а исследуемая страна - отдельно!

Сергей Васильевич Дубовский

27 мая 2010

Казалось бы мелочь, а люди все симпатичные, с интеллектом на лице. От текстов Дерлугьяна получаю эстетическое
наслаждение. Вишневскому не могу забыть, что он отрицал бэби бум в советских новостройках. Исследователь не
имеет права в угоду концепции искажать объект. Полтерович и Фурман действительно фундаментальны. К сожалению,
про остальных нет информации. Эксперт мог бы предоставить им слово. Обращаю внимание редакции на молодого
философа Межуева.

Иван Иванович Иванов

27 мая 2010

У меня тоже есть 10 идей. 1. Мочить в сортире 2. Она утонула 3. Отменить выборы губернаторов (потому что слабых
бьют а распад СССР это геополитическая катастрофа). 4. Россия энергетическая сверхдержава 5. Тот кто говорит
Россия для русских это придурки или провокаторы 6. Роснано 7. Единая россия партия дела 8. Надо слезать с
нефтяной иглы 9. отменить графу "против всех" 10. Россия будет мировым финансовым центром
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Criminal Corporate Raiding in Russia
THOMAS FIRESTONE'

I.

Introduction

The illegal takeover of businesses, commonly known in Russian as "reiderstvo" (raiding), has become a major threat to domestic and foreign investors in Russia. "Reiderstvo"
differs greatly from U.S. hostile takeover practice in that it relies on criminal methods
such as fraud, blackmail, obstruction of justice, and actual and threatened physical violence. At the same time, though, "reiderstvo" is not just simple thuggery. In contrast to
more primitive criminals, Russian "reideri" rely on court orders, resolutions of shareholders and boards of directors, lawsuits, bankruptcy proceedings, and other ostensibly "legal"
means as a cover for their criminal activity. "Reiderstvo" is also more ambitious than
classic protection schemes in that it seeks not just a portion of the target business' profits
but the entire business itself. Finally, because raiding typically involves the use of documents such as corporate resolutions and judicial orders as covers for threats of physical
violence, it is more sophisticated and can be much more difficult to investigate and prosecute than straightforward extortion schemes. In short, it is a new and sophisticated form
of organized crime. 1
There is growing recognition that corporate raiding has become one of the biggest
criminal problems in Russia. According to statistics compiled by the Ministry of Internal
Affairs ("MVD"), raiding generates approximately 120 billion rubles (over $40 million) a
year in illegal profits, and, considering that this statistic is based only on the rare cases
actually investigated by the MVD, the true amount is certainly far higher. 2 Ivan Novitskii,
a deputy of Moscow City Duma (a municipal legislative body in Moscow), claims that 300
Moscow businesses are raided every year and that thousands more are at risk. 3 In a recent
study by Price Waterhouse, businesses operating in Russia identified "asset misappropria• Resident Legal Adviser, U.S. Dep't of justice, U.S. Embassy-Moscow.
1. Perhaps the closest historical analogy is the phenomenon of japanese sokaiya, professional criminals
who exploit their starns as corporate shareholders in order to extort money from the corporation. See, e.g.,
KEl'.'NETH SZYMKOWIAK, SOKAIYA: EXTORTION, PROTECTION AND THE JAPANESE CORPORATION (East
Gate Books 2002) (2001).
2. PAVEL AsTAKHOV, PROTIVODEIS"lVlYE REIDERSKIM ZAKHVATAM 5-6 (Eksmo 2007) [hereinafter AsTAKJ-IOV-PROTIVODEISTVIYEj.
3. Ivan Novitskii, Tezisy doklada deputata Moskovskoi gorodskoi dumy (Nov. 16, 2007) (unpublished
manuscript, presented at roundtable on raiding, Moscow Oblast Advocates Chamber, on file with author).
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tion" as their top criminal problem. 4 Businesses of all sizes, from the smallest to the largest, have been victimized. The prevalence of raiding is also demonstrated by its popularity
as a subject for television and movie dramas, while bookstores are full of manuals on how
to protect business against illegal raids. s
There is growing recognition, too, that corporate criminal raiding also presents a serious threat to the Russian economy. It deters business development and undermines investor confidence. President Medvedev has called raiding "shameful" and noted its stifling
effect on Russian business. 6 Raiding also poses a serious threat to foreign investors. William Browder, manager of Hermitage Capital Management hedge fund, one of Russia's
largest foreign investors, recently claimed that raiders stole several of Hermitage's investment vehicles by falsifying corporate documents and filing frivolous lawsuits as part of a
$230 million fraud scheme.? British Petroleum (BP) Chairman Peter Sutherland claimed
that the BP half of a joint venture with the Russian oil company TNK has also been the
victim of a corporate raid. s
Raiding also affects foreign investors in another, less obvious way. Alleging corruption
in Russian courts, victims of Russian raids have begun to seek redress in U.S. courts.
Complaints alleging raiding in the metal and oil industries have been filed in U.S. district
courts. 9 One U.S. lawyer has even developed a specialization in bringing U.S. suits arising
out of alleged raids in Russia. lO It should be noted, however, that these cases have all been
dismissed on forum non conveniens grounds.
4. Survey, PRICE WATERHOUSE COOPERS, ECONOMIC CRIME: PEOPLE, CULTURE AND CONTROLS,
THE 4TH BIENNIAL GLOBAL ECONOMIC CRIME SURVEY: RUSSIA 3 (2007).
5. See, e.g., Okhota Na lzyubrya, (Pervaya Videokampaniya, 2005) (12 episode television mini-series based
on popular novel of the same name about takeover of a steel plant in Siberia); PAVEL ASTAKHOV, REIDER
(Eksmo 2007) (popular novel about criminal takeover of industrial research institute) [hereinafter AsTAKHOVREIDER]; SERGEI SERGEEV, ANTI-REIDER (OLMA Media Grupp 2008) (novel about oligarchs raiding a
multi-million dollar business through judicial corruption, industrial espionage, commissioned tax inspections,
and other illegal means).
6. See, e.g., INFORMATION AGENCY, MEDVEDEV: ZA REIDERSTVO NUZHNO BIT' PO RUKAM (Feb. 27,
2008), http://www.rosbaltvolga.rulprint/460264.html; Philip Aldrick, Exposing Russia's Corporate C01ruption,
THE DAILY TELEGRAPH, May 4, 2008, www.telegraph.co.uklmoney/main.jhtml?xml=/Money/2008/04/04/
ccrussia 104.
7. Aldrick, supra note 6; Carl Mortished, Hermitage Capital Alleges Fraud and Theft Involving Russia" Interior Ministry, TIMES ONLINE, Apr. 4, 2008, http://business.timesonline.co.ukltollbusinesslindustry_sectors/
banking_and_finance/article3678222.ece; Carl Mortished, Bill Browder at Honze after Mean Streets of Moscow,
TL\1ES ONLINE, Aug. 4, 2008, http://business.timesonline.co.ukltollbusinesslindustry_sectorslbanking_and_
finance/ article44 53893 .ece.
8. Johan Carlstrom & Lyubov Pronina, BP Vents Frllstrati01l over Russian 'Corporate Raiding', INDEPENDENT, June 13, 2008, hrtp://www.independent.ie/business/ european/bp-vents-frustration-over- russiancorporate-raiding-I407959.htm!.
9. See, e.g., Base Metal Trading Ltd. v. Russian Aluminum, 253 F. Supp. 2d 681, 682 (S.D.N.Y. 2003)
(plaintiffs alleged that a consortium of companies took control of the Russian aluminum and vanadium producers through a pattern of racketeering activity, including bribery, judicial corruption, sham bankruptcy
proceedings, and armed force); Davis Intern., LLC v. New Start Group Corp., 488 F.3d 597, 598 (3d Cir.
2007) (plaintiff majority shareholders of Russian vanadium company claimed that defendants had taken control of company through a pattern of racketeering activity); Norex Petroleum Ltd. v. Access Indus., Inc., 304
F. Supp. 2d 570, 570 (S.D.N.Y. 2004) (Canadian oil corporation sued various corporations and individuals
alleging that massive racketeering and money laundering scheme was orchestrated to take control of Russian
oil industry).
10. Nathan Vardi, Justice, Russian Style, FORBES, Mar. 24, 2008, hrtp:l/www.forbes.comlbusinessiforbesi
2008/0324/144.htm!.
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Raiding is so widespread that Russia has even spawned a class of professional raiders.11
Some of them operate as "consultants" who, for a fee, help clients plan and execute illegal
takeovers of target companies. 12 In 2005, one alleged raider, who has never been charged
or convicted for raiding, published an article on his website explaining how to take over a
business and listing the prices he charged for various services, including: assessing a target's capacity to resist an attack ($3,000 to $10,000); altering a target company's corporate
register (starting at $10,000 in Moscow and $1,000 in the regions); and initiating a criminal case against a target (starting at $50,000 in Moscow and $20,000 in the regions outside
Moscow).13 One researcher recently conducted an anonymous survey of raiders and identified the following standard prices in Moscow (prices outside Moscow are less) for the
following services:
- altering a target company's corporate documents: 10,000 euros and up;
- notarizing documents: from 3,000 to 10,000 euros;
- obtaining a court ruling: from 30,000 to 200,000 euros;
- "neutralizing" of police and prosecutors: from 30,000 to 60,000 euros;
- effecting a forcible seizure of a business: 300.00 to 500.00 euros for each armed
attacker.I 4
Despite the serious, widespread nature of this problem, there has been little analysis of
it in the United States. This article attempts to fill that gap. It analyzes, first, the tactics
used by raiders; second, the underlying causes of raiding; and third, some of the gaps in
Russian law that make raiding possible. It concludes with some recommendations about
what Russian authorities can do to alleviate the problem and how businesses can protect
themselves.

II.
A.

Background on Corporate Raiding
SCHEMES

Although Russian analysts have repeatedly tried to classify the schemes used by raiders,
the analysts' work demonstrates that raiders use ever-changing combinations of various
techniques, none of which are mutually exclusive, making a neat typology impossible. ls
For analytical purposes, it is simplest to say that most raids use a basic scheme augmented
by supplementary tactics. A review of the available literature suggests that four basic
schemes-which we will label (a) bankruptcy, (b) corporate, (c) litigation, and (d) land
schemes-appear to be the most widespread. We will examine each of these and then
examine the various supplementary tactics that are typically used to support the basic
schemes.
II. MAKSIM IONTSEV, KORPORATIVNIYE ZAKIWATI 38 (2d ed., Os'-89 2008); Novitskii, supra note 3, at 3.
12. Im...'TsEv, supra note II, at 38.
13. Vladimir Solovyov, Iskrenne Vash, E.O., Stoim<Jst' orgonizatsii zakhvata reideri otsenivayut pri11lerno kok
IlStrOJennuyu stoi11l0st' natllral'nykh raskhodov v sootvetstvii so s11letoi, Sept. 21, 2005, http://www.compromat.ruI
mainliuzkhov/olevinskij2.hon.
14. DMITRY ZERKALOV, REIDERI 97 (2007).
15. See, e.g., IOl-..'TSEV, supra note 11; ZERKALOV, supra note 14.
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Bankrnptcy Schemes

In bankruptcy schemes, the raiding company typically acquires a substantial portion of
the target company's debt, forces the target company into bankruptcy by demanding immediate repayment of the debt, and then corruptly obtains control over and manipulates
the bankruptcy proceedings to take complete control of the target company.16 As one
analyst has explained, these bankruptcy schemes typically proceed in five stagesP First,
the raider, usually a corporate entity, acquires information on the target company's debts
and finances. Second, the raider covertly acquires the target company's debt either alone
or through an alliance with an existing creditor. Third, the target company goes into
bankruptcy proceedings controlled by a manager or trustee who has been selected by, or is
corruptly influenced by, the raider. Fourth, the raider obtains a judgment authorizing it
to take the target company's assets. Finally, the raider "enforces" the judgment and physically takes control of the company, usually through an armed assault. IS
The plaintiffs' allegations l9 in the Base Metals case provide a good example of such a
scheme. According to the complaint, the defendants, working through a corrupt regional
governor in Tyumen, obtained an arbitrazh court judgment against the target enterprise in
the amount of $26.3 million. 20 Using this judgment, they put the target into bankruptcy
and arranged to have one of their confederates appointed as Provisional Bankruptcy Manager. 21 The manager then recognized an additional $70 million worth of fraudulent
claims brought against the target company held by other companies also controlled by the
raiders.22 Recognition of these fraudulent claims gave the defendants majority voting
power at subsequent creditors' meetings, which they used to effectuate the complete takeover of the target enterprise.2l
Bankruptcy raids were most common between 1998 and 2002 because a liberal bankruptcy law then in place made it easy for small creditors to force debtors into bankruptcy.24 Under the prior (1992) bankruptcy law, a debtor company could go into
bankruptcy only if its total debts exceeded its total assets, thus making bankruptcy unduly
difficult. 25 The law was changed in 1998 to allow any creditor who held a debt of 500
times the monthly minimum wage (approximately $5,000 in 2002) that remained unpaid
16. Base Metal, 253 F. Supp. 2d at 683 (plaintiffs alleged that defendants drove target companies into bankruptcy and then gained control of the companies through sham bankruptcy proceedings overseen by allegedly
corrupt local Russian judges); AsTAKHOV-PROTIVODEISTVlYE, supra note 2, at 34.
17. Vadim Volkov, Hostile Enterprise Takeovers: Russia's Economy in 1998-2002,29 REV. OF CENr. & E.
EUR. L. 527, 533-34 (2004).
18. !d.

19. For reasons set forth below, there are very few convictions of raiders in Russia. Therefore, in discussing particular cases, this article relies heavily on publicly available allegations by victims and law enforcement.
Unless otherwise noted, nothing in this article should be taken as a statement by the author or the U.s.
government that the individuals or companies mentioned as defendants or subjects in raiding cases are in fact
guilty or that they should not be presumed innocent.
20. Base Metals, 253 F.Supp. 2d at 687.
21. [d.
22. /d. at 688.
23. [d.
24. For example, much of the Base Metals bankruptcy scheme is alleged to have taken place during this
period.
25. LEONARD BIERMAN & YURI FEDOTOV, BA1''KRUPTCY IN RUSSIA Gan. 5, 2002), http://www.gsom.pu.
rulfilesieniuploadiresearchl06_Bankruptcy_IN_Russia.pdf.
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for three months to file a demand for bankruptcy and obtain the appointment of a temporary manager. 26
As one expert wrote, "[t)he [1998) law on bankruptcy was simply created for raiders."27
Sidney Brooks, a U.S. Bankruptcy Court Judge in the District of Colorado who participated in drafting corrective amendments to the 1998 law wrote that the "streamlined,
drive-through" procedures provided for in the 1998 law were "a formula for great mischief."28 According to Vadim Volkov in his work "Hostile Enterprise Takeovers", approximately 30 percent of the bankruptcy cases adjudicated between 2000 and 2002 involved
"contract bankruptcies" (i.e., those corruptly orchestrated by raiders) to facilitate hostile
takeovers.29 Analysts claimed that temporary managers were frequently corrupted and
helped raiders seize target companies. 30 In fact, according to one expert, debtors often
were not even notified of the meeting at which the manager was selected; instead, raiders
frequently sent an empty envelope to the debtors and then used the empty envelope in
court as evidence that notification had been delivered.3 l
In order to address these problems, the new 2002 bankruptcy law imposed more stringent screening and ethical requirements for trustees, expanded the time for judges to consider and take decisions, and also expanded debtors' rights to contest creditors' petitions.3 2
The 2002 revisions made bankruptcy raids much more difficult by impeding raiders' ability to quickly force a company into bankruptcy proceedings and succeed in obtaining the
appointment of a corrupt trustee. 33 As a result, bankruptcy raids decreased. According to
one expert, after the 2002 revisions, all the raiders who formerly used the law on bankruptcy switched tactics and began to use loopholes in the corporate law. 34
2.

Corporate Schemes

Corporate raiding schemes involve the corrupt acquisition of control over the target
company usually by falsifying internal corporate documents and/or corruptly obtaining
control over a significant portion of the voting stock or the board of directors of the target
company. In one of the simplest schemes, the raider creates a false power of attorney or
other document authorizing him or a co-conspirator to enter into transactions on behalf
of the target company and then transfers the target's assets to himself or affiliated companies. In another, the raider bribes officials at state registration agencies to alter the target
26. !d. at 6.
27. Vladimir Ovchinskii, Reideromafiya, OGONYOK, Apr. 16-22,2007, http://www.ogoniok.coml4992/2/.
28. Sidney Brooks, Three's a Charm? Russia Adopts Third Bankruptcy Law in 10 Year:r, AM. BANKR. L'IST. J.,
June 2002, available at http://findarticles.comlp/articles/mi_qa53 70/is_200206/ai_n2 13 I 4296/print?tag=art
Body;coll.
29. Volkov, supra note 17, at 528.
30. William Thompson, Reforming Russian Bankruptcy Law, PROSPECTS FOR THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION
PROJECT 2 (The Royal Institute for International Affairs Aug. 2004), available at http://www.isn.ethz.chlisnl
Current-AffairsiPolicy-BriefslDetaiV?lng=en&id=23044 ("All too often, administrators work to ensure that
proceedings take the course desired by the specific creditors they serve, at times driving perfectly viable firms
into liquidation. ").
31. Volkov, supra note 17, at 533 n.l1.
32. Brooks, supra note 28, at 1-2.
33. See e.g., IOl'.'TSEV, supra note II.
34. Ovchinskii, supra note 27, at 20.
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company's registration documents to give him and/or his confederates faux control over
the target company. He then uses this control to siphon out the target's assets.
In another scheme, the raider obtains a judicial order directing the target company to
turn over the shareholder register to an entity or individual under the raider's control and
then alters the register to put in place a false board of directors that transfers the assets to
other companies the raider controls. A variation on this scheme involves the creation of a
parallel shareholder register that falsely indicates a majority stake held by individuals and
entities friendly to the raiders. This majority stake is then used to elect a new board of
directors, which, in turn, transfers the target's assets to companies controlled by the
raider. 35 In a similar scheme, raiders call a shareholders' meeting but fail to provide other
shareholders adequate and timely notice, either by mailing notices to the wrong address,
sending the notices only a short time before the meeting, or holding the meeting in a
remote, inaccessible location. At the meeting, they exploit the artificially created majority
to vote in a new board of directors.3 6 Another scheme involves filing a frivolous lawsuit in
order to obtain a court judgment temporarily restricting the voting power of other shares,
thus giving the raiders a temporary majority, which they then use to change the board of
directors. 37 Once the raiders gain a temporary majority, they make a supplementary stock
issue in order to dilute the percentage held by the other shareholders and solidify the
raiders' hold on the company.3 8
In almost all of these schemes, the target company's assets, once acquired by the raiders,
are rapidly transferred through one or more shell companies to an ostensible good faith
purchaser.3 9 By the time the scheme has been unraveled and adjudicated in court, the
shell companies have disappeared, and the assets are safely in the hands of a party claiming
to be a good faith purchaser, making it almost impossible to recover them. Thus, the raid
has been successfully accomplished.
The Russian press is full of accounts of raids allegedly using such tactics. For example,
in a major prosecution currently underway in St. Petersburg, reputed organized crime
figure Vladimir Barsukov (also known by the criminal nickname, "Kumarin") is accused of
having managed a raiding gang that attempted to raid over forty businesses. 4o According
to investigators, the gang used corrupt connections to the tax police and the federal registration service to obtain access to the target companies' incorporation documents in the
Unified State Corporate Register. The raiders then allegedly falsified the companies' registration documents to identify their co-conspirators as the actual owners and used this
false control to transfer the companies' assets through a series of shell companies to other
companies that the raiders controlled. Ultimately, again, a final transfer was made to an
alleged good faith purchaser. 41
35. ASTAK1!OV-PRanvoDE!SlVIYE, supra note 2, at 42.
36. ASTAKHov-PROTIVODE!STV!YE, supra note 2, at 55; interview with Sergey Gollcin, Investigator, Investigative Committee of the General Procuracy of the Russian Federation, in Moscow, Russ. (April 200S).
37. Volkov, supra note 17, at 536.
3S. I01'.'TSEv, supra note 11, at 71.
39. IONTsEv, supra note II, at 77; AsTAKHOV-REIDER , supra note 5, at 66.
40. Dew piterskikh reiderov, LEN!NGRADSKAYA PRAVDA (Sept. 3, 2007), http://www.lenpravda.ruldigestl
spbl25S310.html.
41. See, e.g.;Nina Volodina, Proishestviya: Resturan okazalsa ne po zubam, GAZETA, Aug. 17, 200S, http://gzt.
rulincidentl200S/OSIl7/223016.html; Delo predpnnimatelya B. Bamlkova (Kllmanna), obvinyaemego v
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In the Hermitage Capital case, the victim's principals and lawyers alleged that raiders
orchestrated an MVD search of the offices of Hermitage Capital, one of the largest foreign investment funds in Russia. During the search, MVD agents seized corporate seals
and other internal corporate documents of certain Hermitage investment vehicles. The
seals and documents were then used to create false documents fraudulently showing that
the companies were owned by people in league with the raiders. In a twist on traditional
raiding schemes, the raiders then allegedly encumbered the stolen companies with fictitious liabilities, which they then used to obtain a $230 million tax refund from the Russian
government. 42
Similarly, the so-called Frukon case involved the allegedly illegal seizure of the largest
warehouse and storage company in St. Petersburg. According to the putative victims,
Frukon's 1,230 shares were originally held by members of the company's "labor collective." When the General Director of the company became ill, his Deputy became Acting
General Director and formed a contract with a third party to manage the register of corporate shareholders. Pursuant to this contract, the register was turned over to the third
party, and, during this process, many of the most important internal documents were
mysteriously "lost." The Acting General Director and his partner then authorized a supplementary stock issuance and sold the newly issued shares to front purchasers who immediately sold them back to the Acting General Director and his partner. 43

3.

Litigation Schmzes

In a litigation scheme, the raider files one or more civil lawsuits against the target, often
in a remote location where the raider has influence over the local judiciary, and then
obtains a judicial order authorizing seizure of some or all of the target's assets. 44 This
tactic was allegedly used in the much publicized Ilim Pulp case that involved an attempted
(unsuccessful) raid of Ilim Pulp, Russia's largest forest products company, by a company
controlled by oligarch Oleg Deripaska. In 2002, a minority shareholder in one of Ilim's
mills filed suit in a remote location in Siberia, alleging that Ilim had failed to comply with
all the terms of its 1994 privatization. 45 A judge awarded the plaintiff $113 million in
damages, confiscated two thirds of the mill's stock, and transferred the stock to the St.
Petersburg State Property Committee, which then sold the stock to Deripaska and his
partner. 46 Though Deripaska claimed that notice had been sent by mail, Ilim Pulp's owners claimed that they were never notified of the suit. 47 The Deripaska companies then
sent in a private security force to seize the mill, and court bailiffs arrived with an order
installing a new director. 48 The mill's owners, however, refused to yield and filed several
moshenichestve, peredono po podSlldnosti v drtlgoi Slid, RBC NEWS, Aug. IS, 2008, http://spb.rbc.ruIfreenewsl
20080815145942.shnnl.
42. Aldrick, SlIpra note 6; Mortished, SlIpra note 7.
43. Udostsya Ii vernllt' "Frtlkon?", Umo PETERBURGA (Mar. 30, 2006), http://www.utrospb.ruIartic1e11642.
44. Novistskii, SlIpra note 3, at 7.
45. Daniel]. McCarthy & Sheila M. Puffer, PilIp Battles a Hostile Takeover, in CORPORATE GOVER."'ANCE
L", RUSSIA 304 (Daniel]. McCarthy, Sheila M. Puffer, Stanislav V. Shekshnia eds., Edward Elgar Publishing
2004); Sabrina Tavemise, Handflll of Corporate RBiders Transform RlIssia's Economy, N.Y. TL\IES, Aug. 13,2002,
at AI.
46. Tavemise, SlIpra note 45.
47. /d.
48. /d.
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countersuits against the Deripaska companies. 49 Eventually, according to Deripaska, the
case was settled amicably out of court.5 0
A litigation tactic was also allegedly used in a shareholder dispute within the telecommunications company VimpelCom. The dispute involved shareholders Telenor, a Norwegian telecommunications company, and Alfa Group, a Russian investment group. In the
VimpelCom case, Farimex-a tiny Virgin Islands company that owned less than 1 percent
of Vim pel Com-filed suit against Telenor in a remote court in Siberia, a location that had
no discernible connection to the case. Nevertheless, the Siberian court (at 2:00 a.m. on a
Saturday) handed down a $2.8 billion damage award on behalf of Farimex. 51
4.

Land Schemes

Land raiding schemes are similar to corporate schemes in that they also often rely on
the falsification of documents. Instead of falsifying internal corporate documents, however, the raiders falsify documents establishing title to pieces of real property. In a 2005
case in Moscow, a real estate developer was convicted of creating false documents purporting to establish ownership of 400 hectares of land, worth 6.5 million rubles. 52 Another notorious alleged case of land raiding is the Boyko case. The lead defendant, Vasiliy
Boyko, and several employees of his company, Your Financial Advisor, are accused of having created false documents giving title to more than 35,000 square meters of valuable
suburban Moscow land to companies under their control for the purpose of constructing
an exclusive resort community. 53 Boyko claims that all of the land was acquired legally
and that the charges against him have been fabricated by his enemies in order to sabotage
his business.
Land raids are also facilitated by the uncertainty of property rights created by the privatization of state-owned farms in the early 1990s. Because the legal basis for so much of
the privatization of state assets after the collapse of the Soviet Union was so vague, almost
any property is subject to a challenge that it was illegally acquired. As Dmitri Larionov,
the director of Peasant Front, an organization dedicated to protecting landowners against
raids, said, "I can find a legal flaw in any privatization deal."54 Given these uncertainties,
big real estate developers and their high-powered lawyers often easily outmaneuver rural
landowners, who lack in legal sophistication and the means to hire expensive lawyers. 55
49. McCarthy & Puffer, SlIpra note 45, at 305; Tavemise, SlIpra note 45.
50. Hugo Miller & Yuriy Humber, Determined Deripaska Casts a Long Shadow, ST. PETERSBURG TIMES,
Apr. 29, 2008, http://www.sptimes.rulindex.php?story_id;25836&action_id;2.
51. See, e.g., Dan Sabbagh, Telenor to Fight Siberia~ COllrt Order, TI,\lES ONLINE, Aug. 18, 2008, http://
business.timesonline.co.ukltollbusinesslindustry_sectorsltelecoms/article45 5341 7.ece; Martin Tomkinosn &
Ben Laurance, Norwegians Accuse RlIssians of Dirty Tricks in Telecoms Venture, TIMES ONLINE, Nov. 25, 2007,
http://business. timesonline.co. ukltollbusiness/industry_sectorsltelecomslarticle2 93 5757 .ece.
52. Denis Tykulov, Dam: Prokllratllra proveryaet skllpshchikov podmoskovnykh zemel', GAZETA, Dec. 19,2005,
http://gzt.ru/print.php?p;homeI2005/12119/211137.html.
53. Kazim Baibanov, "RlIzskaya Shveitsariya" popolnilos' "Alfa Kopitalom", GAZETA Ru: OBSHESTVO, Oct.
19, 2007, www.gazeta.rulsociaIl2007/10/1912251074.shtml.
54. Interview with Dmitriy Larionov, leader, "Peasant Front" public movement, in Moscow, Russ., (Apr.
2008).
55. Vladislav Goncharuk, Poseyanniye milliardy, NOVAYA GAZETA, Sept. 11, 2006, http://2006.novayaga
zeta.rulnomer/2006159n1n59n-s22.shtml.
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Faced with legal challenges to their property rights, these rural landowners often sell to
the raiders at bargain prices rather than face the uncertain prospects of litigation.5 6
5.

Supplementary Tactics

In addition to the techniques described above, raiders typically use various supplementary tactics. A raider's first step is usually to obtain information about the victim firm in
order to identify its attractiveness and vulnerabilities. Collection of information can take
many forms, including requests by minority shareholders (usually front men who have
recently purchased stock just for this purpose) for internal corporate information: the
shareholders' register, tax information, information about the target's board of directors,
and so onY Information can also be acquired by purchasing it from law enforcement and
regulatory authorities who have acquired it in the course of regulatory inspections
(proverkt) of the subject business. According to one report, 130 criminal cases have been
opened against law enforcement officials for illegal selling of information obtained
through regulatory inspections. 58 There have also been reports of raiders posing as representatives of official departments responsible for the protection of small and medium sized
businesses calling the target and asking for information about its organizational structure,
finances, and other aspects of its business. 59 Due to the large amount of recent publicity
about raids and the establishment of new official and unofficial organizations to combat
them, this calling scheme apparently works because it usually does not occur to the victim
that the caller is just one more raider.60 According to one expert, raiders have also recently begun to employ hackers to break into the computers of the target company and
obtain confidential information for use in an upcoming raid. 61
Having determined that the target is sufficiently attractive, the raider begins its attack,
usually by putting in place one of the schemes described supra. Whatever the tactic, it is
often accompanied by the filing of one or more civil suits against the target company.
Even when civil litigation is not used as the basic scheme, it can be used as a supplementary tactic to obtain information about the target company (for example, through disclosure of documents by the target during court proceedings) or to harass the target and tie
up its business in order to make it more willing to sell out to the raider at a below-market
price. According to one analyst, in addition to ordinary civil litigation, raiders have also
begun to use environmental activists to file suits for orders enjoining the operation of
target factories on the grounds that they present an environmental hazard. If successful,
such suits tie up the target's business and make it more vulnerable to a raid. 62
Another important supplementary tactic is the creation and presentation of false evidence in civil litigation. For example, in answering claims by victims, raiders typically
offer false evidence, such as fabricated contracts and corporate resolutions, to "prove" the
56.ld.
57. ASTAKIIOV-PRonvoDEISTVIYE, supra note 2, at 19-20; Novitskii, supra note 3, at 5.
58. Novitskii, supra note 3, at 8.
59. Inna Romanova, Zakhvat po telefonu, ROSSIYSKAYA GAZETA, Aug. 30,2007, http://www.rg.rul2007/08/
30/moschenniki.honl.
60. /d.
61. Novitskii, supra note 3, at 9.
62. IOi'HSEv, supra note 11, at 84.
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alleged legitimacy of their acquisitions. One expert even concludes that presentation of
false evidence in civil proceedings is a "required element" of raiding schemes. 63
In addition, raiders often exercise corrupt influence-through bribery, political pressure, or other means-over the judge(s) presiding over the case. According to statistics
compiled by a non-governmental organization that tracks corruption, the National AntiCorruption Committee (NACC), judicial decisions are easily bought and cost, on average,
$35,000. 64 Although explicit evidence of judicial corruption in raiding cases is rare, more
evidence has recently come to light. In 2006, the Russian Supreme Court upheld the
dismissal of a judge in Ingushetiya on the grounds that he had knowingly entered a corrupt and illegal decision that facilitated the raid of an oil extracting factory.65 And in May
2008, Yelena Valyavina, a judge on Russia's High Arbitrazh Court (the highest court empowered to hear corporate disputes) testified, in the context of a related libel suit, that a
member of the Presidential Administration had threatened to block her reappointment to
the bench if she did not rule as he demanded in a case involving an alleged raid on a major
industrial concern. 66
In addition to civil litigation, raiders often use criminal cases to incapacitate targets and
make them more vulnerable to raids. The use of so-called "commissioned criminal cases"
(zakaznye dela) as a method of business sabotage has become so widespread that even Prosecutor General Yury Chayka acknowledged it and promised to take measures against it.67
Commissioned cases can facilitate raids in several ways. These include obtaining information on the target company through the execution of search warrants at the company's
offices, as was allegedly done in the Hermitage Capital case. 68 In addition, the arrest and
detention of the target's principals incapacitates them and makes it much harder for them
to resist a raid. For example, lawyers for reputed organized crime figure Semyon
Mogilevich and his business partner, Alexander Nekrasov, claim that their clients' 2008
arrests for tax violations allegedly committed through the company Arbat Prestizh are part
of an attempt by a raider to incapacitate them and take over the company.m
Another reportedly common tactic is the so-called "Black PR" campaign, consisting of
dissemination of false information about the target through the mass media in order to
lower its price per share and ripen it for a takeover.7° This approach can also be used to
facilitate the use of other tactics. For example, as one expert points out, because Russian

63. P.A. SKOBLlKOV, ARBlTRAZHNYI I UGOLOVJ'..'YI PROTSESSY: KOLLlZH V SFERE DOKAZYVANIYA I
Pu-n IKH PREO[)()LE,'-'IYA 28 (Nonna 200S).
64. Anastasiya Kornya, Glavnyi reider-eto chinovnik, VEDOMOSTI, Sept. 5, 200S, http://www.vedomosti.ruI
newspaper/article.shrml?200S/09/05/16007S.
65. Olga Pleshanova, Sudya podvyela sebya pod sledstviye, KOMMERSANT, July 22, 200S, http://www.
ombudsman. gov. ruldad_2 OOSIdad071dadS 5 3/06.doc.
66. Olga Pleshanova, Sud vyshego dostoinstva, Ko,'VIMERSANT, May 13, 200S, http://www.kommersant.ruI
doc.aspx?DocsID=891 OS2.
67. furi Chayka prekratit "zakaznye dela", LENTA Ru, Aug. 15, 2006, http://lenta.rulnewsl2006/0S/151
chaikal.
6S. For example, in the Hennitage Capital case, the victims assert that raiders obtained internal corporate
documents in an MVD search of the offices of Hennitage's lawyers. Mortished, supra note 7.
69. See e.g., Alexander Dubrov, Presunzptsiya vinovnosti, ROSSIYSKAYA GAZETA, Apr. 30, 2008, http://www.
rg.rul2008/04/30/reidery.hrml.
70. IOl\.'TSEV, supra note II, at 84-S5; Novitskii, supra note 3, at 8-9.
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law permits the opening of a criminal investigation based on newspaper reports, such
negative publicity schemes can also be used to start criminal cases. 7l
Actual and threatened force can also play an important role in raids. As was alleged in
the Ilim Pulp case, many raids involve some combination of police, private security forces,
court bailiffs, or simply hired thugs taking physical control of the target company, ostensibly to effectuate a court order or corporate resolution transferring the business and/or its
assets,72 For example, in February 2004, raiders allegedly orchestrated the kidnapping of
the son and daughter of the director of the Moscow Transportation Agency (Mostransagentsvo) and then demanded that he sell his shares to them,73 In the Kumarin case,
Barsukov has been charged with the attempted murder of the director of an oil terminal as
part of an alleged raid on the victim's business,?4
Finally, as stated above, a raid is usually completed with the rapid transfer of the seized
assets through a series of shell companies to an ostensible "good faith purchaser." An
August 2008 Report by the NACC cites a typical case in which raiders falsified corporate
documents and transferred the seized assets through a series of offshore shell companies to
another offshore shell company. Relying on its alleged good faith purchaser status, the
offshore shell company then sent in its security forces to forcibly remove the real owners
from the property,?5 Similarly, Vladimir Ovchinskii, one of Russia's leading experts on
organized crime and a former MVD investigator, cites the use of ostensible good faith
purchasers as the main instrument through which raids are accomplished,76 This technique is apparently so widespread that it has even been made into popular fiction about
raiding. For example, in Pavel Astakhov's novel, Raider, a lawyer explains to the victim of
a raid:
You can rest assured that, by early next week, they will affect the sale of the [business
which has been raided] to their subsidiary firm. And then they'll sell it again to
whomever commissioned the raid as a so-called good faith purchaser, from whom it
will be almost impossible to take it back,?7
As will be discussed infra, Russian law makes it difficult to recover any property from a
good faith purchaser; thus, once the seized property is safely in the hands of a party claiming to be a "good faith purchaser," the raid is practically irreversible,78

71. Novitskii, supra note 3, at 12; Ovchinskii, supra note 27.
72. See, e.g., AsTAKHOV-REIDER, supra note 5, at 9-12 (providing a vivid, though fictional, account of such
an anned takeover).

73. Vitaliy Kamyshev, Biografiya Chayki izobiluyet koloritnymi epizodami na Jone kotorykh blednyeyut grekhi
nezadachlivovo 'khodoka' Skuratova, KOMPROMAT Ru, May 14, 2007, http://www.compromat.rulmainlchaikal
a.htm; IONTsEv, supra note 11, at 3S.
74. Delo, supra note 40.
75. PREDLOZHENIYA PO POVYSHEl'o'lYU EFFEK'IlVNOSTI BORBY S REIDERSTVOM (NEZAKONYM
ZAKHVATOM SOBSTVENNOSTI) (Aug. 15, 200S) (unpublished manuscript, on file with author) [hereinafter
NACC Report].
76. Ovchinskii, supra note 27, at 20-21.

77. AsTAKHOV-REIDER ,supra note 5, at S4.
7S. See, e.g., IONTsTEv, supra note 11, at 77; AsTAKHOv-REIDER , supra note 5, at SO.
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CAUSES

\Vhy is raiding so prevalent in con.temporary Russia? At least four causes can be readily
identified. First is the general uncertainty of property rights resulting from the privatization of state assets in the early 1990s. As discussed supra, because the legal basis for so
much of the privatization of state assets after the collapse of the Soviet Union was so
vague, almost any property is subject to a challenge that it was illegally acquired. This
situation, in turn, creates the possibility for allegations of other improprieties regarding
the business and its holdings. These all provide a basis for the lawsuits and criminal investigations that, as discussed supra, play such an important role in raiding schemes. In identifying the factors that make raiding possible, Vadim Volkov lists first "the defects and
tensions created by earlier privatization policies. "79
A second cause of the prevalence of raiding is corruption in law enforcement and the
judicial system. As discussed supra, raids often depend on commissioned criminal investigations and inspections of the target business and purchased judicial orders. A recent
report by the NACC focused on corruption in law enforcement as a major cause of raiding, concluding that "state agencies play an extraordinarily important role in the realization [of raiding schemes]."Ro Pavel Astakhov came to the same conclusion, writing that
"[c]orruption [and] the absence of a strong independent judiciary... have led to a situation
in Russia in which it is cheaper to steal a business than to acquire it legitimately."81
A third cause is poor corporate governance. In 2000, one study ranked Russia last
among twenty-five emerging countries regarding responsible corporate governance. R2 In
2001, one leading political figure told the American Chamber of Commerce, "It's clear
that despite nearly 10 years of economic changes, we have not yet developed a culture
where people understand properly the relationship between managers, shareholders, minority shareholders and the state."83 A 2003 World Bank report stated that "[p]oor corporate governance has been one of the main stumbling blocks in Russia's uneven transition
to a market-based economy."84 Thus, it is not surprising that, as discussed supra, many
raiding schemes grow out of shareholder disputes and rely on illegal access to internal
corporate records and manipulation of the target's company's stock and internal regulations. In a recent report, the NACC stressed the absence of adequate legal measures for
protecting the rights of minority shareholders. According to the report, current Russian
legislation does not provide sufficient defenses for minority shareholders in cases where,
for example, majority shareholders render minority shares worthless through a corporate
reorganization. In such cases, the NACC concluded, minority shareholders are left with
no option but to employ the services of professional raiders to get their property back. 85
79. Volkov, supra note 17, at 540.
80. NACC Report, supra note 75, at 12.
81. AsTAKHOV-PROTIVODEISTVIYE ,supra note 2, at 7.
82. Sheila M. Puffer & Daniel). McCarthy, The Emergence o[Corporate Governance in Russia, in CORPORATE
GoVERNANCE IN RUSSIA 5 (Daniel). McCarthy, Sheila M. Puffer, Stanislav V. Shekshnia eds., Edward Elgar
Publishing 2004).
83. [d.
84. Corporate Governance in Russia: Regime Change Required, BEYOND TRA."ISITION: THE NEWSLE1TER
ABOUT REFOR,\1ING ECONOMIES (The World Bank Group, vVashington, D.C. ) Jan. 2003, www.worldbank.
orglhtmllprddr/transljanfebmar03/pg21.htm.
85. NACC Report, supra note 75, at 6-7.
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A final, readily identifiable cause of raiding is the fact that the legal system is simply not
yet equipped to deal with this novel form of crime. The gap between crime and the law is
not a new problem. Examples from U.S. history include the period in the late 19th and
early 20th centuries before the passage of anti-trust laws and, more recently, the periods
before the passage of new criminal statutes addressing high tech crimes like hacking and
spamming.
Each one of these causes deserves an article, if not more. The remainder of this article,
however, will focus on the last cause-the legal gaps, particularly in the criminal law and
the structure of the court system, that facilitate criminal raiding. This choice is partly
dictated by the fact that inadequate legislation is the cause most easily remedied. For
example, as discussed supra, the 2002 amendments to the bankruptcy law led to a reduction in bankruptcy raiding. Similarly, changes to the Japanese Commercial Code in 1982
significantly reduced the criminal practice of sokaiya, or corporate extortion. 86 Of course,
law itself is not a panacea and must, as Volkov says, be evaluated in terms of the extra-legal
reality in which it is appliedP But, it is still important in its own right as it creates incentives and disincentives for certain kinds of behavior. While amendments to the law in and
of themselves may not be sufficient to eradicate the problem completely, such amendments can help to alleviate the problem and are therefore worthy of attention.
1.

Court Structure

The biggest loophole facilitating raiding may be the very structure of the Russian court
system. Russia has a tripartite court system consisting of (1) arbitrazh, or commercial,
courts that have jurisdiction over disputes between legal entities and between the state and
legal entities; (2) courts of general jurisdiction that are empowered to hear criminal cases,
as well as civil disputes between individuals and legal entities; and (3) the Constitutional
Court that is authorized to hear challenges to the constitutionality of certain statutes. 88
The split between criminal and commercial courts creates a "ping pong" effect in raiding
cases in which victims are told by arbitrazh courts that their conflict is essentially criminal
and should be heard in a court of general jurisdiction. When the victims approach law
enforcement seeking initiation of a criminal case, however, they are told that the conflict
is essentially a business dispute that should be resolved through civil litigation. In the end,
the victims wind up in a legal netherworld from which there is no escape. 89 For example,
one analyst, Pyotr Skoblikov, cites a case in Krasnodar in which a bank filed suit in arbitrazh court against a loan recipient who had allegedly fraudulently obtained credit from
the bank and failed to repay the debt. At the same time, the bank sought a criminal
prosecution of the debtor. After the arbitrazh court ruled the bank's petition meritorious,
the criminal investigator closed the criminal investigation on the grounds that, in light of
the arbitrazh court's ruling, the dispute was clearly a commercial one that should be resolved through civil litigation rather than criminal prosecution. 90 Thus, ironically, the
86. See SZYMKOWIAK, SUf»"O note 1, at 18 (reporting that the number of sokaiyo dropped from 6,783 in 1982
to 1,682 in 1983 as a result of the reform).

87. Volkov, supra note 17, at 545.
88. WILLIAM BURNHAM, PETER B. MAGGS & GENNADY M. Dfu'lILENKO, LAW
THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION 50 Ouris Publ'g, Inc. 3d ed. 2004).
89. SKOBLIKOV, supra note 63, at 80.
90. !d. at 14.
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very fact that the bank's civil suit was deemed meritorious provided the grounds for closing the parallel criminal investigation.
According to Skoblikov, as in the Krasnodar case, investigators often terminate or suspend criminal investigations as soon as they learn that there is a related pending civil
case. 91 This lull provides an opportunity for a raider who is the subject of a criminal
investigation to concoct a civil suit that has some relationship to the criminal investigation
(it does not even matter if the raider is plaintiff or defendant in the civil case) and then
petition for the suspension of the criminal case on the grounds that there is a related
pending civil case. There is also the possibility of the inverse scheme, i.e., defeating a
threatened or actual civil suit by commissioning a criminal case against oneself. Russian
criminal cases still use a bound case file or dossier (delo) that contains all the evidence
compiled by the investigator during the period of preliminary investigation. 92 The delo is
maintained by the court and documents cannot be removed from it; hence, it is impossible
for an arbittazh court to obtain potentially necessary evidence if the case being litigated is
the subject of a related criminal proceeding. 93
There are other ways in which the split between the commercial and criminal courts
can be exploited by raiders. As we have seen, presentation of false evidence in arbitrazh
courts is a central feature of many raiding cases. Under Article 161 of the Arbitrazh Procedure Code, a party against whom a false document has been offered can make a formal
challenge to the document on the grounds of its alleged falsity (zayavleniye 0 falsifikatsil).94
The arbitrazh court, however, lacking authority to hear criminal matters, has only limited
power to determine whether the document is, in fact, false. 95 If the party against whom
the accusation is made agrees to the removal of the offending document from the case file,
the inquiry ends, thus placing him in a no-lose situation. 96 An arbitrazh court that investigates the claim could be accused of overstepping its authority and has no choice but to
refer the matter to law enforcement. 97 The law provides no mechanism, however, for an
arbitrazh court to make such a referral, and the highly formalized Russian system does not
recognize informal referrals. 98 If the offended litigant himself goes to law enforcement,
he may well be turned away, as in the Krasnodar case, on the grounds that his dispute is
essentially civil. Even if he succeeds in starting a criminal case against the party offering
the false document, prosecuting such a case could take years. By the time the criminal
case is concluded, irreparable damage will likely have been done. Clearly, combating raiding requires the development of mechanisms for exchange of evidence between arbitrazh
courts and courts of general jurisdiction and for coordinating related civil and criminal
litigation. 99
91. [d. at 24.
92. William Burnham & Thomas Firestone, Investigation of Criminal Cases under the Russian Criminal
Procedure Code, 3 (Oct. 29, 2007) (unpublished manuscript, on file with author).
93. SKORLIKOV, supra note 63, at 25-26.
94. Arbitrazhno-Protsessualnyi Kodeks [APK] [Code of Arbitration Procedure] art. 161 (Russ.).
95. SKOBLIKOV, supra note 63, at 57.
96. Arbitrazhno-Protsessualnyi Kodeks [APK] [Code of Arbitration Procedure] art. 161(1)(3) (Russ.).
97. SKOBLIKOV, supra note 63, at 57.
98. /d. at 59.
99. Moreover, the split between commercial and civil courts means that criminal judges are often ill-prepared to deal with the complicated commercial issues that may arise in criminal raiding prosecutions. Con-
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Inadequacy of the Criminal Law

The loopholes created by the structure of the court system only make it more imperative that law enforcement combat raiding through criminal prosecutions. The criminal
law, however, also contains several shortcomings that make this task difficult. Primary
among these loopholes is the absence of an article in the Criminal Code specifically
criminalizing raiding. While the Criminal Code contains articles on fraud (Article 159);
extortion (Article 163); bankruptcy fraud (Articles 196 and 197); securities fraud (Articles
185 and 186); illegal collection of commercial information (Article 183); commercial bribery (204); and organization of a criminal society (Article 210), there is no article specifically addressing raiding. In the few cases that are brought, raiding is generally charged as
fraud under Article 159. This article is a poor substitute for one directly on point.
For example, the elements of raiding often do not correspond exactly to the elements of
fraud, defined in Article 159 as "the stealing of another's property or the acquisition of the
right to another's property by means of deceit or abuse of trust."IOO Imagine, for example,
a case in which a raider files a lawsuit against the target company and then blackmails the
judge into entering an order authorizing the raider to seize the target company. There is
no deceit or abuse of trust, so the raider could not be charged with "fraud." Nor could he
be charged with extortion, defined as:
demanding the transfer of another's property or the right to property or the commission of other actions of a property character under threat of the application of force
or the destruction or damaging of another's property, and likewise under threat of the
dissemination of information defaming the victim or his relatives, or other information which may cause material harm to the rights or legal interests of the victim or his
relatives. lol
There has, after all, been no direct threat of defamation to the victim (as opposed to the
judge).
Russia's organized crime statute, Article 210 of the Criminal Code, also appears inadequate to capture raiding cases, as it requires proof that the criminal group committed
serious or especially serious crimes (defined respectively, under Russian law, as crimes
punishable by six to ten years incarceration and ten-plus years incarceration).I02 Many of
the crimes at the heart of raiding, however, such as presentation of false documents in civil
litigation, carry much lighter penalties and do not qualify. In addition, many existing
statutes used to prosecute raiding do not carry penalties commensurate with the crime.
For example, even in its most aggravated form, fraud is punishable by a maximum of ten
years incarceration.IOJ Extortion that does not involve force, as in the hypothetical above,
is punishable by a maximum of three years incarceration. 104 In short, raiding does not fit
versely, commercial court judges are unlikely to be familiar with the criminal issues that may arise in civil
litigation related to raiding.
100. Art. 159, Criminal Code. (fhe translation of the Criminal Code used in this article is CRIMINAL CODE
OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERA"nON (William E. Butler trans. Simmonds & Hill Publ'g Ltd. 3d ed. 1999».
1Ol. Art. 163, Criminal Code.
102. Ugolovnyi Kodeks [UK] [Criminal Code] art. 210 (Russ.).
103. Ugolovnyi Kodeks [UK] [Criminal Code] art. 159(4) (Russ.).
104. Ugolovnyi Kodeks [UK] [Criminal Code] art. 163 (1), (Russ.).
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comfortably within the elements of existing crimes and therefore requires a new criminal
statute. 105
A number of proposals have been offered to fill this gap. For example, the NACC
proposes adding an article to the criminal code, which would read as follows:
Raiding, that is, acts designed to give a legitimate appearance to the illegal (accomplished through illegal means) transfer to the actor or a third party, property rights,
rights to the results of intellectual activity and equal rights to individualization (of
intellectual rights) as well as, the illegal acquisition of the right to carry out managerial functions in a commercial or other organization is punishable by ... up to six
years incarceration. lo6
A draft law introduced in the Duma by the Duma's Security Committee in March 2008
proposes to make raiding an aggravating circumstance of other crimes and provides a
broader definition than that contained in the NACC proposal. Specifically, it defines
raiding as the "commission of a crime connected with the illegal acquisition of the right of
ownership, and/or use, and/or management of the shares of participants in a legal entity in
the charter capital of a legal entity and/or voting shares of a stock company."I07
Upon scrutiny, both of these proposals appear inadequate. While the NACC proposal
captures the aspect of raiding that relates to the transfer of assets through shell companies
to a good faith purchaser, it fails to capture the initial illegal acquisition of the assets-the
key aspect of any raid. Moreover, insofar as it addresses the initial acquisition, it criminalizes only the acquisition of the "right to carry out managerial functions in an organization" but not the acquisition of the target company's assets. Thus, the NACC proposal
seems to provide an enormous loophole that would allow raiders to evade prosecution by
simply arranging for a front man to serve as manager of the stolen enterprise. Finally, the
proposed penalties are relatively weak. Under the draft law, if a prosecutor is unable to
prove that the raid was carried out with official participation-an element that may well
be difficult to prove-the maximum sentence will be limited to six years, substantially less
than the ten-year penalty available in cases of fraud carried out by an organized group. lOB
Therefore, prosecutors will likely continue to use the fraud statute, with all of its weaknesses, thus defeating the purpose of the new legislation. While the Security Committee
proposal is appropriately focused on the illegal acquisition of the corporation itself, it fails
to define exactly what makes such acquisition illegal and would therefore also likely be
unusable in practice.
Although the United States does not have a raiding statute per se, RICO criminalizes
acquiring control of an enterprise through a pattern of racketeering activity, defined as the
commission of two or more specified "predicate acts" within a ten-year period.l o9 Russia
105. In an interview with the author, Sergei Golkin, an experienced raiding investigator with the Investigative Committee of the General Procuracy, agreed that a specific raiding statute would help law enforcement
combat raiding.
106. NACC Report, SIIpra note 75, at 21-22.
107. Yulia Vasiliyeva, Reid na 20 let: MVD predlagayet usilit' nakazaniye za nezakonnyi zakhvat sobstvennosti,
ROSSIYSKAYA BUSINESS-GAZETA, Sept. 2, 2008, http://www.rg.rul2008/09/02lreidery-nakazanie.html.
108. The proposed law provides for enhanced penalties for raiding carried out with the assistance of government officials (5-8 years' incarceration) and for raiding carried out by government officials (8-12 years' incarceration). NACC Report, SIIpra note 75, at 22.
109. 18 U.S.c. § 1961(5) (2007).
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might do well to consider adopting a similar statute criminalizing the takeover of a business through the commission of one or more predicate crimes, a list that could include,
inter alia: fraud, blackmail, extortion, falsification of corporate documents, presentation of
false evidence in civil litigation, bad faith filing of frivolous lawsuits, bad faith instigation
of criminal investigations, commercial bribery, and intentional dissemination of false information through the mass media. To be effective, the statute must carry severe penalties.
Such a statute would provide a definition that encompasses the full range of criminal activity associated with raiding, while remaining workable and flexible by allowing prosecutors
to appropriately tailor charges to fit the facts of a particular case.1 10
Another aspect of Russian criminal law that likely contributes to raiding is the weakness
of penalties for presentation of false evidence in civil litigation. For example, Article 303
of the Criminal Code, which prohibits falsification of evidence in civil proceedings, provides for a maximum penalty of only four months incarceration. 111 Similarly, giving of
false testimony is punishable by a maximum of only three months incarceration. 1I2 By
contrast, U.S. law provides for a maximum penalty of rwenty years incarceration for falsification of evidence and a maximum of five years incarceration for perjury.ll3 As one
expert has written, the punishments for these crimes are largely symbolic and even the
short sentences provided for in the law are rarely imposed.11 4 In addition, as discussed
supra, a party can avoid liability altogether by simply withdrawing the proffer of the documents.l l5 Frequent litigants in Russian arbitrazh courts told the author that obstruction
of justice in civil cases in Russia is extremely common because the penalties are so low and
so rarely enforced.
Thus, it is not surprising that raiding schemes frequendy rely on the falsification of
documents, such as shareholder registers and contracts, and the presentation of these falsified documents in arbitrazh court proceedings. The Duma Security Committee's proposed legislation would heighten penalties to a range of rwo to five years for falsification
committed as part of a raid. 1l6 This change is clearly appropriate, but it is not clear why
the proposed enhancements would be limited to falsification in connection with a raid, an
added element that essentially requires prosecutors to prove the raid before they can prove
the falsification, which could make it difficult to use these provisions effectively.
Another serious loophole in Russian criminal law impeding the investigation and prosecution of raiding is the absence of corporate criminal liability. Article 19 of the Russian
Criminal Code limits application of the criminal law to "natural persons," thus excluding
110. The introductory part of the NACC Report proposes something similar, defining raiding as "the distribution of property accomplished through acts which are punishable criminally or administratively" and provides as examples of such acts "blackmail, coerced transactions, falsification of documents, exceeding official
authorization and so on." For some reason, though, this definition is not used in the Committee's proposed
legislation. NACC Report, supra note 75, at 6.
Ill. Ugolovnyi Kodeks [UK] [Criminal Code] art. 303(1) (Russ.).
112. Ugolovnyi Kodeks [UK] [Criminal Code] art. 307(1) (Russ.).
113. 18 U.s.c. § 1512(C)(1) (2008) (covering alteration of records, documents, or other objects with the
goal of impairing their integrity or availability for use in an official proceeding); 18 U.S.c. § 1621 (2008)
(covering perjury).
114. SKOBLIKOV, supra note 63, at 79.
115. ld. at 53; interview with Victoria Shaking, attorney, in Moscow, Russ. (July 2008).
116. V Dum vnyesyon prae/u, uzhesrochayurchii otuetstuennost' za reidenkiye Zakhvati, BUHGALTERIA Ru, Mar.
24,2008, http://www.buhgalteria.rulnewslI7179.
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the possibility of corporate prosecutions. ll7 Raids, however, are almost always accomplished through corporate structures. As one expert on raiding states, "The greatest danger is presented by raider-companies-firms, which have made taking over enterprises their
business."118 Another analyst concluded, based on a survey of businesses, that large companies are the main initiators of raids.l l9 The NACC Report also notes that large financial-industrial groups and small and medium companies are among the leading raiders in
contemporary Russia. 120 These assessments are consistent with the allegations in many of
the most notorious raiding cases. For example, the Base Metals raids were allegedly carried out by a number of corporate entities named as defendants in the U.S. lawsuits, including Russian Aluminum, Rual Trade Ltd., Sibirsky Aluminum Products, Bauxal
Management, Metcare Management, and many others.121 Boyko is alleged to have carried
out the illegal takeover of suburban Moscow property through the company "Your Financial Adviser."122 According to another expert, Ovchinskii, one of the most dangerous raiding organizations is a corporate entity called RBE, which managed to corruptly acquire
several properties belonging to the Ministry of Defense. 123
Absent a mechanism for prosecuting the corporation itself, as opposed to prosecuting
just certain individuals within the corporation, raiding corporations will be able to continue to operate through front men, while escaping liability themselves. None of the draft
anti-raiding legislation currently under consideration, however, including the NACC proposals, the Duma Security Committee' proposed amendments, and draft legislation submitted by the Duma Property Committee, would introduce corporate criminalliability.124

3.

Criminal Investigation

In addition to these gaps in Russia's substantive criminal law, there are also aspects of
the law governing criminal investigation and procedure that inhibit the effective investigation of complex crimes such as raiding. Primary among these is the absence of legislation
providing mechanisms for obtaining and using testimony from cooperating witnesses. Almost every successful federal organized crime and/or white collar crime prosecution in the
United States relies on the testimony of at least one cooperating witness. As Judge Stephen S. Trott has written:
117. Ugolovnyi Kodeks [UK] [Criminal Code] art. 19 (Russ.).
118. Novitskii, S/lpra note 3, at 3.
119. Igor Bunin, Reiderstvo kak sotsial'no-ekonomicheskii i politicheskii fenomen sovremennoi Rossii 25
(May 2008) (unpublished manuscript, on file with author).
120. NACC Report, S/lpra note 75, at II.
121. Base Metal Trading Ltd. v. Russian Aluminum, 98 F. App'x 47,47 (2d. Cir. 2004).
122. Vladislav Trifonov, Vizsiliyll Boiko nashli preswpnll)'lI gntppll iz gendirektora i glavnogo ),lIristn ego kompanii,
KOMMERSANT, June 5, 2007, http://www.kommersant.ru!doc.aspx?DocsID=771674.
123. Ovchinskii, S/lpra note 27, at 19.
124. At a conference at Moscow State University Criminal Law Faculty on May 30, 2008, attended by the
author, many Russian criminal law scholars reacted hostilely to the concept of corporate criminal liability,
arguing that a corporation cannot form "criminal intent" and that Russia's court structure, which requires
cases involving corporations to be heard in commercial courts rather than courts of general jurisdiction
(which are the only courts authorized to hear criminal cases), cannot implement corporate criminal liability.
These sentiments were echoed by a Duma deputy, who told the author that Russia is simply not ready for
corporate criminal liability. Meanwhile, another government official, whose responsibilities include drafting
new criminal legislation, told the author that corporate criminal liability will never pass the Duma because
too many Duma deputies launder their illegal proceeds through corporate vehicles.
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Notwithstanding all the problems that accompany using criminals as witnesses, the
fact of the matter is that police and prosecutors cannot do without them-period ....
If a policy were adopted never to deal with criminals as prosecution witnesses, many
important prosecutions-especially in the area of organized and conspiratorial crimescould never make it to court. 125
Cooperating witnesses could provide essential testimony in raiding cases establishing, for
example, criminal intent on the part of the raiders, the falsity of documents presented in
support of the scheme, or the fact that alleged good faith purchasers are in fact co-conspirators to the scheme. In contrast to U.S. law, however, which explicitly recognizes the
value of accomplice testimony and offers statutory incentives (including the possibility of a
major sentence reduction) for the provision of such testimony,126 Russian law provides no
effective means for obtaining the testimony of cooperating witnesses. 127 Russian investigators, prosecutors, and defense attorneys have repeatedly told the author that defendants
are unwilling to cooperate due to the absence of legally sanctioned rewards for cooperation. The absence of such a mechanism is especially detrimental in raiding cases given the
complicated nature of the schemes and the frequent absence of direct evidence against all
of the co-conspirators. For example, a journalist who has covered the Kumarin case told
the author that Kumarin was careful to keep his name off almost all of the relevant documents and that the case against him will be difficult to prove without an insider who can
provide direct testimony of his involvement. In a conversation with the author, the lead
investigator on the Kumarin case agreed that cooperating witness legislation would help in
the investigation of raiding.
Although none of the proposed anti-raiding legislation addresses cooperating witnesses,
in early 2008, the Duma's Security Committee introduced a draft law that would cap
sentences at one half of the statutory maximum and empower judges to disregard any
statutory minimum sentence upon a finding (supported by a prosecutor's certification)
that the defendant had provided substantial and truthful cooperation in the investigation
and prosecution of other crimes. 128 The draft law encountered opposition in the Duma,
however, on the grounds that it would allow criminals to escape punishment and might
stimulate corruption within law enforcement. 129 It is not clear when, or if, the draft law
will pass.
Closely connected to the issue of cooperating witness testimony is witness protection.
Given the frequency with which violence is used in raids, witnesses in such cases could be
in great danger and would likely be unwilling to testify without assurance of their safety.
125. Hon. Stephen S. Trott, Words of Worningfor ProseCtltor.r Using Criminals as Witnesses, 47 HASTINGS 1.J.
1381,1390-91 (July/August 1996).
126. See, e.g., Ul'o.'lTED STATES SENTENCING GUIDELINES MANUAL § 5Kl.1, (stating that defendants who
provide "substantial assistance" to law enforcement may be sentenced below the otherwise applicable sentencing range).
127. For a more thorough discussion of this subject, see Thomas Firestone, What Russia Mllst Do to Fight
Organized Crime, 14 DE,\10KRATIZATSIYA 59 (2006).
128. See Federal'nyi Zakon "0 Vnesenii izmenenii v Ugolovnyi kodeks Rossiiskoi Federatsii I Ugolovnoprotessual'nyi kodeks Rossiiskoi Federatsii" (0 vvedenii osobogo poryadka vyneseniya sudebnogo
soglasheniya 0 sotrudnichestve).
129. See Elya Vermisheva, Gosdllnza poshla no sdyelki s pravost/diyem, GAZETA Ru, Feb. 15,2008, www.gazeta.
rulsociaV2008/02/15/263805J.shtml; N. A. Lopashenko, Zaklyocheniye na proyekt Federal'nogo Zakona,
No.4, (2007) (unpublished manuscript, on file with author).
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In January 2005, Russia's first witness protection legislation, titled "A Federal Law on
Government Protection of Victims, Witnesses, and Other Participants," took effect. Although it provides for a variety of protective measures for victims and witnesses-including "protection of home and property," "individual protection, communication, and
security alarm devices," "relocation," "issuance of new documents," "change of appearance," "transfer to a new job or educational institution," and "temporary relocation to a
secured shelter"-critics claim that its implementation has been marred by lack of sufficient funding,I3O the population's distrust of law enforcement, and suspicion that corrupt
officials charged with their protection will, for a price, turn them over to the very people
who present a threat.
4.

"The Good Faith Purchaser"

In addition to these problems with the criminal justice system, the civil law's failure to
provide adequate mechanisms for defeating fraudulent claims by alleged "good faith purchasers" presents another obstacle to combating raiding. As discussed supra, most raiding
schemes rely on the rapid transfer of the victim's assets to an ostensible "good faith purchaser." The claim of a good faith purchaser can be defeated by proof sufficient to sustain
his criminal conviction as a co-conspirator. Doing this is almost impossible, however,
absent an anti-raiding statute and a system of cooperating witnesses. Moreover, also as
discussed supra, the structure of the court system means that criminal raiding cases may
wind up in the exclusive jurisdiction of a civil court. Therefore, combating raiding requires that the civil law provide a remedy that can be applied short of a criminal
conviction.
Article 167 of the Russian Civil Code provides that when a transaction is declared invalid, each of the parties to the transaction must return to the other everything each has
received in the deal or make appropriate monetary compensation. I31 In a ruling dated
April 21, 2003, however, Russia's Constitutional Court 132 held that these provisions "cannot be extended to a good faith purchaser unless this is specifically provided by statute."Ill
What this ruling means, as a practical matter, is that even if a raiding victim succeeds in
obtaining a court ruling voiding the transfer of his company's assets, he cannot recover
those assets from a third party good faith purchaser. For example, in the case of Kenotek,
the plaintiffs, shareholders of the company Kenotek, claimed that certain members of the
board of directors had sold real property to a company in which they had an interestMeret-K-at the expense ofKenotek's shareholders. Meret-K then sold the property to a
company called Sib Monolith, which, in turn, sold it to a company called Meret. The
Federal Arbitrazh Court of the West Siberia federal district held that, regardless of the
merits of the plaintiffs' claims (and regardless of the obvious relationship between Meret
130. Mikhail Dobrovolski, Svidetel' pod zoshitoi, Apr. 27, 2007, http://www.aferizm.rulcriminaliluvidetel_
zaschita.htm; Valeriya Podorozhnova, Dopros pod psevdonimll11t: pochemu ne robotayet zakon 0 zashite svidetelyei,
Dec. 18, 2007, http://www.rg.rul2007/12/18/reg-;ugrossiilzaschitasvidetelya.html.
131. Grazhdanskii Kodeks [GK] [Civil Code] art. 167 (Russ.).
132. The Constitutional Court was established in 1991 and, pursuant to the 1994 Law on the Constitutional
Court, has the power to review the constitutionality of laws and other normative acts and to settle other
commercial disputes. BUR.."HAM, supra, note 88, at 62, 64.
133. The Constitutional Court: Case Concerning Article 167 of the Civil Code, Ruling No. 6-P, VKS
2003, No.3 (Apr. 21, 2003), reprinted in BUR..'\'HAM, supra note 88, 353-56.
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and Meret-K), the property could not be recovered from Meret in light of the Constitutional Court's April 21, 2003, decision,134 As one commentator wrote, cases like Kenotek
demonstrate the extent to which Russian civil law has failed to keep pace with the development of commercial relations.135
The difficulties of recovering property from an ostensible good faith purchaser are further aggravated by a resolution of the High Arbitrazh Court dated October 11, 2005,
holding both that a suit to nullify a transaction cannot proceed if one of the parties to the
transaction has been liquidated and that the obligations of the liquidated entity cannot
pass to a third party.136 Therefore, if assets have been transferred through a front company that has subsequently been liquidated, the victim/plaintiff is essentially left without
remedy. Taken together, these rules explain the widespread practice of transferring stolen
assets through front companies to a good faith purchaser and then liquidating the intermediate company or companies.
By contrast, U.S. law allows for recovery of assets from a third party in a civil proceeding upon a showing that the purchaser "possesses knowledge of facts that suggest a transfer may be fraudulent."I37 In addition, some U.S. states recognize a "larceny exception"
that defeats even a good faith purchaser's claim when it can be shown that that the seller
acquired title to the transferred property by larceny.1l8 Given that the Constitutional
Court's ruling specifically provided that Article 167 could be applied to good faith purchasers if provided for by statute, the Duma could enact legislation allowing for recovery
of raided assets from good faith purchasers in civil cases upon a sufficient showing that the
good faith purchaser knew or should have known that the assets he purchased were acquired illegally. 139
5.

Verification of Corporate Documents

Another major oversight appears to be the absence of a provision in the Russian laws on
corporate registration requiring registering authorities to verify the accuracy of the information presented to them. l40 As we have seen, raiding often involves the altering of internal corporate documents to reflect false changes in the board of directors. As Pavel
134. Resolutions of the Federal Arbitrazh Court of the West Siberia District (Postanovleniya FAS ZCO),
Oct. 19, 2005, Nos. F04-5367/2005(1584-A27-5); F04-5367/2005(15252-A27-5), reprinted in V.N.
TROFIIVIOV, NEDEISTrVITELNOST' SDYELOK: SBORNIK SUDEBNOI PRAKTIKI C KOMMEl"o.'TARlYAMI, 63-69
(2008).
135. TROFIMOV, Sl/pra note 134, at 69.
136. Resolution of the Presidium of the High Arbitrazh Court of the Russian Federation (Postanovleniye
Presidiuma VAS RF), Oct. 11,2005, No. 7278/05, reprinted in TROFlMOV, Sl/pra note, 134, at 40-42.
137. Sec, e.g., Banner v. Kassow, 104 F.3d 352, 352 (2d Cir. 1996).
138. Dimension Funding LLC v. DKA Assocs., Inc., 191 PJd 923, 926 (Wash. Ct. App., 2008).
139. In November 2008, the Supreme Arbitrazh Court issued Information Letter No. 126 entitled "Survey
of Judicial Practice on Certain Questions Connected with Recovery of Propery from Another Person's Unlawful Possession," which is available at http://www.garant.rulprimeI20081216/1689369Ihtm. Such
information letters provide binding guidance to lower courts. Some of the language in Information Letter
No. 126 suggests that courts should apply a restrictive definition of "good faith purchaser," which would
exclude acquirers who knew or should have known that the transferor did not have the legal right to transfer
the property in question. It is still too early, however, to say how Information Letter No. 126 will be interpreted and applied by lower courts, and legislation clarifying this point would provide a firmer basis for courts
to invalidate fraudulent transfers to ostensible good faith purchasers.
140. AsTAKHOV-PROTIVODEISTVIYE, Sl/pra nOte 2, at 46.
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Astakhov argues, this practice is partly facilitated by the absence of any requirement in the
"Law on State Registration of Legal Entities and Individual Businessmen" that registering
officials verify the information presented to them. 141 Rather, the law simply requires that
amendments to incorporation documents be entered within five days of their submission
and does not identify the presentation of false documents as a ground for refusal to enter
the amendments. 142 Requiring state authorities charged with registering corporate
changes to verify the authenticity of all documents presented to them before accepting
them and imposing criminal liability for the presentation of false documents to registering
authorities would undoubtedly make it more difficult for raiders to steal companies
through manipulation of internal corporate documents,143

m.

Possible Remedial Measures

Clearly, raiding will continue as long as there is corruption in the court system and law
enforcement. But, in the meantime, there are steps that could be taken to alleviate the
problem. Specifically, Russia could:
(1) create mechanisms allowing for the rapid exchange of evidence between arbitrazh
courts and courts of general jurisdiction in related cases;
(2) pass legislation specifically criminalizing raiding and establishing specialized task
forces to investigate and prosecute raiding cases;
(3) strengthen criminal penalties for the presentation of false evidence in civil cases and
create a mechanism allowing arbitrazh courts to refer cases of suspected falsification to law
enforcement for rapid adjudication;
(4) amend the criminal code to allow for criminal prosecution of legal entities;
(5) create legal mechanisms for obtaining and using cooperating witness testimony in
court;
(6) pass legislation allowing for the recovery, in civil litigation, of assets from good faith
purchasers who had reason to know that the assets they purchased were fraudulently acquired by the seller; and
(7) require registering officials to check and authenticate documents presented to the
State Unified Register of Legal Entities that purport to reflect changes in corporate
structure.
There are also certain measures that businesses can take to protect themselves. These
measures include retaining qualified legal counsel to draft and review all incorporation
documents and contracts, retaining corporate investigation firms to investigate partners
141. Federal Law No. 129-FZ, Aug. 8, 2001, on the State Registration of Legal Entities and Individual
Businessmen, available at http://www.legislationline.org/legislation.php?tid=2&lid=642; AsTAKHOV-PROTIVODEISTVIYE, supra note 2, at 149.
142. Federal Law No. 129-FZ, Arts. 19 (on amending constituent documents), 23 (refusal to grant state
registration), 25 (liability for illegal actions); AsTAKHOV-PRo'nvoD£ISTVIYE, mpra note 2, at 46.
143. There are, undoubtedly, numerous other gaps in the law that facilitate raiding. For example, Asrakhov
points to the absence of concepts of fiduciaty duty, the absence of mechanisms for bringing shareholder class
action suits, the impossibility of establishing corporate takeover defenses such as staggered boards of directors, and super-majority voting requirements. AsTAKHOV-PROTIVODElSTVIYE, mpra note 2. These appear
to relate more to non-criminal takeovers and insider malfeasance, however, than to criminal raiding and are
beyond the scope of this article, which is focused exclusively on criminal raiding.
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and major customers, and, above all, always complying with all relevant laws and regulations. Failure to do the latter will only provide attackers with an opportunity to initiate
the kinds of inspections and criminal investigations that are so often the springboard for
successful raids.
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